
From: Burnell, Scott
To: JLD_Public Resource
Subject: FW: January 13, 2012 Near Term Meeting: NRC & NEI
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 10:30:24 AM
Attachments: FW 1-16-2012 Comments related to the January 13 2012 NRC NEI Near Term Meeting.msg

For your information.
 
A reply on technical issues is optional.
 
 

From: Tom Gurdziel [mailto:tgurdziel@twcny.rr.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 14, 2012 9:48 AM
To: OPA Resource; CHAIRMAN Resource
Cc: OPA1 RESOURCE; OPA2 Resource; Resource, OPA3; OPA4 Resource; hillsc@INPO.org; 'Tom Henry';
paul_eddy@dps.state.ny.us; 'Vanags, Uldis'; jicc@ws.mofa.go.jp; Screnci, Diane; 'Clary, Gregory';
Bowman, Gregory; OIGHOTLINE Resource; senator_leahy@leahy.senate.gov; senprespt@leg.state.vt.us;
'Holden, Tammy'
Subject: January 13, 2012 Near Term Meeting: NRC & NEI
 
Good morning,
 
Since I did not take time off from work yesterday to hear and watch this meeting live, I decided to
watch the (very convenient) recorded version last night.  I have a few observations, in no particular
order.
 

Two Paths
 
Both sides are looking down different paths, it seems to me.  The NRC is attempting to handle this
March 11th problem by first identifying ALL possible external event contributors, then considering all
possible equipment and design corrective actions so that they will “do it right the first time”.
 
The industry has identified one major undesired result of all those possible known (and especially
unknown) external event initiators: the nuclear fuel in the reactor vessel gets damaged.  With the
knowledge that the currently designed and built and operated plants did not successfully handle one (or
more) initiators on March 11th, they are suggesting this: let’s try something else to prevent nuclear fuel
damage.
 
My inclination here is to accept the industry idea.  I don’t think that we have the time, (or that it is
possible), to identify ALL initiators. And, it is my present idea that waiting until you can do it right the
first time is too time-consuming: we need to do it right the LAST time.  (Hopefully, that will be the first
time, but we need to accept the idea that we are not perfect.)  It is also my present idea that trying
something, then adjusting it when we find shortcomings with it is the faster way to go.  And, in my
opinion, this includes rules and orders: if it turns out that they are not just what we want, then change
them.
 

The (Only One?) Ultimate Heat Sink
 
At about 19 minutes and 47 seconds into this meeting, I heard reference to loss of THE ultimate heat
sink.  I would agree that, with the loss of offsite AC and emergency onsite AC, the WATER ultimate
heat sink was lost.  However, the emergency condensers use AIR as their ultimate heat sink.  If the
emergency condensers in Japan had been fully equipped for a loss of AC, (including 8 hours of stored
water in elevated makeup water storage tanks), then another heat sink would have been (I believe
successfully) in use.
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From: Tom Gurdziel [mailto:tgurdziel@twcny.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 9:14 AM
To: OPA Resource; CHAIRMAN Resource
Cc: hillsc@INPO.org; 'Tom Henry'; paul_eddy@dps.state.ny.us; 'Vanags, Uldis'; jicc@ws.mofa.go.jp; Screnci, Diane; 'Clary, Gregory'; Bowman, Gregory; OIGHOTLINE Resource; senprespt@leg.state.vt.us; senator_leahy@leahy.senate.gov; 'Holden, Tammy'
Subject: 1-16-2012 Comments related to the January 13, 2012 NRC & NEI Near Term Meeting





 





Hello,





 





Suppose





 





On March 11, 2011, at the time the earthquake struck, suppose that the units at Fukushima-Daiichi had all been equipped with air-cooled emergency diesel generators (that wouldn’t have had their cooling water pumps at the wharf disabled by the force of the tsunami) or that their cooling water pumps had already been changed to (underwater) submersible pumps.  Suppose they were able to start and run and have all the circuit breakers switch appropriately so that they could carry emergency loads.  Would there still have been a problem without a currently and publically proposed solution (by the industry and the NRC)?





 





I believe the answer is that there would still be a big problem.





 





(The reference is INPO Report 11-005, page 7, Figure 3.3-1).  The plant design suffers from a lack of diversity in elevation of (emergency?) switchgear and station batteries.  It appears that ALL emergency powerboards can (and were) taken out by flooding due to the tsunami.





 





It would appear to me that, in order to use any FLEX mobile generator of appropriate size to supply electric power to already installed (“safety-related”) equipment, the plant operators would have to disconnect or sever their existing (and shorted) power supply lines and physically pull and connect the alternate (FLEX) supply.





 





At this time, I do not expect that any normal circuit breaker protections should be applied: we are trying to save the reactor core, not any individual pump motor.  Therefore, simpler electrical disconnects should be provided for use (in my opinion) in place of circuit breakers.





 





I guess what I am saying here is: does the NRC intend to address the total loss of emergency powerboards and DC power systems?





 





Circuit Breaker Co-ordination





 





It would be valuable to have the circuit breaker co-ordination checked to see if the switching did occur as desired for Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 at Fukushima-Daiichi.  I recall that, the more complicated the required switching, the less likely the desired co-ordination will be provided (when called upon).  Specifically, did the initial switchover to emergency power, reported as successful, work only because the supply power lines were dead (and not shorted out)?





 





            Thank you,





 





            Thomas Gurdziel





  












Water Height, not Water Energy
 
At about 37:34 in the meeting, there was a significant point made that we, as an industry, have a lot
more margin for seismic effects than we have for flooding.  The point I got here was that it makes
more sense to use our limited resources where it would do the most good.  I agree with this line of
thought.  However, although the room attendees had time later in the meeting to bring up concerns, not
one mentioned that an overlooked trouble is the actual energy in the tsunami.  In other words, damage
from the tsunami is not solely the result of water height. 
 
Although not extensively, this was clearly reported in INPO Report 11-005, page 47 where it said:
“”The tsunami design basis for Fukushima Daiichi considered only the inundation and static water
pressures, and not the impact force of the wave or the impact of debris associated with the wave.” 
(Note also that the report stated (somewhere) that not one but seven waves struck the site.)
 
We are presently continuing to overlook water (wave?) energy.
 

Coping with Loss of an Operable Battery
 
I guess I have a definition problem.  I think that coping with a nuclear fuel accident means keeping the
fuel unmelted.  When it starts to melt, you have not longer coped successfully (using my definition). 
However, using meeting comments at 42:49 and approximately 45:05, the industry and the NRC
appear to define coping as loss of station battery operability.  These ARE NOT the same thing.
 
So, let me say this clearly, just because you have an operable battery DOES NOT guarantee that your
fuel is unmelted.
 
(And, I believe, it is just this understanding by the industry that makes its FLEX idea so appropriate.)
 

Final Comments
 
Finally, can I ask, when does the NRC plan to address Command and Control problems such as the
inadequate crew structure (in my opinion) shown on page 62 of INPO Report 11-005 when the plant
operators (Auxiliary Operators) have only a dotted line association with the people in the control room?
 
When does the NRC plant to address operator-associated concerns like a plant diesel fire pump
running out of fuel before the end of a scheduled 12 hour shift?  (INPO Report 11-005, page 74, 2nd

item from the bottom.)
 
            Thank you,
 
            Thomas Gurdziel
 
 



From: OPA Resource
To: Burnell, Scott
Subject: FW: 1-16-2012 Comments related to the January 13, 2012 NRC & NEI Near Term Meeting
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 10:28:40 AM

Forwarded from OPA Resource by Stephanie West.
 
 

From: Tom Gurdziel [mailto:tgurdziel@twcny.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2012 9:14 AM
To: OPA Resource; CHAIRMAN Resource
Cc: hillsc@INPO.org; 'Tom Henry'; paul_eddy@dps.state.ny.us; 'Vanags, Uldis'; jicc@ws.mofa.go.jp;
Screnci, Diane; 'Clary, Gregory'; Bowman, Gregory; OIGHOTLINE Resource; senprespt@leg.state.vt.us;
senator_leahy@leahy.senate.gov; 'Holden, Tammy'
Subject: 1-16-2012 Comments related to the January 13, 2012 NRC & NEI Near Term Meeting
 
Hello,
 

Suppose
 
On March 11, 2011, at the time the earthquake struck, suppose that the units at Fukushima-Daiichi
had all been equipped with air-cooled emergency diesel generators (that wouldn’t have had their
cooling water pumps at the wharf disabled by the force of the tsunami) or that their cooling water
pumps had already been changed to (underwater) submersible pumps.  Suppose they were able to
start and run and have all the circuit breakers switch appropriately so that they could carry emergency
loads.  Would there still have been a problem without a currently and publically proposed solution (by
the industry and the NRC)?
 
I believe the answer is that there would still be a big problem.
 
(The reference is INPO Report 11-005, page 7, Figure 3.3-1).  The plant design suffers from a lack of
diversity in elevation of (emergency?) switchgear and station batteries.  It appears that ALL emergency
powerboards can (and were) taken out by flooding due to the tsunami.
 
It would appear to me that, in order to use any FLEX mobile generator of appropriate size to supply
electric power to already installed (“safety-related”) equipment, the plant operators would have to
disconnect or sever their existing (and shorted) power supply lines and physically pull and connect the
alternate (FLEX) supply.
 
At this time, I do not expect that any normal circuit breaker protections should be applied: we are trying
to save the reactor core, not any individual pump motor.  Therefore, simpler electrical disconnects
should be provided for use (in my opinion) in place of circuit breakers.
 
I guess what I am saying here is: does the NRC intend to address the total loss of emergency
powerboards and DC power systems?
 

Circuit Breaker Co-ordination
 
It would be valuable to have the circuit breaker co-ordination checked to see if the switching did occur
as desired for Units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 at Fukushima-Daiichi.  I recall that, the more complicated the
required switching, the less likely the desired co-ordination will be provided (when called upon). 
Specifically, did the initial switchover to emergency power, reported as successful, work only because
the supply power lines were dead (and not shorted out)?
 
            Thank you,
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            Thomas Gurdziel
  



From: Skeen, David
To: JLD_Public Resource
Cc: Mitchell, Matthew
Subject: FW: New Fukushima recommendation - hydrogen monitoring instrumentation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2012 4:29:02 PM
Attachments: 20120120-ucs-nrc-recommending-hydrogen-monitoring.pdf

Please add this to the recommendations for screening and put them in the proper process,
and add to ADAMS, as appropriate.
 
From: Dave Lochbaum [mailto:DLochbaum@ucsusa.org] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 9:12 AM
To: Skeen, David
Cc: Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: New Fukushima recommendation - hydrogen monitoring instrumentation
 
Hello Dave:
 
Attached is an electronic version of a letter recommending instrumentation be provided
within the secondary containment of BWRs with Mark I and II containments, the aux
building of BWRs with Mark III containments, and the fuel handling buildings of PWRs.
 
I don't plan on also mailing in a hard copy, but will gladly do so upon request.
 
I wasn't sure who within the NRC is the designated point person for Fukushima-inspired
recommendations. But I figured that if that person is not you, you would know who is the
right person. In that case, I would appreciate it if you would forward this letter to that person.
 
As explained in the letter, the need for the hydrogen monitoring instrumentation is
comparable to the need for spent fuel pool monitoring instrumentation.
 
Thanks,
David Lochbaum
Director, Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415
(423) 468-9272 office
(423) 488-8318 cell
dlochbaum@ucsusa.org

Check out the UCS blog on nuclear weapons and nuclear power issues, including a weekly
series called "Fission Stories" at http://allthingsnuclear.org/
 
Founded in 1969, the Union of Concerned Scientists is an independent, science-based
nonprofit working for a healthy environment and a safer world.
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January 20, 2012 
  
Mr. David L. Skeen  
Deputy Director, Division of Engineering  
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission  
Washington, DC 20555-0001 


 
Dear Mr. Skeen: 
 
 
As the Nuclear Regulatory Commission implements the recommendations made by its Near 
Term Task Force (NTTF) following its review of the tragedy at Fukushima Dai-Ichi, the Union 
of Concerned Scientists (UCS) respectfully asks that another measure that is similar in nature 
and need to the NTTF recommendation regarding spent fuel pool instrumentation be 
implemented.  
 
NTTF Recommendation 7.1 seeks the installation of instrumentation enabling key spent fuel 
pool parameters to be monitoring from the control room. The NTTF report provided ample 
justification for this recommendation and UCS wholeheartedly supports it. 
 
A very similar case can be made for the current lack of instrumentation available to monitor 
hydrogen concentrations in the secondary containments (reactor buildings) at boiling water 
reactors (BWRs) with Mark I and II containment designs and in the fuel handling buildings at 
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and at BWRs with Mark III containment designs. 
 
At Fukushima, hydrogen gas collected within the secondary containment and ignited, destroying 
the integrity of these structures on Units 1, 3, and 4. The gas was most likely produced by the 
fuel damage process in the cores of the Unit 1, 2, and 3 reactors and/or the fuel damage process 
in the Unit 3 and 4 spent fuel pools. Instrumentation is installed within the primary containments 
of BWRs and PWRs to monitor hydrogen concentrations and enable the operators to take 
mitigating measures as directed by their emergency procedure guidelines or severe accident 
mitigating guidelines. But instrumentation does not exist to monitor the hydrogen concentrations 
in the reactor buildings of BWRs and the fuel handling buildings of PWRs.  
 
After the first reactor building was destroyed at Fukushima Dai-Ichi, workers took steps to vent 
the reactor buildings on Units 5 and 6 to avert the collection and ignition of hydrogen. They did 
not know the hydrogen concentrations in these buildings since no instrumentation was available, 
but took these precautionary steps.  
 
The installation of spent fuel pool instrumentation would enable the operators to make timely, 
efficient, and informed decisions about spent fuel pool hazards. Installation of hydrogen 
monitoring instrumentation would provide the operators with similar capacity regarding potential 
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problems caused by hydrogen buildup. The inability to monitor hydrogen concentrations could 
cause operators to not vent the reactor buildings, thus leading to ignitions resulting in loss of 
secondary containment integrity. The inability could also cause operators to pre-emptively vent 
the reactor buildings when it is not necessary to do so. Either outcome represents a loss of an 
important barrier—secondary containment integrity—that hydrogen monitoring capability could 
avoid.  
 
Monitoring instrumentation should be required for any structure that might contain hydrogen 
during a design bases or severe accident. The BWR and PWR primary containments already 
have hydrogen monitoring instrumentation. At a minimum, the additional buildings in need of 
hydrogen monitoring instrumentation include the secondary containments at BWRs with Mark I 
and II containments, the fuel handling buildings at BWRs with Mark III containments, and the 
fuel handling buildings at PWRs. There may be other buildings at BWRs and PWRs where 
hydrogen may collect that also require monitoring instrumentation.  
 
The installation of additional hydrogen monitoring instrumentation would trigger associated 
changes to the emergency procedure guidelines and severe accident mitigating guidelines used 
by the operators. These measures would allow the operators to efficiently maintain awareness of 
conditions in non-primary containment areas of the plant and to detect increasing hydrogen 
concentrations. These measures would allow the operators to take appropriate steps to mitigate 
that situation, preserving the integrity of important barriers against the uncontrolled release of 
radioactivity.  
 
UCS realizes that the NTTF made recommendations that should reduce the likelihood that 
hydrogen gas collects in non-primary containment structures. But we also realize that the NRC 
employs a defense-in-depth approach to safety. Collectively, the measure we propose and the 
NTTF recommendations serve the defense-in-depth goal of reducing the risk of a hydrogen 
explosion to an acceptably low level.  
 
If you have any questions about our recommendation for expanded hydrogen monitoring 
instrumentation at U.S. nuclear plants, please contact me.  
 
Sincerely, 


 
 
 
 
 
 


David Lochbaum 
Director, Nuclear Safety Project 
PO Box 15316 
Chattanooga, TN 37415 
(423) 468-9272, office 
(423) 488-8318, cell 







From: Skeen, David
To: JLD_Public Resource
Cc: Mitchell, Matthew
Subject: FW: New Fukushima recommendation - hydrogen monitoring instrumentation
Date: Friday, January 20, 2012 4:32:50 PM

Include this as part of Dave Lochbaum’s recommendation.
 
From: Paul Blanch [mailto:pmblanch@comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 2012 4:25 PM
To: Dave Lochbaum
Cc: Skeen, David; Johnson, Michael; Wiggins, Jim; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: Re: New Fukushima recommendation - hydrogen monitoring instrumentation
 
Dave:

Please see 10 CFR 50.43, excerpt below.
(3) Equipment Survivability. All boiling water reactors with Mark III containments and all
pressurized water reactors with ice condenser containments that do not rely upon an inerted
atmosphere inside containment to control combustible gases must be able to establish and
maintain safe shutdown and containment structural integrity with systems and components
capable of performing their functions during and after exposure to the environmental
conditions created by the burning of hydrogen. Environmental conditions caused by local
detonations of hydrogen must also be included, unless such detonations can be shown
unlikely to occur. The amount of hydrogen to be considered must be equivalent to that
generated from a metal-water reaction involving 75 percent of the fuel cladding surrounding
the active fuel region (excluding the cladding surrounding the plenum volume).
(4) Monitoring. (i) Equipment must be provided for monitoring oxygen in containments that
use an inerted atmosphere for combustible gas control. Equipment for monitoring oxygen
must be functional, reliable, and capable of continuously measuring the concentration of
oxygen in the containment atmosphere following a significant beyond design-basis accident
for combustible gas control and accident management, including emergency planning.
(ii) Equipment must be provided for monitoring hydrogen in the containment. Equipment for
monitoring hydrogen must be functional, reliable, and capable of continuously measuring the
concentration of hydrogen in the containment atmosphere following a significant beyond
design-basis accident for accident management, including emergency planning.

On 1/20/12 9:11 AM, Dave Lochbaum wrote:
Hello Dave:
 
Attached is an electronic version of a letter recommending instrumentation be provided
within the secondary containment of BWRs with Mark I and II containments, the aux
building of BWRs with Mark III containments, and the fuel handling buildings of PWRs.
 
I don't plan on also mailing in a hard copy, but will gladly do so upon request.
 
I wasn't sure who within the NRC is the designated point person for Fukushima-inspired

mailto:/O=USNRC/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=E509CB5-C55D13BE-26BDAD50-89BBF5DD
mailto:JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov
mailto:Matthew.Mitchell@nrc.gov


recommendations. But I figured that if that person is not you, you would know who is the
right person. In that case, I would appreciate it if you would forward this letter to that person.
 
As explained in the letter, the need for the hydrogen monitoring instrumentation is
comparable to the need for spent fuel pool monitoring instrumentation.
 
Thanks,
David Lochbaum
Director, Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415
(423) 468-9272 office
(423) 488-8318 cell
dlochbaum@ucsusa.org

Check out the UCS blog on nuclear weapons and nuclear power issues, including a weekly
series called "Fission Stories" at http://allthingsnuclear.org/
 
Founded in 1969, the Union of Concerned Scientists is an independent, science-based
nonprofit working for a healthy environment and a safer world.
 
-- 
Paul Blanch Energy Consultant 135 Hyde Road West Hartford CT 06117 Home 860-236-
0326 Cell 860-922-3119

mailto:dlochbaum@ucsusa.org
http://allthingsnuclear.org/


 

 

 

January 20, 2012 
  
Mr. David L. Skeen  
Deputy Director, Division of Engineering  
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation  
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission  
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

 
Dear Mr. Skeen: 
 
 
As the Nuclear Regulatory Commission implements the recommendations made by its Near 
Term Task Force (NTTF) following its review of the tragedy at Fukushima Dai-Ichi, the Union 
of Concerned Scientists (UCS) respectfully asks that another measure that is similar in nature 
and need to the NTTF recommendation regarding spent fuel pool instrumentation be 
implemented.  
 
NTTF Recommendation 7.1 seeks the installation of instrumentation enabling key spent fuel 
pool parameters to be monitoring from the control room. The NTTF report provided ample 
justification for this recommendation and UCS wholeheartedly supports it. 
 
A very similar case can be made for the current lack of instrumentation available to monitor 
hydrogen concentrations in the secondary containments (reactor buildings) at boiling water 
reactors (BWRs) with Mark I and II containment designs and in the fuel handling buildings at 
pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and at BWRs with Mark III containment designs. 
 
At Fukushima, hydrogen gas collected within the secondary containment and ignited, destroying 
the integrity of these structures on Units 1, 3, and 4. The gas was most likely produced by the 
fuel damage process in the cores of the Unit 1, 2, and 3 reactors and/or the fuel damage process 
in the Unit 3 and 4 spent fuel pools. Instrumentation is installed within the primary containments 
of BWRs and PWRs to monitor hydrogen concentrations and enable the operators to take 
mitigating measures as directed by their emergency procedure guidelines or severe accident 
mitigating guidelines. But instrumentation does not exist to monitor the hydrogen concentrations 
in the reactor buildings of BWRs and the fuel handling buildings of PWRs.  
 
After the first reactor building was destroyed at Fukushima Dai-Ichi, workers took steps to vent 
the reactor buildings on Units 5 and 6 to avert the collection and ignition of hydrogen. They did 
not know the hydrogen concentrations in these buildings since no instrumentation was available, 
but took these precautionary steps.  
 
The installation of spent fuel pool instrumentation would enable the operators to make timely, 
efficient, and informed decisions about spent fuel pool hazards. Installation of hydrogen 
monitoring instrumentation would provide the operators with similar capacity regarding potential 
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problems caused by hydrogen buildup. The inability to monitor hydrogen concentrations could 
cause operators to not vent the reactor buildings, thus leading to ignitions resulting in loss of 
secondary containment integrity. The inability could also cause operators to pre-emptively vent 
the reactor buildings when it is not necessary to do so. Either outcome represents a loss of an 
important barrier—secondary containment integrity—that hydrogen monitoring capability could 
avoid.  
 
Monitoring instrumentation should be required for any structure that might contain hydrogen 
during a design bases or severe accident. The BWR and PWR primary containments already 
have hydrogen monitoring instrumentation. At a minimum, the additional buildings in need of 
hydrogen monitoring instrumentation include the secondary containments at BWRs with Mark I 
and II containments, the fuel handling buildings at BWRs with Mark III containments, and the 
fuel handling buildings at PWRs. There may be other buildings at BWRs and PWRs where 
hydrogen may collect that also require monitoring instrumentation.  
 
The installation of additional hydrogen monitoring instrumentation would trigger associated 
changes to the emergency procedure guidelines and severe accident mitigating guidelines used 
by the operators. These measures would allow the operators to efficiently maintain awareness of 
conditions in non-primary containment areas of the plant and to detect increasing hydrogen 
concentrations. These measures would allow the operators to take appropriate steps to mitigate 
that situation, preserving the integrity of important barriers against the uncontrolled release of 
radioactivity.  
 
UCS realizes that the NTTF made recommendations that should reduce the likelihood that 
hydrogen gas collects in non-primary containment structures. But we also realize that the NRC 
employs a defense-in-depth approach to safety. Collectively, the measure we propose and the 
NTTF recommendations serve the defense-in-depth goal of reducing the risk of a hydrogen 
explosion to an acceptably low level.  
 
If you have any questions about our recommendation for expanded hydrogen monitoring 
instrumentation at U.S. nuclear plants, please contact me.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 
 
 

David Lochbaum 
Director, Nuclear Safety Project 
PO Box 15316 
Chattanooga, TN 37415 
(423) 468-9272, office 
(423) 488-8318, cell 



From: Kelly, David
To: JLD_Public Resource
Subject: Tier 1 - NTTF Recommendation 4.2 comments - D.Kelly EOP writer
Date: Friday, January 20, 2012 6:13:54 PM
Attachments: EOP writer training for SBO.pdf

Hello,
 
My name is David Kelly and I've been an EOP writer for 15 years at Seabrook Station, NH.
 
I'm concerned the industry has forgotten lessons learned from Post TMI regulation and SBO
blackout rule making from the past. We have somehow lost our way in how we upgrade EOPs.  All
plants are licensed to maintain upgraded EOPs consistent with generic guidelines developed by the
owner's groups.  Post TMI regulation chartered the development of the owners groups for the sole
purpose of developing rigorous analysis/technical basis and build upgraded accident mitigation
procedures called EOPs.
 
In my opinion, we somehow lost our way in the development of SAMGs.  These severe accident
mitigation methods should have been included within the EOP network. A good portion of the
EOPs are designed to mitigate severe accidents. We're focusing too much time on resources on the
SAMGs and EDMGs which lack analytical basis.
 
NTTF recommendation 8.1 order will recommend integration of EOPs, SAMGs and EDMGs. The
best way to do this is to incorporate the key SAMG and EDMG methods into the EOPs to avoid
reactor and SF core damage.  
 
For the last year, INPO has taken the lead in developing Post Fukushima recommendations to the
industry. They have even gone so far as make generic EOP recommendations to add SF pool
monitoring steps without consulting the PWROG or BWROG. It's time that INPO step aside and let
the technical experts takeover in development of upgraded station blackout EOPs. These experts
would be NEI, BWROG and PWROG.     
 
The other issue occurring is Utility CNOs and INPO are developing equipment lists to support the
FLEX plan without waiting for PWROG and BWROG analysis to determine thermal hydraulic
neutronic effects of extended station blackout accident condition. It makes much more sense to be
compliant with post TMI regulation and let the owners groups develop analysis/technical basis for
optimal upgraded accident mitigation strategies and equipment lists.
 
INPO, EPRI and CNOs need to step aside and let the technical experts take over.  
 
See attached file. It is an EOP training module for Station Blackout Rule and EOPs. It provides a
good running history of SBO rule and the activities described in the training module somewhat
parallels what's  going on now. It may be helpful in the development of 4.2 order. It is interesting to
note that NEI at that time was called NUMARC who developed NUMARC -8700, Guidelines and
Technical basis for NUMARC Initiatives Addressing Station Blackout at Light Water Reactors.
Westinghouse owners group responded by developing ECA-0.0, Loss of All AC Power.

mailto:David.Kelly@fpl.com
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I envision integration of FLEX plan methods into the station black out EOPs. We need to be careful
about adversely impact SBO topical design function operator actions. It would best to implement
the FLEX plan methods after the topical design basis SBO coping window ( 4 hours for Seabrook)
has exceeded or steam driven EFW pump is lost (bounding topical SBO design basis assumption
that it continues to run).
 
If the FLEX plan methods adversely impact existing SBO topical design functions, the NRC may
expect to see 50.59 evaluations screening yes requiring NRC approval in the near future. NRC may
want to consider this situation and warn utilities about FLEX plan adverse impact to SBO topical
design function.
 
I see the integration of the FLEX plan into the EOPs as a permanent bridging method to cope for 72
hours.
 
Respectfully,
David Kelly
EOP writer
Seabrook Station
FPL Energy
w: 603-773-7351
c: 603-770-7848



































































































































































































































From: George Morris
To: JLD_Public Resource
Subject: NTTF Recommenfation 4.1
Date: Monday, January 23, 2012 2:00:20 PM

Regarding the NTTF Recommendation 4.1, Enhanced SBO Coping Capability, the NRC should insist on
enhancing SBO coping by requiring a minimum of N+1 AAC power supplies (Where N = the number of
nuclear unites on a common site).   Each AAC should be permanently installed and separately located
around the site in protected enclosures.
 
George W Morris, PE
20 Marquette Drive
Cody WY 82414
GeorgeWMorris@ieee.org
1-307-583-5413
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From: Dave Lochbaum
To: JLD_Public Resource
Cc: Johnson, Michael; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: ATTN: Recommendations 2.1, 2.3 and 9.3
Date: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 11:15:11 AM
Attachments: 20120124-ucs-nrc-comments-tier-1-recommendations.pdf

Good Morning:
 
Attached please find my comments on Tier 1 NTTF Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, and 9.3.
 
Thanks,
David Lochbaum
Director, Nuclear Safety Project
Union of Concerned Scientists
PO Box 15316
Chattanooga, TN 37415
(423) 468-9272 office
(423) 488-8318 cell
dlochbaum@ucsusa.org

mailto:DLochbaum@ucsusa.org
mailto:JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov
mailto:Michael.Johnson@nrc.gov
mailto:Martin.Virgilio@nrc.gov



 


 


 


January 24, 2012 


U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 


 
Comments submitted by email to JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov 


 
Subject: Comments on NTTF Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, and 9.3 
 


Good Day: 


On behalf of the Union of Concerned Scientists, I provide the following comments on the draft language 
of the proposed requests per 10 CFR 50.54(f) related to the subject Near Term Task Force 
recommendations: 


1. The first paragraph on page 3 of Enclosure 1 (ML120110114) states that the NRC staff has “reviewed 
updates to the seismic source and ground motion models provided by applicants … for earthquake 
sources in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) …” to support early site permits and 
combined operating license applications. The last paragraph on page 3 of Enclosure 1 states the NRC 
“staff’s assessment did not provide insight into which SSCs [systems, structures, and components] are 
important to seismic risk.” The NRC staff has already approved and issued early site permits and 
appears poised to approve the first combined operating license. The assertion that the NRC staff does 
not know which systems, structures, and components are important to seismic risk must therefore be 
false; otherwise, the NRC staff could not certify new reactor designs and approve combined operating 
licenses for new reactors. It is evident that the NRC staff has sufficient knowledge of the current 
seismic hazard, at least in the central and eastern United States, and its application to the adequacy of 
seismic protection at nuclear power plants. It is not evident what additional information is needed by 
the NRC staff to now assess the seismic threat, particularly for reactors already operating in the 
central and eastern United States. The NRC staff has already demonstrated its ability to process 
known seismic hazard information to evaluate the adequacy of nuclear plant designs. In the early 
1980s, the Unit 1 reactor at the San Onofre Generating Station (SONGS-1) in California was 
determined to face a larger seismic hazard than it was designed against. SONGS-1 was shut down for 
nearly a year as upgrades to seismic protection of key systems, structures, and components were 
implemented. The NRC staff has to possess sufficient information about current seismic hazards; 
otherwise, it could not have reviewed and approved the early site permits and combined operating 
licenses. The NRC staff has to possess sufficient information about the current seismic protection 
measures at operating reactors; otherwise it could not have issued their operating licenses in the first 
place. The NRC staff has to possess understanding of which systems, structures, and components are 
important in seismic risk; otherwise, it could not have approved the SONGS-1 restart following 
upgrades. Thus, all the NRC needs to do now is apply its knowledge of current seismic hazards to its 
understanding of existing reactor designs—replicating the evaluation methods used to approve the 
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early site permits and review the combined operating licenses. Consequently, the information being 
sought by this draft order represents little more than undue burden on licensees and undue delay in 
protecting adequate protection of public health and safety. It seems little more than a bureaucratic 
stall tactic at licensees’ expense. The NRC should skip the needless expense and delay fetching data 
for Phase 1 and proceed directly with Phase 2: upgrading seismic protection against known seismic 
hazards. But if this undue delay and expense is the only way that the American public can receive the 
protection is so richly deserves, a few more years of unjustifiable delays must be tolerated while the 
NRC plays out its pointless game.  
 


2. The first paragraph on page 3 of Enclosure 1 (ML120110114) states that the NRC staff “identified 
higher seismic hazard estimates than previously assumed, which may result in an increased 
likelihood of exceeding the safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) at operating facilities” in the central and 
eastern United States. The August 2011 earthquake near the North Anna reactors in Virginia 
exceeded their SSE design, proving the NRC staff’s 2005 forecast to be quite accurate. No more 
delays solving this known problem at existing reactors are necessary. The NRC will be culpable if 
one of the reactors known to be in harm’s way experiences a problem before NRC gets around to 
compelling its known solution. 


 
3. Item 3 on page 14 of Enclosure 1 (ML120110114) indicates that the spent fuel pool seismic risk 


evaluation must consider failures that could drain water from the spent fuel pool below the top of 
irradiated fuel assemblies. Other items compel consideration of other challenges to the integrity of 
fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool. Missing from the items is consideration of the challenge posed 
by blockage of cooling water flow upward through the fuel assemblies and storage racks. If an 
earthquake caused roofing materials, overhead lighting panels, or other components to fall into the 
spent fuel pool and land across the top of irradiated fuel assemblies, this material could block cooling 
flow, leading to localized overheating problems. Likewise, inadequately secured materials (e.g., 
shielding blankets, anti-contamination tarps, etc.) on the refueling platform spanning the spent fuel 
pool or the railing surrounding it might be shaken loose during an earthquake and fall into the spent 
fuel pool. Depending on their size and buoyancy, this material could be carried by water flow beneath 
the storage racks where it could block the upward flow through irradiated fuel assemblies. Hence, the 
spent fuel pool seismic risk evaluation must also consider potential harm caused by objects falling 
into the pool during an earthquake event. 
 


4. Enclosure 2 (ML120110116) describes the NRC staff’s need for additional information about the 
potential hazard to nuclear power plants from external flooding events. The flooding hazard itself is 
not new, but the Fukushima Dai-Ichi tragedy revealed dimensions not previously considered. Thus, 
unlike the potential hazard from seismic events which is already sufficiently understood, the need for 
additional information about under-appreciated flooding hazards is warranted.  


 
5. Pages 7 and 8 of Enclosure 2 (ML120110116) list information to be provided by licensees regarding 


potential flooding hazards and protections for their facilities. This list should be expanded to also 
include: 
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a. Evaluation of whether worker actions specified in procedures to prepare for and/or respond to 
flooding events will be impacted by flood conditions. For example, manual action may be 
needed to backwash a pump strainer clogged by flood-generated debris. If that pump is in a 
location where flooding prevents or impedes access, a procedure revision may be warranted. 
 


b. Independent spent fuel storage installations and dry storage of irradiated fuel at plant sites 
should also be included within the scope. 
 


c. The information being sought should identify available margins to fuel damage resulting 
from flooding. Margins should be identified by two means: 


 
i. For design bases floods, failures should be postulated that lead to fuel damage. The 


longer the list of failures that must occur to cause fuel damage, the greater the 
available margin. The shorter the list, the greater the need to ensure the reliability of 
elements on the short list in order to sustain the available margin. 
 


ii. For beyond design bases floods, the extent of flooding necessary to lead to fuel 
damage should be determined. This is analogous to the high confidence of low 
probability failure (HCLPF) approach to seismic margins. A flood one inch higher 
than design bases leading to fuel damage says one thing about margin; a flood twenty 
feet above design bases says something else.  


 
6. Enclosure 6 (ML12013A270) seeks information about post-event communications capabilities. While 


not a regulatory requirement, it is a practical necessity that workers at the site communicate with 
family members following events triggered by nature. Workers need to know that their families are 
safe and secure; otherwise their concerns may distract them from duties at hand. Likewise, family 
members need to know that that plant workers are okay; otherwise, they may tie up phone lines to the 
plant seeking these assurances. Because these non-required communications can adversely impact 
required communications and responses, the order should have licensees delineate their plans for 
coping with this necessary reality. 
 


7. Pages 4-6 of Enclosure 6 (ML12013A270) describe information being sought by the NRC about 
staffing levels following a large, prolonged event. When he was Regional Administrator in Region II 
a few years ago, William D. Travers informed UCS that the NRC instituted a policy following 
Hurricane Andrew in 1992 of providing staff from outside the affected area to handle oversight 
activities at a nuclear power plant to release permanently assigned staff members (e.g., the resident 
inspectors for that plant) to be with their families. This commendable practice avoided putting people 
in the awkward and unenviable spot of having to choose between professional and private 
responsibilities. Likewise, the best way for plant owners to handle this situation is not to force 
workers to make this choice. The information being requested by the NRC regarding augmented 
staffing for a prolonged period should enable the NRC to determine how likely the staffing needs are 
to be met. For example, augmented staffing plans assuming that nearly 100 percent of the existing 
work force will report when called might be determined to be less reliable than plans that staff the 
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augmented positions with qualified personnel from other company locations outside of the affected 
area.  


 
 Sincerely, 


 
 
 
 
 
 


David Lochbaum 
Director, Nuclear Safety Project 
PO Box 15316 
Chattanooga, TN 37415 
(423) 468-9272, office 
(423) 488-8318, cell 


 







 

 

 

January 24, 2012 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 

 
Comments submitted by email to JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov 

 
Subject: Comments on NTTF Recommendations 2.1, 2.3, and 9.3 
 

Good Day: 

On behalf of the Union of Concerned Scientists, I provide the following comments on the draft language 
of the proposed requests per 10 CFR 50.54(f) related to the subject Near Term Task Force 
recommendations: 

1. The first paragraph on page 3 of Enclosure 1 (ML120110114) states that the NRC staff has “reviewed 
updates to the seismic source and ground motion models provided by applicants … for earthquake 
sources in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) …” to support early site permits and 
combined operating license applications. The last paragraph on page 3 of Enclosure 1 states the NRC 
“staff’s assessment did not provide insight into which SSCs [systems, structures, and components] are 
important to seismic risk.” The NRC staff has already approved and issued early site permits and 
appears poised to approve the first combined operating license. The assertion that the NRC staff does 
not know which systems, structures, and components are important to seismic risk must therefore be 
false; otherwise, the NRC staff could not certify new reactor designs and approve combined operating 
licenses for new reactors. It is evident that the NRC staff has sufficient knowledge of the current 
seismic hazard, at least in the central and eastern United States, and its application to the adequacy of 
seismic protection at nuclear power plants. It is not evident what additional information is needed by 
the NRC staff to now assess the seismic threat, particularly for reactors already operating in the 
central and eastern United States. The NRC staff has already demonstrated its ability to process 
known seismic hazard information to evaluate the adequacy of nuclear plant designs. In the early 
1980s, the Unit 1 reactor at the San Onofre Generating Station (SONGS-1) in California was 
determined to face a larger seismic hazard than it was designed against. SONGS-1 was shut down for 
nearly a year as upgrades to seismic protection of key systems, structures, and components were 
implemented. The NRC staff has to possess sufficient information about current seismic hazards; 
otherwise, it could not have reviewed and approved the early site permits and combined operating 
licenses. The NRC staff has to possess sufficient information about the current seismic protection 
measures at operating reactors; otherwise it could not have issued their operating licenses in the first 
place. The NRC staff has to possess understanding of which systems, structures, and components are 
important in seismic risk; otherwise, it could not have approved the SONGS-1 restart following 
upgrades. Thus, all the NRC needs to do now is apply its knowledge of current seismic hazards to its 
understanding of existing reactor designs—replicating the evaluation methods used to approve the 
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early site permits and review the combined operating licenses. Consequently, the information being 
sought by this draft order represents little more than undue burden on licensees and undue delay in 
protecting adequate protection of public health and safety. It seems little more than a bureaucratic 
stall tactic at licensees’ expense. The NRC should skip the needless expense and delay fetching data 
for Phase 1 and proceed directly with Phase 2: upgrading seismic protection against known seismic 
hazards. But if this undue delay and expense is the only way that the American public can receive the 
protection is so richly deserves, a few more years of unjustifiable delays must be tolerated while the 
NRC plays out its pointless game.  
 

2. The first paragraph on page 3 of Enclosure 1 (ML120110114) states that the NRC staff “identified 
higher seismic hazard estimates than previously assumed, which may result in an increased 
likelihood of exceeding the safe-shutdown earthquake (SSE) at operating facilities” in the central and 
eastern United States. The August 2011 earthquake near the North Anna reactors in Virginia 
exceeded their SSE design, proving the NRC staff’s 2005 forecast to be quite accurate. No more 
delays solving this known problem at existing reactors are necessary. The NRC will be culpable if 
one of the reactors known to be in harm’s way experiences a problem before NRC gets around to 
compelling its known solution. 

 
3. Item 3 on page 14 of Enclosure 1 (ML120110114) indicates that the spent fuel pool seismic risk 

evaluation must consider failures that could drain water from the spent fuel pool below the top of 
irradiated fuel assemblies. Other items compel consideration of other challenges to the integrity of 
fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool. Missing from the items is consideration of the challenge posed 
by blockage of cooling water flow upward through the fuel assemblies and storage racks. If an 
earthquake caused roofing materials, overhead lighting panels, or other components to fall into the 
spent fuel pool and land across the top of irradiated fuel assemblies, this material could block cooling 
flow, leading to localized overheating problems. Likewise, inadequately secured materials (e.g., 
shielding blankets, anti-contamination tarps, etc.) on the refueling platform spanning the spent fuel 
pool or the railing surrounding it might be shaken loose during an earthquake and fall into the spent 
fuel pool. Depending on their size and buoyancy, this material could be carried by water flow beneath 
the storage racks where it could block the upward flow through irradiated fuel assemblies. Hence, the 
spent fuel pool seismic risk evaluation must also consider potential harm caused by objects falling 
into the pool during an earthquake event. 
 

4. Enclosure 2 (ML120110116) describes the NRC staff’s need for additional information about the 
potential hazard to nuclear power plants from external flooding events. The flooding hazard itself is 
not new, but the Fukushima Dai-Ichi tragedy revealed dimensions not previously considered. Thus, 
unlike the potential hazard from seismic events which is already sufficiently understood, the need for 
additional information about under-appreciated flooding hazards is warranted.  

 
5. Pages 7 and 8 of Enclosure 2 (ML120110116) list information to be provided by licensees regarding 

potential flooding hazards and protections for their facilities. This list should be expanded to also 
include: 
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a. Evaluation of whether worker actions specified in procedures to prepare for and/or respond to 
flooding events will be impacted by flood conditions. For example, manual action may be 
needed to backwash a pump strainer clogged by flood-generated debris. If that pump is in a 
location where flooding prevents or impedes access, a procedure revision may be warranted. 
 

b. Independent spent fuel storage installations and dry storage of irradiated fuel at plant sites 
should also be included within the scope. 
 

c. The information being sought should identify available margins to fuel damage resulting 
from flooding. Margins should be identified by two means: 

 
i. For design bases floods, failures should be postulated that lead to fuel damage. The 

longer the list of failures that must occur to cause fuel damage, the greater the 
available margin. The shorter the list, the greater the need to ensure the reliability of 
elements on the short list in order to sustain the available margin. 
 

ii. For beyond design bases floods, the extent of flooding necessary to lead to fuel 
damage should be determined. This is analogous to the high confidence of low 
probability failure (HCLPF) approach to seismic margins. A flood one inch higher 
than design bases leading to fuel damage says one thing about margin; a flood twenty 
feet above design bases says something else.  

 
6. Enclosure 6 (ML12013A270) seeks information about post-event communications capabilities. While 

not a regulatory requirement, it is a practical necessity that workers at the site communicate with 
family members following events triggered by nature. Workers need to know that their families are 
safe and secure; otherwise their concerns may distract them from duties at hand. Likewise, family 
members need to know that that plant workers are okay; otherwise, they may tie up phone lines to the 
plant seeking these assurances. Because these non-required communications can adversely impact 
required communications and responses, the order should have licensees delineate their plans for 
coping with this necessary reality. 
 

7. Pages 4-6 of Enclosure 6 (ML12013A270) describe information being sought by the NRC about 
staffing levels following a large, prolonged event. When he was Regional Administrator in Region II 
a few years ago, William D. Travers informed UCS that the NRC instituted a policy following 
Hurricane Andrew in 1992 of providing staff from outside the affected area to handle oversight 
activities at a nuclear power plant to release permanently assigned staff members (e.g., the resident 
inspectors for that plant) to be with their families. This commendable practice avoided putting people 
in the awkward and unenviable spot of having to choose between professional and private 
responsibilities. Likewise, the best way for plant owners to handle this situation is not to force 
workers to make this choice. The information being requested by the NRC regarding augmented 
staffing for a prolonged period should enable the NRC to determine how likely the staffing needs are 
to be met. For example, augmented staffing plans assuming that nearly 100 percent of the existing 
work force will report when called might be determined to be less reliable than plans that staff the 
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augmented positions with qualified personnel from other company locations outside of the affected 
area.  

 
 Sincerely, 

 
 
 
 
 
 

David Lochbaum 
Director, Nuclear Safety Project 
PO Box 15316 
Chattanooga, TN 37415 
(423) 468-9272, office 
(423) 488-8318, cell 

 



From: Mitchell, Matthew
To: JLD_Public Resource; Gibson, Lauren; Norton, Charles
Subject: FW: Thoughts
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 7:44:39 AM

Lauren, Chuck,
 
More comments from Tom Gurdziel.
 
Matt M.
 
From: Tom Gurdziel [mailto:tgurdziel@twcny.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 24, 2012 10:40 PM
To: Mitchell, Matthew
Cc: Dentel, Glenn; Screnci, Diane; paul_eddy@dps.state.ny.us; hillsc@INPO.org; P.Kaiser@iaea.org;
OIGHOTLINE Resource; jicc@ws.mofa.go.jp
Subject: Thoughts
 
Good morning Matt,
 
My interest in the March 11 accident is primarily in plant-operations-related events, plant design, and
plant configuration.  I do not have any adequate knowledge of emergency planning or radiation doses
to make intelligent comments on these areas.
 

A Nuclear Operating Industry Behavior
 
The first thing that I think you need to watch out for is the typical industry behavior of throwing up
roadblocks to progress (or even just spending some money).  It works something like this.  You say, let
us try to do so-and-so.  Immediately a person suggests that failure is possible due to such-and such. 
So, the more or less implied, or even stated action is to abandon that choice. This continues through a
number of cycles with the final result being to take no action.  (This is, of course, preferable to the
certain failure that would otherwise occur, isn’t it?)  (Well, it was satisfactory to plant management
some time ago because doing nothing costs nothing.)
 
Actually you, (and especially the U.S. industry), cannot afford this pessimistic outlook.  So, let me
suggest that you at least consider a certain new way of thinking.  My older daughter told me about it a
year ago.  It was about 2 years old at that time and being introduced in the computer software
consulting field to speed up the work.  It is called either “Agile” software development or “Agile” project
management.  It was taught to my daughter by her employer at that time: LiquidHub, located in the
King of Prussia area.
 
Glenn Dental, (Region I), told me that Exelon is using this method.
 
Here is its value: only those people in the work group are allowed to bring up obstacles.  And it is
those very people who overcome them.  Those people are highly skilled and experienced (and
confident) enough to expect to overcome obstacles.  And they do it in a novel way.  They do NOT wait
to do it right the first time.  They take a little piece of the problem and do it right away.  Then they test
it to see if it works.  Then they adjust their actions and try again.  Then they test again.  They keep
doing this until that little piece works.  Then they take another part and work on it the same way.
 
Let me make this clear: no one is allowed to throw up obstacles and walk away.
 
I think you need somebody to explain this method to you because it will help you avoid the failure
forecasters.
 

mailto:/O=USNRC/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=206BB3E1-93BE95BF-D2C3BE44-7111113E
mailto:JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov
mailto:Lauren.Gibson@nrc.gov
mailto:Charles.Norton@nrc.gov


Ordinary/Offsite AC Supply
 
The supply of emergency AC power from the plant’s main generator is risky and unsafe and appears to
be the way the Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit 3, and Unit 4 plants get power while the plant is
on line.  (The reference is page 59 of INPO Report 11-005).  The problem I see is that they have to kill
all power to dead bus transfer the emergency power boards to the emergency diesel generators.  You
need to have somebody understand how the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation/Nine Mile Point Unit I
plant had its off site power supplied in the early 1980s (before tying in Nine Mile Point, Unit 2) to see a
conservative design.  Then compare it.  You will not be impressed.
 

The Mark I Primary Containment Hardened Vent
 
I don’t think it works in station blackout conditions.  The nuclear fuel appears to melt before even the
venting lineup is complete just up to the rupture disk (which the operators have absolutely no control
over).  Of course, the operators get all the blame when venting is not successful.
 
 
Explain why it is necessary to throttle vent discharge valves in Japan when it is required to exhaust the
explosive gases quickly.
 

Shared Functions
 
Two plant control functions in one room is unsafe.  I don’t care if they do it here in the U.S.  It is
unsafe here as well.  Especially tell me how you can simulate a scram in both units at the same time if
you only have one simulator and silence where the other control room operators would be at the plant.
 
And take a look at the shared connection to the exhaust stack that allowed explosive gases from Unit 3
to destroy Unit 4.  How much money did it ultimately save them?
 

Ultimate Heat Sink, or is it Ultimate Heart Sinks?
 
How many is it?  Well, it is two, but the NRC still talks only of the (singular) Ultimate Heat sink. 
Nobody, let me say that once again, NOBODY in the NRC understands that the emergency
condensers use air, (not water), as their ultimate heat sink.  You need to send somebody up to Nine
Mile Point Unit I and look at and understand the full operation of a properly equipped emergency
condenser system that will withstand a station blackout, and has been able to since it was specified,
designed, built, and operated (which was before Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 was built).
 

Coping
 
The NRC has used this word frequently but without definition as if everybody should know what it
means.  Well, I want a definition and it better not be the operability time of the station batteries.  (It had
better be DIRECTLY related to how much time you have before the nuclear fuel starts to melt.)
 

Crew Size and Command/Control
 
Check how many too few are on an operating shift in Japan.  The reference is INPO Report 11-005,
page 62.  Evaluate the lack of control room personnel control over plant Auxiliary Operators, (shown by
a dotted line.)
 

Adequacy of Off site AC Power for Multi plant sites
 
See if all three plants at Nine Mile would have enough off site power if all three needed offsite power at
the same time.  Check other multi unit sites as well. 
 

Reactor Water Level
 



Compare variation in U.S. BWR reactor vessel water level during an ordinary scram (with off site power
available) with the process used in Japan.  Are any differences minor?
 

Additional Thought
 
How do you save money when running a nuclear power plant?  You talk the regulating authorities into
allowing you to follow less requirements.  You save money; the public gets more risk.  (But, nobody
tells the public.)
 
            Thank you,
 
            Tom
 
 



From: HEYMER, Adrian
Subject: Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section 50.54(f) Letter and NRC Orders
Date: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 4:56:11 PM
Attachments: 01-25-12_NRC_Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section 50.54(f) Letter and

NRC Orders.pdf
01-25-12_NRC_Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section 50.54(f) Letter and
NRC Orders_Attachment 1.pdf
01-25-12_NRC_Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section 50.54(f) Letter and
NRC Orders_Attachment 2.pdf
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January 25, 2012
 
 
Mr. David L. Skeen
Director, Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
 
Subject: Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section
50.54(f) Letter and NRC Orders
 
Project Number: 689
 
Dear Mr. Skeen:
 
This letter provides NEI’s comments on five of the six NRC Tier 1 Fukushima response
recommendations that are the subject of requests for information (10CFR 50.54(f) letters)
and NRC orders. The Boiling Water Reactor Owners’ Group is providing comments on
containment venting issues, NRC Near-Term Task Force Report recommendation 5.1.
 
The industry appreciates the actions taken by the NRC staff to fully engage the public in
the development of regulatory orders and requests for information related to the lessons
learned from the Fukushima accidents. These comments reflect the industry’s statements
provided in the numerous public interactions in recent months. Our comments are founded
on the following principles:

Ensure licensees remain focused on safe plant operations.
Focus and priority should be on those activities that can provide tangible safety
benefits in the shortest time and that are directly linked to the lessons learned from
the Fukushima accidents.
Where resource constraints exist, priority should be given to those activities that
prevent fuel damage and maintain containment integrity.
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January 25, 2012 
 
 
Mr. David L. Skeen 
Director, Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission  
Washington, DC 20555-0001  
 
Subject: Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section 50.54(f) Letter 
and NRC Orders 
 
Project Number: 689 
 
Dear Mr. Skeen: 
 
This letter provides NEI’s comments on five of the six NRC Tier 1 Fukushima response 
recommendations that are the subject of requests for information (10CFR 50.54(f) letters) and NRC 
orders. The Boiling Water Reactor Owners’ Group is providing comments on containment venting 
issues, NRC Near-Term Task Force Report recommendation 5.1. 
 
The industry appreciates the actions taken by the NRC staff to fully engage the public in the 
development of regulatory orders and requests for information related to the lessons learned from 
the Fukushima accidents. These comments reflect the industry’s statements provided in the 
numerous public interactions in recent months. Our comments are founded on the following 
principles: 
 


• Ensure licensees remain focused on safe plant operations. 
• Focus and priority should be on those activities that can provide tangible safety benefits in 


the shortest time and that are directly linked to the lessons learned from the Fukushima 
accidents. 


• Where resource constraints exist, priority should be given to those activities that prevent fuel 
damage and maintain containment integrity. 


 
The attachments provide detailed industry comments on the draft Section 50.54(f) letter and the 
material relating to NRC orders discussed in the public meetings the week of January 16, 2012.   
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General Comments 
 
The industry supports the necessity of providing much of the information the NRC intends to request 
through 50.54(f) letters. To ensure that licensee responses to requests for information are timely 
and do not impose an unnecessary burden or distraction, the NRC should ensure that the 
information requested is properly scoped and justified by safety significance. Requests should also 
be staggered to facilitate adequate review by knowledgeable or experienced personnel and allow for 
a phased response based on plant safety significance. 
 
Resource Limitations 
 
The language in the draft Section 50.54(f) letter related to the revaluation of external events should   
be revised to address the limited national technical resource expertise. Provisional industry resource 
assessments indicate limited national expert resources for responding to NRC Near-Term Task Force 
Report Recommendation 2.1, the re-evaluation of external events, especially for flooding and 
seismic. There are not sufficient national resources, in nuclear operating companies or national 
engineering firms, to perform and review the tasks for all applicable external events in the schedules 
defined in the proposed requests for information. This conclusion is supported by industry 
experience in developing early site permits and combined license applications. Provisional estimates 
indicate that between 15,000 and 30,000 man-hours could be expended for each seismic PRA, 
dependent on site-specific features and circumstances. This is only one part of a request for 
information for one external event: seismic. The same expertise will be needed to respond to other 
sections of the NRC request for information or NRC orders. 
 
The process for performing external event re-evaluations should provide for a phased 
implementation, with the first group of plants being evaluated based on the susceptibility of the site 
with respect to the external event under consideration. The industry is willing to work with NRC staff 
to develop a prioritization scheme, a phased implementation schedule that would reflect priorities 
based on the relative external event susceptibility and work that has already been completed, such 
as that for new plant projects. It is possible that existing plants co-located on sites that have been 
the subject of new plant siting reviews and approvals may be able to complete specific external 
event re-evaluations sooner.   
 
Guidance Development Schedules 
 
Adequate time needs to be allowed and sufficient technical resources need to be applied to develop 
clear and concise guidance that is understandable by the industry, the NRC and the public. The 
resource limitations described in this letter, the uncertainty over implementing specific national 
standards, the public interactions, and regulatory reviews present a severe challenge to completing, 
understanding and approving evaluation guidance. Draft guidance outlines indicate that some 
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guidance documents could be over 200 pages, presenting a potential comprehension and review 
challenge for the industry and the NRC staff given the highly compressed schedules being proposed. 
In addition, the length and complexity of some of the tasks associated with responding to the letters 
and orders varies. 
 
We believe that additional time beyond that outlined in recent public interactions is needed to 
develop, fully understand, and implement the guidance. It is critical that all parties have a common 
understanding of the guidance and implementation. This will provide for increased certainty in 
implementation and review, thereby minimizing the potential for rework and misinterpretation later.  
 
Interim Milestones 
 
The recommendation on prioritization of activities based on the susceptibility of the external event 
with respect to the site mandates the need for project milestones. Such markers will ensure that 
progress and accomplishments can be assessed and understood by all parties: the industry, the 
NRC, and the public. 
 
Definition of Vulnerability 
 
The term vulnerability has many facets, and because it is a central element for implementing NRC 
Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 2.3, and to a limited extent 2.1, it warrants further 
discussion and explanation in guidance. At this time, we do not believe we should finalize the 
definition in the Section 50.54(f) letters or in the Fukushima-related NRC orders. Should the NRC 
staff decide to move forward without further public interaction on this topic, the following alternative 
definition is proposed: “Plant-specific vulnerabilities are those features that directly result in a failure 
of a key safety function that would preclude safe shutdown of a reactor.” 
 
Scope of External Events  
 
The industry recognizes the value of performing walkdowns and agrees with the NRC that the 
seismic and flooding walkdowns should be given priority when sequencing the efforts described in 
the 50.54(f) letter. In order to complete the walkdowns as soon as possible, the scope should be 
focused on the more safety-significant lessons learned from Fukushima. The Section 50.54(f) letter 
on flooding mixes low water level and drought conditions with flooding. Drought, high temperatures 
and low water levels are more appropriately addressed in the section dealing with other external 
events and not flooding, unless there is a specific site issue, such as tsunami draw down. 
 
There are numerous external events listed in the regulatory guidance and national consensus 
standards. There would be efficiency and resource benefits to developing screening criteria to 
enable licensees to only focus on those external events that are applicable to their location. 
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Technical resources capable of performing these complex external event evaluations are limited and 
a screening process would ensure that these technical resources are focused on relevant matters 
that have safety significance. 
 
The Section 50.54(f) letter requests licensees to perform walkdowns and provide certain information 
including information about maintenance, monitoring and testing. The reviews and assessments for 
external events should focus on those matters that are directly related to the insights from the 
Fukushima accidents. None of the numerous international and Japanese reports on the Fukushima 
accidents have identified the need to enhance maintenance, monitoring or testing procedures and 
activities. If there are significant concerns over maintenance, monitoring and testing, such issues 
should be addressed as a separate activity outside of Fukushima-related actions through normal 
NRC processes.   
 
Performance of seismic evaluations of spent fuel pools should not be given the same priority as 
other seismic evaluations. There is no evidence that the beyond design basis external events at 
Fukushima challenged the spent fuel pool structures. Implementing the draft Section 50.54(f) letter 
may require a seismic PRA consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.200R endorsed standards depending 
on the comparison between the Ground Motion Response Spectra (GMRS) and the Safe Shutdown 
Earthquake criteria. There is no standard or guidance for defining acceptable methods for 
performing spent fuel pool seismic PRAs. This requirement should be deferred until on-going NRC 
and industry research on spent fuel pool PRA methods has been further progressed, the overall risks 
from spent fuel pools is better characterized, and appropriate methods have been documented and 
endorsed.  
 
The Need to Pilot PRA Guidance 
 
The regulatory application of other PRA approaches without adequate demonstration and pilot 
activities before widespread industry implementation has caused significant delays, rework and 
expenditure of NRC and industry resources. The industry believes it is critical to complete a pilot 
seismic PRA before a large number of licensees perform this work. The industry recognizes the 
schedule impact of such activities and believes an alternative approach to that proposed in the 
Section 50.54(f) letter should be developed.   
 
An expedited deployment of flexible and diverse portable equipment along with verification and 
IPEEE enhancement should provide confidence that a plant has the capability to withstand a beyond 
design bases seismic event. The industry is willing to meet with the NRC staff to continue the 
discussions on how to most efficiently implement the seismic evaluation elements of the Section 
50.54(f) letter that were started in December 2011. We believe that such steps will provide earlier 
enhancement of safety while allowing time to perform the needed seismic evaluations in the most 
expeditious and efficient manner. 
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Equipment Covered under 10 CFR 50.54(hh)  
 
The focus of the industry’s response in this area is on prevention of fuel damage, loss of 
containment, and loss of spent fuel pool cooling. The portable equipment located on site and in 
offsite facilities will be available to assist in mitigation of a core damage event. Under 
Recommendation 8, Severe Accident Management Guidelines will be enhanced to incorporate the 
additional portable equipment into plant-specific severe accident management strategies, as 
appropriate. 
 
Emergency Preparedness 
 
No technical basis is provided for the staff’s proposed site access restriction assumption of 72 
hours. Based on our review of a variety of natural phenomenon events, this time duration seems too 
long, particularly with respect to personnel access. This assumption should recognize that the means 
and degree of site access will vary over the 72-hour period—more restrictive at first and then 
improving over time (e.g., access phases such as no access, limited access, and unlimited 
access). In addition, a licensee should have the option to modify this assumption, if supported by a 
site-specific technical basis. 
 
Section 50.54(f) Process Considerations 
 
Much of the information that the NRC intends to request is material that is not readily available or 
“off the shelf.” Many of these requests will require significant new analyses or studies that will 
require a substantial amount of time and resources to complete. Much of the information requested 
is not related to licensees’ compliance with their current licensing basis. The NRC is required by 10 
CFR 50.54(f) to assess the burdens of such information requests and ensure that those burdens are 
justified in view of the potential safety significance of the issue to be addressed. However, the draft 
information requests did not contain any analysis of these burdens. If these analyses are not 
documented, there is uncertainty on whether the scope of the requests can be justified per the rule.  
 
The industry believes that the NRC should conduct an adequate analysis of the burden implications 
of the information requests consistent with 10 CFR 50.54(f) using the input provided by industry in 
this comment letter. Absent a meaningful analysis, licensees may have to devote significant time 
and resources collecting and analyzing information that, in the context of the Fukushima regulatory 
review, may have relatively low safety significance. An adequate justification, on the other hand, will 
result in a properly defined scope for the information to be requested, enabling priority to be given 
to those issues that have the greatest safety benefit and significance. 
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Structuring the information requests on NRC licensees so that the burdens are properly justified by 
the safety significance of the information needed will allow the industry to be responsive to the NRC 
in aggressive and achievable timeframes. 
 
The industry is ready to work with the NRC on developing implementing guidance for NRC Tier 1 
recommendations to achieve the guidance approval schedules referenced in the draft Section 
50.54(f) letters and NRC orders, as amended by the recommendations in this letter.  
 
If you or your staff has questions on these comments please contact Vijay Nilekani (202-739-8022; 
vxn@nei.org). 
 
Sincerely, 


 
 
 


Adrian P. Heymer 
 
Attachments 
 
c: Mr. Martin J. Virgilio, EDO, NRC 


Mr. James T. Wiggins, NSIR, NRC 
Mr. Eric J. Leeds, NRR, NRC 
Mr. Brian W. Sheron, RES, NRC 
Mr. Michael R. Johnson, NRO, NRC 
Ms. Catherine Haney, NMSS, NRC 
Mr. Mark A. Satorius, FSME, NRC 
Mr. Victor McCree, R-II, NRC 
Mr. Elmo E. Collins, Jr., R-IV, NRC 
Mr. Robert M. Taylor, NRR/JLD, NRC 
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January 25, 2012 
 
 
Mr. David L. Skeen 
Director, Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission  
Washington, DC 20555-0001  
 
Subject: Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section 50.54(f) Letter 
and NRC Orders 
 
Project Number: 689 
 
Dear Mr. Skeen: 
 
This letter provides NEI’s comments on five of the six NRC Tier 1 Fukushima response 
recommendations that are the subject of requests for information (10CFR 50.54(f) letters) and NRC 
orders. The Boiling Water Reactor Owners’ Group is providing comments on containment venting 
issues, NRC Near-Term Task Force Report recommendation 5.1. 
 
The industry appreciates the actions taken by the NRC staff to fully engage the public in the 
development of regulatory orders and requests for information related to the lessons learned from 
the Fukushima accidents. These comments reflect the industry’s statements provided in the 
numerous public interactions in recent months. Our comments are founded on the following 
principles: 
 


• Ensure licensees remain focused on safe plant operations. 
• Focus and priority should be on those activities that can provide tangible safety benefits in 


the shortest time and that are directly linked to the lessons learned from the Fukushima 
accidents. 


• Where resource constraints exist, priority should be given to those activities that prevent fuel 
damage and maintain containment integrity. 


 
The attachments provide detailed industry comments on the draft Section 50.54(f) letter and the 
material relating to NRC orders discussed in the public meetings the week of January 16, 2012.   
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General Comments 
 
The industry supports the necessity of providing much of the information the NRC intends to request 
through 50.54(f) letters. To ensure that licensee responses to requests for information are timely 
and do not impose an unnecessary burden or distraction, the NRC should ensure that the 
information requested is properly scoped and justified by safety significance. Requests should also 
be staggered to facilitate adequate review by knowledgeable or experienced personnel and allow for 
a phased response based on plant safety significance. 
 
Resource Limitations 
 
The language in the draft Section 50.54(f) letter related to the revaluation of external events should   
be revised to address the limited national technical resource expertise. Provisional industry resource 
assessments indicate limited national expert resources for responding to NRC Near-Term Task Force 
Report Recommendation 2.1, the re-evaluation of external events, especially for flooding and 
seismic. There are not sufficient national resources, in nuclear operating companies or national 
engineering firms, to perform and review the tasks for all applicable external events in the schedules 
defined in the proposed requests for information. This conclusion is supported by industry 
experience in developing early site permits and combined license applications. Provisional estimates 
indicate that between 15,000 and 30,000 man-hours could be expended for each seismic PRA, 
dependent on site-specific features and circumstances. This is only one part of a request for 
information for one external event: seismic. The same expertise will be needed to respond to other 
sections of the NRC request for information or NRC orders. 
 
The process for performing external event re-evaluations should provide for a phased 
implementation, with the first group of plants being evaluated based on the susceptibility of the site 
with respect to the external event under consideration. The industry is willing to work with NRC staff 
to develop a prioritization scheme, a phased implementation schedule that would reflect priorities 
based on the relative external event susceptibility and work that has already been completed, such 
as that for new plant projects. It is possible that existing plants co-located on sites that have been 
the subject of new plant siting reviews and approvals may be able to complete specific external 
event re-evaluations sooner.   
 
Guidance Development Schedules 
 
Adequate time needs to be allowed and sufficient technical resources need to be applied to develop 
clear and concise guidance that is understandable by the industry, the NRC and the public. The 
resource limitations described in this letter, the uncertainty over implementing specific national 
standards, the public interactions, and regulatory reviews present a severe challenge to completing, 
understanding and approving evaluation guidance. Draft guidance outlines indicate that some 
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guidance documents could be over 200 pages, presenting a potential comprehension and review 
challenge for the industry and the NRC staff given the highly compressed schedules being proposed. 
In addition, the length and complexity of some of the tasks associated with responding to the letters 
and orders varies. 
 
We believe that additional time beyond that outlined in recent public interactions is needed to 
develop, fully understand, and implement the guidance. It is critical that all parties have a common 
understanding of the guidance and implementation. This will provide for increased certainty in 
implementation and review, thereby minimizing the potential for rework and misinterpretation later.  
 
Interim Milestones 
 
The recommendation on prioritization of activities based on the susceptibility of the external event 
with respect to the site mandates the need for project milestones. Such markers will ensure that 
progress and accomplishments can be assessed and understood by all parties: the industry, the 
NRC, and the public. 
 
Definition of Vulnerability 
 
The term vulnerability has many facets, and because it is a central element for implementing NRC 
Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 2.3, and to a limited extent 2.1, it warrants further 
discussion and explanation in guidance. At this time, we do not believe we should finalize the 
definition in the Section 50.54(f) letters or in the Fukushima-related NRC orders. Should the NRC 
staff decide to move forward without further public interaction on this topic, the following alternative 
definition is proposed: “Plant-specific vulnerabilities are those features that directly result in a failure 
of a key safety function that would preclude safe shutdown of a reactor.” 
 
Scope of External Events  
 
The industry recognizes the value of performing walkdowns and agrees with the NRC that the 
seismic and flooding walkdowns should be given priority when sequencing the efforts described in 
the 50.54(f) letter. In order to complete the walkdowns as soon as possible, the scope should be 
focused on the more safety-significant lessons learned from Fukushima. The Section 50.54(f) letter 
on flooding mixes low water level and drought conditions with flooding. Drought, high temperatures 
and low water levels are more appropriately addressed in the section dealing with other external 
events and not flooding, unless there is a specific site issue, such as tsunami draw down. 
 
There are numerous external events listed in the regulatory guidance and national consensus 
standards. There would be efficiency and resource benefits to developing screening criteria to 
enable licensees to only focus on those external events that are applicable to their location. 
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Technical resources capable of performing these complex external event evaluations are limited and 
a screening process would ensure that these technical resources are focused on relevant matters 
that have safety significance. 
 
The Section 50.54(f) letter requests licensees to perform walkdowns and provide certain information 
including information about maintenance, monitoring and testing. The reviews and assessments for 
external events should focus on those matters that are directly related to the insights from the 
Fukushima accidents. None of the numerous international and Japanese reports on the Fukushima 
accidents have identified the need to enhance maintenance, monitoring or testing procedures and 
activities. If there are significant concerns over maintenance, monitoring and testing, such issues 
should be addressed as a separate activity outside of Fukushima-related actions through normal 
NRC processes.   
 
Performance of seismic evaluations of spent fuel pools should not be given the same priority as 
other seismic evaluations. There is no evidence that the beyond design basis external events at 
Fukushima challenged the spent fuel pool structures. Implementing the draft Section 50.54(f) letter 
may require a seismic PRA consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.200R endorsed standards depending 
on the comparison between the Ground Motion Response Spectra (GMRS) and the Safe Shutdown 
Earthquake criteria. There is no standard or guidance for defining acceptable methods for 
performing spent fuel pool seismic PRAs. This requirement should be deferred until on-going NRC 
and industry research on spent fuel pool PRA methods has been further progressed, the overall risks 
from spent fuel pools is better characterized, and appropriate methods have been documented and 
endorsed.  
 
The Need to Pilot PRA Guidance 
 
The regulatory application of other PRA approaches without adequate demonstration and pilot 
activities before widespread industry implementation has caused significant delays, rework and 
expenditure of NRC and industry resources. The industry believes it is critical to complete a pilot 
seismic PRA before a large number of licensees perform this work. The industry recognizes the 
schedule impact of such activities and believes an alternative approach to that proposed in the 
Section 50.54(f) letter should be developed.   
 
An expedited deployment of flexible and diverse portable equipment along with verification and 
IPEEE enhancement should provide confidence that a plant has the capability to withstand a beyond 
design bases seismic event. The industry is willing to meet with the NRC staff to continue the 
discussions on how to most efficiently implement the seismic evaluation elements of the Section 
50.54(f) letter that were started in December 2011. We believe that such steps will provide earlier 
enhancement of safety while allowing time to perform the needed seismic evaluations in the most 
expeditious and efficient manner. 
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Equipment Covered under 10 CFR 50.54(hh)  
 
The focus of the industry’s response in this area is on prevention of fuel damage, loss of 
containment, and loss of spent fuel pool cooling. The portable equipment located on site and in 
offsite facilities will be available to assist in mitigation of a core damage event. Under 
Recommendation 8, Severe Accident Management Guidelines will be enhanced to incorporate the 
additional portable equipment into plant-specific severe accident management strategies, as 
appropriate. 
 
Emergency Preparedness 
 
No technical basis is provided for the staff’s proposed site access restriction assumption of 72 
hours. Based on our review of a variety of natural phenomenon events, this time duration seems too 
long, particularly with respect to personnel access. This assumption should recognize that the means 
and degree of site access will vary over the 72-hour period—more restrictive at first and then 
improving over time (e.g., access phases such as no access, limited access, and unlimited 
access). In addition, a licensee should have the option to modify this assumption, if supported by a 
site-specific technical basis. 
 
Section 50.54(f) Process Considerations 
 
Much of the information that the NRC intends to request is material that is not readily available or 
“off the shelf.” Many of these requests will require significant new analyses or studies that will 
require a substantial amount of time and resources to complete. Much of the information requested 
is not related to licensees’ compliance with their current licensing basis. The NRC is required by 10 
CFR 50.54(f) to assess the burdens of such information requests and ensure that those burdens are 
justified in view of the potential safety significance of the issue to be addressed. However, the draft 
information requests did not contain any analysis of these burdens. If these analyses are not 
documented, there is uncertainty on whether the scope of the requests can be justified per the rule.  
 
The industry believes that the NRC should conduct an adequate analysis of the burden implications 
of the information requests consistent with 10 CFR 50.54(f) using the input provided by industry in 
this comment letter. Absent a meaningful analysis, licensees may have to devote significant time 
and resources collecting and analyzing information that, in the context of the Fukushima regulatory 
review, may have relatively low safety significance. An adequate justification, on the other hand, will 
result in a properly defined scope for the information to be requested, enabling priority to be given 
to those issues that have the greatest safety benefit and significance. 
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Structuring the information requests on NRC licensees so that the burdens are properly justified by 
the safety significance of the information needed will allow the industry to be responsive to the NRC 
in aggressive and achievable timeframes. 
 
The industry is ready to work with the NRC on developing implementing guidance for NRC Tier 1 
recommendations to achieve the guidance approval schedules referenced in the draft Section 
50.54(f) letters and NRC orders, as amended by the recommendations in this letter.  
 
If you or your staff has questions on these comments please contact Vijay Nilekani (202-739-8022; 
vxn@nei.org). 
 
Sincerely, 


 
 
 


Adrian P. Heymer 
 
Attachments 
 
c: Mr. Martin J. Virgilio, EDO, NRC 


Mr. James T. Wiggins, NSIR, NRC 
Mr. Eric J. Leeds, NRR, NRC 
Mr. Brian W. Sheron, RES, NRC 
Mr. Michael R. Johnson, NRO, NRC 
Ms. Catherine Haney, NMSS, NRC 
Mr. Mark A. Satorius, FSME, NRC 
Mr. Victor McCree, R-II, NRC 
Mr. Elmo E. Collins, Jr., R-IV, NRC 
Mr. Robert M. Taylor, NRR/JLD, NRC 
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Comments of NRC Recommendation 2.1 
Flooding 


 
Letter Content 


 The last sentence in the first paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter requests an evaluation of loss of ultimate heat sink (UHS) due to low water level. 
Loss of UHS water source is not a flooding event. In addition, this requested action conflicts with 
the NRC slides presented during the January 13 Steering Committee meeting which stated that 
loss of UHS water source would be addressed in the tier 2 actions. Industry suggests that the 
item 2.1 response related to the UHS should evaluate loss of required mechanical components 
due to flooding (pumps, valves, etc.), not a loss of water source.  
 
Several of the causes of a possible loss of UHS water source are related to “Other External 
Hazards” (other than seismic and flooding); therefore the loss of UHS water source might be 
more efficiently evaluated when “Other External Hazards” are addressed since for most plants 
the loss of UHS water source is a separate analysis. Note that in a separate comment, industry 
suggests that response to Recommendation 2.1 on “Other External Hazards” should be delayed 
unless they apply to a specific facility on an exception basis, due to their unique situation. 


 The last paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter 
requests that the spent fuel pool (SFP) be assessed for integrity and functionality against flood 
hazards. Flooding is not expected to affect SFP integrity. Industry requests that the assessment 
be limited to functionality. 


 Industry recognizes that there are a number of guidance documents already in place for new 
plant flood evaluations, but the industry–NRC engagement over the next few months will 
establish some key assumptions and clarify some aspects of this guidance. These “clarification” 
items should be captured in a guidance document that should be issued before licensee flood 
evaluation efforts begin. (Some of these “clarification” items are included in these comments: 
e.g., list of references, definition of vulnerability, etc.) Industry proposes to prepare this 
guidance for NRC endorsement. This request is consistent with the NRC Near-Term Task Force 
recommendation on this subject. If the NRC agrees that separate guidance should be developed, 
the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter should use flexible language such that the proposed guidance can be 
developed and implemented effectively. 


 Flood evaluation criteria should not change while we are developing evaluation guidance and 
completing analyses. However, on page 3, the draft letter discusses the in-process RG 1.59 
revision and also states that the NRC would evaluate the issues raised by the proposed GI-204 
on upstream dam failure if the GI is approved. Industry supports a recommendation discussed 
during a Flooding Task Force / NRC Staff meeting on January 18, 2012 that proposed that the 
industry and the NRC would develop a list of flood hazard references (in place as of a specified 
date) that should be used by all flood evaluations prepared in response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
letters. 
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 The word “vulnerability” is defined in different ways in different parts of the draft letter. The 
concept of “vulnerability” is an important aspect of licensee responses to the letter. Industry 
hopes to engage the NRC on the definition of vulnerability as part of the development of the 
guidance document for flood evaluations discussed above. In the interim, industry requests that 
the 10CFR50.54(f) letters not define this concept. 


 It is not clear whether the “Requested Information” section is a description of the work that 
must be done to complete a flood evaluation or a description of the information that licensees 
will need to provide in response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters. In addition, “Requested 
Information” items 2, 3 and 4 seem to provide different details on the same request (complete 
an analysis and report the results). Industry requests that the NRC revise the “Requested 
Information” section of the letter to clearly indicate what specific information is being requested 
for each item. 


 During the Flooding Task Force meeting with the NRC on January 18, the staff seemed to agree 
that in cases where existing plants and new plants are co-located on the same site, the existing 
plants could use a gap analysis or comparison to the flood evaluation prepared for the new plant 
in lieu of completing another detailed flood evaluation. Expectations for this comparison could be 
the subject of future public meetings. In the interim, the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters should be 
worded so that these comparisons are not disallowed. 


 Item 5 of the “Requested Information” section of the draft letter discusses the information 
needed when existing flood protection features do not bound the new plant flood evaluation 
results (referred to in the flow chart accompanying the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter as the 
“Integrated Assessment”). We understand that the NRC’s intent is to develop generic guidance 
for this purpose. Note that the industry plans to develop its “FLEX” concept as part of the 
approach to this condition; therefore, development and endorsement of implementation 
guidance for FLEX factors into the time needed to prepare the generic “Integrated Assessment” 
guidance. Completion of the FLEX implementation guidance is seen to be an essential 
component of the “Integrated Assessment” since the existence of a viable and endorsed 
approach to FLEX will influence the regulatory actions that the NRC may deem necessary if a 
licensee finds itself in this condition. This approach is used in the 10 CFR 50.54(f) response time 
information below. 


 On page 10 of the draft letter, Step 10 states that a report should be submitted in accordance 
with the Requested Information items (7) through (12). If the item numbers refer to the 
flowchart at the end of the draft letter, the correct items numbers are (7) through (9). 


 Page 12 item 3 (Dam Breaches and Failures) of the draft letter states that recent state and 
federal agency analyses can be used to evaluate dam failures. This statement should be 
clarified. Either the specific analyses that are being referred to should be identified or the 
statement should be reworded as a general recommendation to use recent reports with the 
appropriate pedigree from agencies with the appropriate jurisdiction. Some licensees may 
choose to do an independent assessment or study where the governmental agency report or 
analysis is judged to be not credible or relevant. 
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Letter Response Time 


The industry offers the following estimate of the time necessary to respond to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
letter for Recommendation 2.1: Flooding. The three major bullets under the “Response Time 
Estimate” heading below correspond to the three bullets in the “Required Response” section of the 
draft letter.  


The estimated time in the second major bullet in the Response Time Estimate below (for all of the 
industry to complete the necessary flood evaluations) is six years after NRC endorsement of the 
generic evaluation guidance. Note that the following activities will ensure that plants will be 
identifying and, as necessary, addressing flood protection feature issues and beyond design basis 
considerations during the approximately six years it will take to complete all the new plant flood 
evaluations.  


• Industry intends to work with the NRC to develop a prioritization scheme so that certain 
licensee flood evaluations (as determined by the prioritization scheme) will be submitted first 
and thereby inform the overall assessment of the implications of the new evaluations.  


• In addition, the guidance being drafted for item 2.3 (flood design basis walkdowns) will 
identify concerns with the existing flood protection features and enter those observations 
into licensee Corrective Action Programs for disposition.  


• Finally, when the FLEX approach is endorsed, it will ensure that a broad approach to 
addressing beyond design basis conditions is implemented in accordance with FLEX’s 
approved timeline. 


 


Response Time Estimate (major bullets below correspond to the 3 bullets in the draft letter): 


 Submittal of a process to develop the information requested in item 5 of “Requested Information 
– by September 30, 2012 as explained below: 


o Obtain NRC endorsement of the FLEX guidance (proposed completion is discussed 
elsewhere in this letter): 


 by June 30, 2012 


o Complete integrated assessment guidance including addressing NRC comments 
during development (generic guidance is expected to be developed):  


 FLEX guidance endorsement plus 90 days 


 Submittal of flood evaluations using new plant methodologies: 
o Generic activities: 
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 Prepare generic guidance on the process for flooding evaluations for NRC 
endorsement: 


• 3 months plus schedule for NRC endorsement 


o Utility specific activities  


 Screen flood hazards for applicability and establish necessary contracts: 


• 3 months 


 Evaluation preparations (scoping, determine flooding design and licensing 
basis, collect data for evaluations, etc.): 


• In parallel with screening plus 4 to 6 months 


 Analysis completion by contractor (this estimate was informed by 
presentations on new plant flood hazard evaluation methods by 4 vendors 
that have already performed these evaluations): 


• 6 to 18 months  


 Utility evaluation of vendor results (internal review and comment and 
acceptance of vendor report): 


• 3 months 


 Write and approve response to 10CFR50.54(f) letter: 


• 2 months 


 Considering the above tasks, the approximate total time for each utility to 
complete a flooding evaluation: 


• 18 to 32 months – highly site-specific 


o Low water level evaluations should not be part of the flooding evaluation, but 
assessed as part of the other external events evaluations 


 Licensee submit response to “Requested Information” item 5 – 18 months after affected 
licensees completes its flood evaluation as explained below: 


o Complete site flooding hazards evaluation (depends on licensee) 


o Develop site implementation plan for additional protection/mitigation 


 18 months after completing flood evaluation 


NOTE: The maximum number of flooding evaluations that can be performed in parallel 
based on interactions with vendors familiar with the process is approximately 20. The 
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industry will work with the NRC staff to expedite the process, such as taking advantage of 
existing plants co-located with new plant sites that have been evaluated. In addition, the 
industry is prepared to work with the NRC staff to develop a prioritization scheme to ensure 
that priority is given to those plants that have a high flooding risk. 
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Comments on NRC Flooding Recommendation 2.3 


 


Letter Content 


 The last bullet under “Purpose” states that one of the purposes of the information request is to 
verify the adequacy of monitoring and maintenance procedures. Industry believes the intent of 
this statement is to assess the overall monitoring and maintenance of the flood protection 
features configuration, as opposed to maintenance of individual components that are credited 
for flood protection. Maintenance of individual components is covered by a licensee’s Preventive 
Maintenance Program and the effectiveness of that program is assessed regularly by internal 
utility procedures and processes. The industry requests that the NRC clarify this statement. 


 Industry understands that the purpose of the flooding walkdowns requested in the draft generic 
letter is to compare existing flood protection features with the current design and licensing basis 
for flooding to identify any plant-specific issues and determine the adequacy of the maintenance 
of flood protection features. Keeping the information request focused on this objective is 
important to facilitate the timely completion of the walkdowns and avoid introducing any 
additional issues that might cloud interpretation of the information received. However, the 
“Requested Information” section of the draft letter includes a request to evaluate several items 
that are not within the current licensing basis for some or most plants. Industry requests that 
the following items be removed from the letter: 


o Item (1) requests a determination of cliff edge effect (the sharp increase in flooding 
risk associated with a small increase in flooding level). Determining this effect will 
require additional effort and, if necessary, should be part of the response to item 
2.1.  


o Item (6) relates the scope of the walkdowns to cold shutdown. Not all plants are 
designed for cold shutdown in their current licensing basis. 


 The second paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section contains several recommendations 
for the content of the walkdown procedure that seem to be inappropriate. Industry requests 
that these recommendations be revised to address the following comments: 


o Item (1) suggests that cable and piping trenches be protected from external ingress 
of water. It would seem more appropriate that any seals between these trenches 
and spaces containing safety related equipment be checked; water in the trenches is 
not as important since the cables and piping in the trenches should not be damaged 
by short term submergence. 


o Item (2) asks for information on water detection in “affected rooms”. The walkdowns 
should only confirm that water can be detected in rooms for which this capability is 
credited in the current design and licensing basis.  
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 The words “performance deficiencies” in item 3 of “Requested Actions” may cause some 
confusion as it relates to the term “vulnerabilities” in the same item. Many licensees relate 
the term “performance deficiencies” to violations. It is recommended that consistent 
terminology, in this case using only the word “vulnerabilities” be used throughout the 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter to ensure clear understanding. 


 The last paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter 
requests that the walkdowns assess spent fuel pool (SFP) integrity and functionality against 
flood hazards. Flooding is not expected to affect SFP integrity. The assessment should be 
limited to functionality. 


 Item (7) of the section on “Requested Information” suggests that the walkdown team be 
composed of a variety of engineering disciplines, including hydraulic engineers. Industry 
interprets this to mean the entire team that is working on the walkdown effort should 
include this expertise (including the personnel evaluating the results as well as those 
inspecting the equipment). If this is the also the NRC’s intent, the associated sentence 
should be clarified. 


 The intent of the peer review process described in item 10 of the “Requested Actions” 
section is not clear. It is not apparent that a peer process focused on reviewing the 
walkdown guidance or the evaluation of its results is necessary since: 


o The industry is developing a template for the walkdown guidance and for the 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter response. This approach will use peer review “up front” to establish 
consistency and sufficiency. 


o Plant processes require independent verification when necessary and should be 
relied upon to determine when this is appropriate 


Industry requests that the peer review action be removed. 


 
Letter Response Time 


The industry offers the following estimate of the time necessary to respond to the 10CFR50.54(f) 
letter for recommendation 2.3: Flooding. The two major bullets below correspond to the two bullets 
in the “Required Response” section of the draft letter.  


 Generic activities – 90 days plus NRC endorsement as explained below: 
o Prepare walkdown guidance for NRC endorsement and reference in utility response 


• 90 days 
o NRC endorsement  


• TBD 


 Utility specific activities - 270 days after NRC endorsement of guidance as explained below: 
o Development of plant implementing document from generic guidance 


• 30 days 
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o Walkdown preparations (scope, assignment of teams, training, clearances, work package 
development, scaffolding, etc.) 


• In parallel with implementing document preparation plus 60 days 
o Walkdown performance (allowing for access restrictions and outage impact) 


• 60 days 
o Evaluate walkdown results 


• 60 days 
o Write and approve walkdown report 


• 60 days 
o Total time for each utility to complete walkdowns and submit report to the NRC 


• 270 days after NRC endorsement of guidance 
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Comments of NRC Recommendation 2.1 
Flooding 


 
Letter Content 


 The last sentence in the first paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter requests an evaluation of loss of ultimate heat sink (UHS) due to low water level. 
Loss of UHS water source is not a flooding event. In addition, this requested action conflicts with 
the NRC slides presented during the January 13 Steering Committee meeting which stated that 
loss of UHS water source would be addressed in the tier 2 actions. Industry suggests that the 
item 2.1 response related to the UHS should evaluate loss of required mechanical components 
due to flooding (pumps, valves, etc.), not a loss of water source.  
 
Several of the causes of a possible loss of UHS water source are related to “Other External 
Hazards” (other than seismic and flooding); therefore the loss of UHS water source might be 
more efficiently evaluated when “Other External Hazards” are addressed since for most plants 
the loss of UHS water source is a separate analysis. Note that in a separate comment, industry 
suggests that response to Recommendation 2.1 on “Other External Hazards” should be delayed 
unless they apply to a specific facility on an exception basis, due to their unique situation. 


 The last paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter 
requests that the spent fuel pool (SFP) be assessed for integrity and functionality against flood 
hazards. Flooding is not expected to affect SFP integrity. Industry requests that the assessment 
be limited to functionality. 


 Industry recognizes that there are a number of guidance documents already in place for new 
plant flood evaluations, but the industry–NRC engagement over the next few months will 
establish some key assumptions and clarify some aspects of this guidance. These “clarification” 
items should be captured in a guidance document that should be issued before licensee flood 
evaluation efforts begin. (Some of these “clarification” items are included in these comments: 
e.g., list of references, definition of vulnerability, etc.) Industry proposes to prepare this 
guidance for NRC endorsement. This request is consistent with the NRC Near-Term Task Force 
recommendation on this subject. If the NRC agrees that separate guidance should be developed, 
the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter should use flexible language such that the proposed guidance can be 
developed and implemented effectively. 


 Flood evaluation criteria should not change while we are developing evaluation guidance and 
completing analyses. However, on page 3, the draft letter discusses the in-process RG 1.59 
revision and also states that the NRC would evaluate the issues raised by the proposed GI-204 
on upstream dam failure if the GI is approved. Industry supports a recommendation discussed 
during a Flooding Task Force / NRC Staff meeting on January 18, 2012 that proposed that the 
industry and the NRC would develop a list of flood hazard references (in place as of a specified 
date) that should be used by all flood evaluations prepared in response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
letters. 
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 The word “vulnerability” is defined in different ways in different parts of the draft letter. The 
concept of “vulnerability” is an important aspect of licensee responses to the letter. Industry 
hopes to engage the NRC on the definition of vulnerability as part of the development of the 
guidance document for flood evaluations discussed above. In the interim, industry requests that 
the 10CFR50.54(f) letters not define this concept. 


 It is not clear whether the “Requested Information” section is a description of the work that 
must be done to complete a flood evaluation or a description of the information that licensees 
will need to provide in response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters. In addition, “Requested 
Information” items 2, 3 and 4 seem to provide different details on the same request (complete 
an analysis and report the results). Industry requests that the NRC revise the “Requested 
Information” section of the letter to clearly indicate what specific information is being requested 
for each item. 


 During the Flooding Task Force meeting with the NRC on January 18, the staff seemed to agree 
that in cases where existing plants and new plants are co-located on the same site, the existing 
plants could use a gap analysis or comparison to the flood evaluation prepared for the new plant 
in lieu of completing another detailed flood evaluation. Expectations for this comparison could be 
the subject of future public meetings. In the interim, the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters should be 
worded so that these comparisons are not disallowed. 


 Item 5 of the “Requested Information” section of the draft letter discusses the information 
needed when existing flood protection features do not bound the new plant flood evaluation 
results (referred to in the flow chart accompanying the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter as the 
“Integrated Assessment”). We understand that the NRC’s intent is to develop generic guidance 
for this purpose. Note that the industry plans to develop its “FLEX” concept as part of the 
approach to this condition; therefore, development and endorsement of implementation 
guidance for FLEX factors into the time needed to prepare the generic “Integrated Assessment” 
guidance. Completion of the FLEX implementation guidance is seen to be an essential 
component of the “Integrated Assessment” since the existence of a viable and endorsed 
approach to FLEX will influence the regulatory actions that the NRC may deem necessary if a 
licensee finds itself in this condition. This approach is used in the 10 CFR 50.54(f) response time 
information below. 


 On page 10 of the draft letter, Step 10 states that a report should be submitted in accordance 
with the Requested Information items (7) through (12). If the item numbers refer to the 
flowchart at the end of the draft letter, the correct items numbers are (7) through (9). 


 Page 12 item 3 (Dam Breaches and Failures) of the draft letter states that recent state and 
federal agency analyses can be used to evaluate dam failures. This statement should be 
clarified. Either the specific analyses that are being referred to should be identified or the 
statement should be reworded as a general recommendation to use recent reports with the 
appropriate pedigree from agencies with the appropriate jurisdiction. Some licensees may 
choose to do an independent assessment or study where the governmental agency report or 
analysis is judged to be not credible or relevant. 
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Letter Response Time 


The industry offers the following estimate of the time necessary to respond to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
letter for Recommendation 2.1: Flooding. The three major bullets under the “Response Time 
Estimate” heading below correspond to the three bullets in the “Required Response” section of the 
draft letter.  


The estimated time in the second major bullet in the Response Time Estimate below (for all of the 
industry to complete the necessary flood evaluations) is six years after NRC endorsement of the 
generic evaluation guidance. Note that the following activities will ensure that plants will be 
identifying and, as necessary, addressing flood protection feature issues and beyond design basis 
considerations during the approximately six years it will take to complete all the new plant flood 
evaluations.  


• Industry intends to work with the NRC to develop a prioritization scheme so that certain 
licensee flood evaluations (as determined by the prioritization scheme) will be submitted first 
and thereby inform the overall assessment of the implications of the new evaluations.  


• In addition, the guidance being drafted for item 2.3 (flood design basis walkdowns) will 
identify concerns with the existing flood protection features and enter those observations 
into licensee Corrective Action Programs for disposition.  


• Finally, when the FLEX approach is endorsed, it will ensure that a broad approach to 
addressing beyond design basis conditions is implemented in accordance with FLEX’s 
approved timeline. 


 


Response Time Estimate (major bullets below correspond to the 3 bullets in the draft letter): 


 Submittal of a process to develop the information requested in item 5 of “Requested Information 
– by September 30, 2012 as explained below: 


o Obtain NRC endorsement of the FLEX guidance (proposed completion is discussed 
elsewhere in this letter): 


 by June 30, 2012 


o Complete integrated assessment guidance including addressing NRC comments 
during development (generic guidance is expected to be developed):  


 FLEX guidance endorsement plus 90 days 


 Submittal of flood evaluations using new plant methodologies: 
o Generic activities: 
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 Prepare generic guidance on the process for flooding evaluations for NRC 
endorsement: 


• 3 months plus schedule for NRC endorsement 


o Utility specific activities  


 Screen flood hazards for applicability and establish necessary contracts: 


• 3 months 


 Evaluation preparations (scoping, determine flooding design and licensing 
basis, collect data for evaluations, etc.): 


• In parallel with screening plus 4 to 6 months 


 Analysis completion by contractor (this estimate was informed by 
presentations on new plant flood hazard evaluation methods by 4 vendors 
that have already performed these evaluations): 


• 6 to 18 months  


 Utility evaluation of vendor results (internal review and comment and 
acceptance of vendor report): 


• 3 months 


 Write and approve response to 10CFR50.54(f) letter: 


• 2 months 


 Considering the above tasks, the approximate total time for each utility to 
complete a flooding evaluation: 


• 18 to 32 months – highly site-specific 


o Low water level evaluations should not be part of the flooding evaluation, but 
assessed as part of the other external events evaluations 


 Licensee submit response to “Requested Information” item 5 – 18 months after affected 
licensees completes its flood evaluation as explained below: 


o Complete site flooding hazards evaluation (depends on licensee) 


o Develop site implementation plan for additional protection/mitigation 


 18 months after completing flood evaluation 


NOTE: The maximum number of flooding evaluations that can be performed in parallel 
based on interactions with vendors familiar with the process is approximately 20. The 
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industry will work with the NRC staff to expedite the process, such as taking advantage of 
existing plants co-located with new plant sites that have been evaluated. In addition, the 
industry is prepared to work with the NRC staff to develop a prioritization scheme to ensure 
that priority is given to those plants that have a high flooding risk. 
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Comments on NRC Flooding Recommendation 2.3 


 


Letter Content 


 The last bullet under “Purpose” states that one of the purposes of the information request is to 
verify the adequacy of monitoring and maintenance procedures. Industry believes the intent of 
this statement is to assess the overall monitoring and maintenance of the flood protection 
features configuration, as opposed to maintenance of individual components that are credited 
for flood protection. Maintenance of individual components is covered by a licensee’s Preventive 
Maintenance Program and the effectiveness of that program is assessed regularly by internal 
utility procedures and processes. The industry requests that the NRC clarify this statement. 


 Industry understands that the purpose of the flooding walkdowns requested in the draft generic 
letter is to compare existing flood protection features with the current design and licensing basis 
for flooding to identify any plant-specific issues and determine the adequacy of the maintenance 
of flood protection features. Keeping the information request focused on this objective is 
important to facilitate the timely completion of the walkdowns and avoid introducing any 
additional issues that might cloud interpretation of the information received. However, the 
“Requested Information” section of the draft letter includes a request to evaluate several items 
that are not within the current licensing basis for some or most plants. Industry requests that 
the following items be removed from the letter: 


o Item (1) requests a determination of cliff edge effect (the sharp increase in flooding 
risk associated with a small increase in flooding level). Determining this effect will 
require additional effort and, if necessary, should be part of the response to item 
2.1.  


o Item (6) relates the scope of the walkdowns to cold shutdown. Not all plants are 
designed for cold shutdown in their current licensing basis. 


 The second paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section contains several recommendations 
for the content of the walkdown procedure that seem to be inappropriate. Industry requests 
that these recommendations be revised to address the following comments: 


o Item (1) suggests that cable and piping trenches be protected from external ingress 
of water. It would seem more appropriate that any seals between these trenches 
and spaces containing safety related equipment be checked; water in the trenches is 
not as important since the cables and piping in the trenches should not be damaged 
by short term submergence. 


o Item (2) asks for information on water detection in “affected rooms”. The walkdowns 
should only confirm that water can be detected in rooms for which this capability is 
credited in the current design and licensing basis.  
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 The words “performance deficiencies” in item 3 of “Requested Actions” may cause some 
confusion as it relates to the term “vulnerabilities” in the same item. Many licensees relate 
the term “performance deficiencies” to violations. It is recommended that consistent 
terminology, in this case using only the word “vulnerabilities” be used throughout the 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter to ensure clear understanding. 


 The last paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter 
requests that the walkdowns assess spent fuel pool (SFP) integrity and functionality against 
flood hazards. Flooding is not expected to affect SFP integrity. The assessment should be 
limited to functionality. 


 Item (7) of the section on “Requested Information” suggests that the walkdown team be 
composed of a variety of engineering disciplines, including hydraulic engineers. Industry 
interprets this to mean the entire team that is working on the walkdown effort should 
include this expertise (including the personnel evaluating the results as well as those 
inspecting the equipment). If this is the also the NRC’s intent, the associated sentence 
should be clarified. 


 The intent of the peer review process described in item 10 of the “Requested Actions” 
section is not clear. It is not apparent that a peer process focused on reviewing the 
walkdown guidance or the evaluation of its results is necessary since: 


o The industry is developing a template for the walkdown guidance and for the 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter response. This approach will use peer review “up front” to establish 
consistency and sufficiency. 


o Plant processes require independent verification when necessary and should be 
relied upon to determine when this is appropriate 


Industry requests that the peer review action be removed. 


 
Letter Response Time 


The industry offers the following estimate of the time necessary to respond to the 10CFR50.54(f) 
letter for recommendation 2.3: Flooding. The two major bullets below correspond to the two bullets 
in the “Required Response” section of the draft letter.  


 Generic activities – 90 days plus NRC endorsement as explained below: 
o Prepare walkdown guidance for NRC endorsement and reference in utility response 


• 90 days 
o NRC endorsement  


• TBD 


 Utility specific activities - 270 days after NRC endorsement of guidance as explained below: 
o Development of plant implementing document from generic guidance 


• 30 days 
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o Walkdown preparations (scope, assignment of teams, training, clearances, work package 
development, scaffolding, etc.) 


• In parallel with implementing document preparation plus 60 days 
o Walkdown performance (allowing for access restrictions and outage impact) 


• 60 days 
o Evaluate walkdown results 


• 60 days 
o Write and approve walkdown report 


• 60 days 
o Total time for each utility to complete walkdowns and submit report to the NRC 


• 270 days after NRC endorsement of guidance 
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Comments on NRC Recommendation 2.1   
Seismic 


 


1. The NRC requests that each addressee in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) 
submit hazard curves and a site-specific ground motion response spectrum (GMRS) within 
one year of the date of the Section 50.54(f) information request. It would be prudent to 
either update the EPRI (2004, 2006) attenuation model or use the new Next Generation 
Attenuation (NGA)-East model to develop the requested hazard curves and GMRS. We 
believe the EPRI (2004, 2006) attenuation model could be updated using a SSHAC Level 2 
process, and the requested hazard curves and GMRS could be submitted to the NRC within 
two years of the date of the information request. Taking the time to update the model now 
would reduce the likelihood for rework when the NGA-East model is completed in the 2015 
time frame. 


2. The NRC requests that each addressee in the Western United States (WUS) submit hazard 
curves and a site-specific GMRS within two years of the date of the information request. The 
NRC also states that licensees in the WUS will need to develop SSHAC Level 3 seismic source 
and ground motion models to characterize their regional seismic hazards in order to 
complete Recommendation 2.1. Experience has shown that it typically takes about three 
years to perform a SSHAC Level 3 study. Each of the four WUS sites has unique aspects that 
affect the amount of fieldwork needed to support the SSHAC Level 3 studies; therefore, we 
recommend that a provision be added to the letter to allow addressees in the WUS to 
recommend schedules that are appropriate for their specific situations. 


3. The NRC states that licensees who elect to collect geophysical or geotechnical data on local 
soil/rock properties may request a reasonable amount of additional time to develop and 
submit the hazard curves and GMRS. The draft Section 50.54(f) letter also includes a general 
provision that if addressees cannot meet the requested response date, they must provide a 
response within 90 days of the date of the information request and describe the alternative 
course of action they propose to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the 
proposed alternative course of action and estimated completion dates. It may take longer 
than 90 days for licensees to determine whether additional geophysical or geotechnical data 
should be obtained and establish firm completion dates for that work. We recommend 
adding specific wording to the Section 50.54(f) request to allow licensees up to 180 days to 
request additional time to gather geophysical or geotechnical data that could improve the 
analytical process and accuracy of the evaluations reducing the potential for rework. 


4. The NRC requests that all necessary seismic risk assessments (seismic PRAs and risk-based 
seismic margin assessments) be completed over a period not to exceed three years. Some 
plants may screen out at the SSE-to-GMRS comparison. However, industry engineers and 
technical advisors believe a large number of licensees may need to complete the risk 
assessments. Resources to complete risk-based seismic margins assessments are 
approximately 80% of those required to produce a seismic PRA. The majority of work to 
produce a seismic risk assessment involves seismic ground motion response, structural 
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response to the new hazard shape, and seismic fragility analyses. The resource pool of 
qualified experts can only support a finite number of parallel studies. Peer reviews pursuant 
to standards requirements also detract from the resources available to produce the models. 
The resources needed to perform the seismic risk assessments could vary significantly 
depending on the approach used (Regulatory Guide 1.200 vs. simplified methods) and will 
be affected by the implementation details that will be developed during the first 180 days 
after the request for information is issued. If a regulatory Guide 1.200 approach is required, 
very few seismic risk assessments will be completed in the three-year schedule because of 
national technical resource limitations.   


5. Given the current state of the PRA standard and lack of experience performing Regulatory 
Guide 1.200 seismic PRAs, it will be difficult to ensure that the risk assessments will be 
performed in a consistent manner that meets the NRC’s expectations unless a joint industry-
NRC pilot is conducted. Therefore, we recommend including a seismic risk assessment pilot 
in the schedule for Recommendation 2.1. 


6. The NRC staff has acknowledged that consensus standards and regulatory guidance do not 
exist for spent fuel pool seismic risk assessments. Given the other Fukushima response 
activities that will be occurring at the same time using the same technical resources as other 
seismic evaluation elements, the spent fuel pool seismic risk assessments should be 
sequenced to occur after sufficient time to develop the guidance and in a manner that does 
not interfere with performing the seismic walkdowns (Recommendation 2.3), implementing 
mitigative measures (Recommendation 4.2), and completing the other activities associated 
with Recommendation 2.1. 
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Comments on NRC Recommendation 2.3 
Seismic 


1. The NRC requests that each addressee submit a seismic walkdown procedure within 90 days 
of the date of the information request. We think addressees should be able to submit an 
industry guideline within 120 days of the date of the Section 50.54(f) request for 
information. Following NRC endorsement of the industry generic guideline, licensees would 
separately develop their own site-specific walkdown procedures to implement the industry 
standard guideline, train the personnel involved in the walkdown and commence the 
walkdown. The project schedule should provide for sufficient time to develop site-specific 
procedures, training and conducting the walkdown. 


2. With the exception of inspections requiring outages, it may be possible to perform 
walkdowns in six months if the scope is based on using a sampling approach to verify that 
the current plant configuration is consistent with the existing licensing basis. It is not clear 
what the NRC staff expects for bullets 8 and 9 under item 1 of the Requested Information, 
whether those items could be addressed during walkdowns, and how that would affect the 
conduct of and completion times for the walkdowns. 


3. The seismic walkdown should verify current plant configuration is consistent with the 
licensing basis. Insights from the various international and U.S. reports of the Fukushima 
accidents have not identified maintenance, monitoring or testing as issues needing attention. 
If there are concerns about maintenance and testing programs at U.S. facilities, they should 
be the topic of a separate regulatory action and not part of Fukushima-related activities.  
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Comments on NRC Recommendation 2.1   
Seismic 


 


1. The NRC requests that each addressee in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) 
submit hazard curves and a site-specific ground motion response spectrum (GMRS) within 
one year of the date of the Section 50.54(f) information request. It would be prudent to 
either update the EPRI (2004, 2006) attenuation model or use the new Next Generation 
Attenuation (NGA)-East model to develop the requested hazard curves and GMRS. We 
believe the EPRI (2004, 2006) attenuation model could be updated using a SSHAC Level 2 
process, and the requested hazard curves and GMRS could be submitted to the NRC within 
two years of the date of the information request. Taking the time to update the model now 
would reduce the likelihood for rework when the NGA-East model is completed in the 2015 
time frame. 


2. The NRC requests that each addressee in the Western United States (WUS) submit hazard 
curves and a site-specific GMRS within two years of the date of the information request. The 
NRC also states that licensees in the WUS will need to develop SSHAC Level 3 seismic source 
and ground motion models to characterize their regional seismic hazards in order to 
complete Recommendation 2.1. Experience has shown that it typically takes about three 
years to perform a SSHAC Level 3 study. Each of the four WUS sites has unique aspects that 
affect the amount of fieldwork needed to support the SSHAC Level 3 studies; therefore, we 
recommend that a provision be added to the letter to allow addressees in the WUS to 
recommend schedules that are appropriate for their specific situations. 


3. The NRC states that licensees who elect to collect geophysical or geotechnical data on local 
soil/rock properties may request a reasonable amount of additional time to develop and 
submit the hazard curves and GMRS. The draft Section 50.54(f) letter also includes a general 
provision that if addressees cannot meet the requested response date, they must provide a 
response within 90 days of the date of the information request and describe the alternative 
course of action they propose to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the 
proposed alternative course of action and estimated completion dates. It may take longer 
than 90 days for licensees to determine whether additional geophysical or geotechnical data 
should be obtained and establish firm completion dates for that work. We recommend 
adding specific wording to the Section 50.54(f) request to allow licensees up to 180 days to 
request additional time to gather geophysical or geotechnical data that could improve the 
analytical process and accuracy of the evaluations reducing the potential for rework. 


4. The NRC requests that all necessary seismic risk assessments (seismic PRAs and risk-based 
seismic margin assessments) be completed over a period not to exceed three years. Some 
plants may screen out at the SSE-to-GMRS comparison. However, industry engineers and 
technical advisors believe a large number of licensees may need to complete the risk 
assessments. Resources to complete risk-based seismic margins assessments are 
approximately 80% of those required to produce a seismic PRA. The majority of work to 
produce a seismic risk assessment involves seismic ground motion response, structural 
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response to the new hazard shape, and seismic fragility analyses. The resource pool of 
qualified experts can only support a finite number of parallel studies. Peer reviews pursuant 
to standards requirements also detract from the resources available to produce the models. 
The resources needed to perform the seismic risk assessments could vary significantly 
depending on the approach used (Regulatory Guide 1.200 vs. simplified methods) and will 
be affected by the implementation details that will be developed during the first 180 days 
after the request for information is issued. If a regulatory Guide 1.200 approach is required, 
very few seismic risk assessments will be completed in the three-year schedule because of 
national technical resource limitations.   


5. Given the current state of the PRA standard and lack of experience performing Regulatory 
Guide 1.200 seismic PRAs, it will be difficult to ensure that the risk assessments will be 
performed in a consistent manner that meets the NRC’s expectations unless a joint industry-
NRC pilot is conducted. Therefore, we recommend including a seismic risk assessment pilot 
in the schedule for Recommendation 2.1. 


6. The NRC staff has acknowledged that consensus standards and regulatory guidance do not 
exist for spent fuel pool seismic risk assessments. Given the other Fukushima response 
activities that will be occurring at the same time using the same technical resources as other 
seismic evaluation elements, the spent fuel pool seismic risk assessments should be 
sequenced to occur after sufficient time to develop the guidance and in a manner that does 
not interfere with performing the seismic walkdowns (Recommendation 2.3), implementing 
mitigative measures (Recommendation 4.2), and completing the other activities associated 
with Recommendation 2.1. 
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Comments on NRC Recommendation 2.3 
Seismic 


1. The NRC requests that each addressee submit a seismic walkdown procedure within 90 days 
of the date of the information request. We think addressees should be able to submit an 
industry guideline within 120 days of the date of the Section 50.54(f) request for 
information. Following NRC endorsement of the industry generic guideline, licensees would 
separately develop their own site-specific walkdown procedures to implement the industry 
standard guideline, train the personnel involved in the walkdown and commence the 
walkdown. The project schedule should provide for sufficient time to develop site-specific 
procedures, training and conducting the walkdown. 


2. With the exception of inspections requiring outages, it may be possible to perform 
walkdowns in six months if the scope is based on using a sampling approach to verify that 
the current plant configuration is consistent with the existing licensing basis. It is not clear 
what the NRC staff expects for bullets 8 and 9 under item 1 of the Requested Information, 
whether those items could be addressed during walkdowns, and how that would affect the 
conduct of and completion times for the walkdowns. 


3. The seismic walkdown should verify current plant configuration is consistent with the 
licensing basis. Insights from the various international and U.S. reports of the Fukushima 
accidents have not identified maintenance, monitoring or testing as issues needing attention. 
If there are concerns about maintenance and testing programs at U.S. facilities, they should 
be the topic of a separate regulatory action and not part of Fukushima-related activities.  
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Comments on Recommendation 2.1 and 2.3 


Other External Hazards 


 


This proposed information request was added in late December 2011 as a new Tier 1 item. It 
includes all other applicable hazards, such as severe winds, tornados, hurricanes, ice and snow 
storms, forest fires, dust storms, etc. These activities will involve many of the same company 
personnel that are involved in the other recommendation 2.1 and 2.3 activities, and the other 
external events (beyond seismic and flooding) are not directly related to the lessons learned from 
Fukushima. The amount of work being imposed on the industry and NRC technical staffs is already 
significant. In the industry’s proposed prioritization scheme, the re-evaluation of these other external 
hazards would be considered a lower priority item in any prioritization scheme for Fukushima-related 
work. 


Neither the industry nor the NRC has had sufficient time to evaluate what effort will be required to 
prepare evaluations of other external events using the methodologies applicable to new plants. 
There are a large number of other external events, and the applicability of any one of them to any 
particular licensee is highly site-specific. Not all of the other external events have been evaluated as 
part of new plant projects. This raises uncertainty over the scope of the task, and additional time 
will be required to determine if there are new applicable and appropriate methodologies, develop 
guidance, and implement pilots prior to industry-wide application.   


A phased approach, with the start of the work on the other external events being delayed, will 
enable the industry to form an appropriately staffed technical team to address the numerous issues 
encompassed by this activity. This will include the development of guidance, training and the 
performance of evaluations. This could be considered a separate regulatory activity outside of the 
Fukushima response projects. 
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Comments on Proposed Order for Recommendation 4.2 


Mitigative Strategies 


 


Proposed Wording of the Order 


The NRC has proposed that the order direct: 


Licensees to develop, implement and maintain guidance and strategies to mitigate the 
effects of challenges to the key safety functions of core cooling, containment, and spent fuel 
pool cooling capabilities. 


During the public meeting on January 18, 2012, the industry proposed wording changes that more 
closely follows the wording of 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) and provided greater clarity to the range of 
“challenges” that impact the noted key safety functions. The industry proposal for the wording of 
the order is: 


Each licensee shall develop, implement and maintain guidance and strategies intended to 
maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool cooling capabilities under 
the circumstances associated with beyond design-basis external hazards resulting in an 
extended loss of all AC power or loss of ultimate heat sink capability. 


The objective of the strategies developed will be to prevent core damage, loss of containment 
function and loss of spent fuel pool inventory. As such, the strategies will not address mitigation 
activities in the event of core damage. The portable equipment obtained and stored onsite or in a 
regional support center will, however, be available to be used in the event of core damage. The 
additional portable equipment determined by Recommendation 4.2 to be necessary for each site as 
part of the strategies developed will provide an additional capability that will be included when the 
Severe Accident Management Guidelines are revised under Recommendation 8.   


Proposed Schedule in the Order 


The NRC has proposed that the guidance for developing, implementing and maintaining strategies 
be issued by June 30, 2012. During the discussion with the NRC in the public meeting, further 
clarification was provided on the scope of the evaluation required for determining the requisite 
strategies and, therefore, the industry proposed that there be some adjustment to the proposed 
NRC schedule for guidance development. The industry believes it is important to hold at least one 
industry/NRC workshop during the public comment period to demonstrate the guidance, as well as 
obtain further comments on the guidance. As such, the industry proposes the guidance be 
completed by August 30, 2012, as opposed to June 30, 2012. 


It is difficult to establish the implementation schedule for the strategies before the guidance is 
developed. As such, it is recommended that after licensees perform the evaluation per the approved 
guidance, that the integrated plan the licensees submit include a schedule for implementation. Full 
implementation of the strategy may involve plant modifications which typically take up to two 
refueling outages to implement. 
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Industry Comments on 
Draft Order Technical Language on 
Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation 


[Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 7.1] 
 
 
 
Objective 
 
The NRC and industry agree that spent fuel pool (SFP) instrumentation enhancements are 
appropriate based on lessons-learned from the March 11, 2011, accident at Fukushima Daiichi. We 
further agree that the purpose of the SFP instrumentation is to provide the necessary information 
regarding the spent fuel pool to: 
 
• Provide for an orderly decision making process during a beyond design basis event (BDBE) that 


will not delay decision making for the SFP nor distract decision makers and, thus, allow plant 
personnel to concentrate on the most safety-significant matters with respect to the entire plant 
site; 


• Allow decision makers to reorder their priorities as relative safety significance changes; 
• Allow decision makers to notify the emergency planning organization of a degrading condition 


in the SFP that may potentially affect the health and safety of the public. 
 
The NRC and industry agree that spent fuel pool level is the key parameter for monitoring in the 
aftermath of a beyond design basis event. 
 
Industry Recommendation 
 
• Two channels of level instruments: either two installed, or one installed and one portable. 


o The level measured provides a sufficient range so as to indicate when water addition is 
needed under all plant configurations. 


o Portions of a portable channel may have some pre-installed components 
• Non-safety-related, but with enhanced quality requirements (similar to augmented quality) that 


can ensure reliability similar to station blackout, Anticipated Transients Without Scram, and fire 
protection. 


• Installed channel seismically mounted consistent with the existing plant seismic envelope. 
• Qualifications of both channels consistent with expected conditions of operation (e.g., the 


temperature, humidity and radiation environment associated with the spent fuel pool 
evaporation/boiling.) 


• Power supplies: An installed channel would be powered by a non-safety-related bus with either a 
back-up battery installed or a portable power source to provide momentary power when needed. 
A portable channel would be powered by a portable power supply. 
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Detailed Comments 
 
Industry understands that the NRC is preparing an order to implement Near-Term Task Force 
Recommendation 7.1, Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation. The following comments are based on the 
information presented by NRC staff at the January 19, 2012, public meeting as well as the 
associated discussions. The information has been excerpted from the NRC staff slide deck; 
modifications and commentary are provided, as appropriate: 
 


 
SFP Instrument Summary 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


• All operating reactors shall have a reliable indication of the water level in associated spent fuel 
storage pools capable of identifying the following pool water level conditions: 


o pool normal level; 
o level that is minimally adequate to support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling 


system; 
o level that is inadequate to provide substantial radiation shielding for a person standing on 


the spent fuel pool operating deck, and 
o level that is less than 1 foot above at the top of installed spent stored fuel racks. and 
o level that indicates below the top of spent fuel such that zirconium fire conditions could be 


considered imminent. 
 
Comments: 
• Level is the key parameter for decision-making regarding the safety significance of the effects of 


a BDBE on the SFP. 
o The starting temperature of the pool (by design =< 150° F), the predetermined heat up 


rate of the pool without forced cooling (plants are procedurally required to know time to 
200° F) and the pool level are the key data that decision maker will need to help 
prioritize actions. 


o As long as the pool water level is above the top of the fuel, adequate cooling to protect 
the cladding fission product barrier is assured. 


o Level is, therefore, the parameter that should be instrumented. 
• Only a few key levels points (normal, ~10 feet above the spent fuel for radiation shielding, and 


top of the installed spent fuel racks) would provide clear and simple decision points.  
o As discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.13 (SFP Design Basis), ~10 ft. above the spent fuel 


is the level at which there will be radiological impacts to activities around the SFP.  
Therefore, from a decision making perspective, ~10 ft. would be a level at which the 
decision makers should have already initiated water injection into the pool or are taking 
prompt action to do so to prevent unnecessary radiation exposure to the staff involved in 
injection setup and initiation. 


o SFP level at the top of the installed spent fuel racks is the point at which further 
uncovery could eventually result in damage to the fuel cladding with a resulting 
radionuclide release to the environment. The exact level at which cladding damage may 
occur depends on many site and fuel-specific factors. Therefore, the conservative level 
point for protective decisions is at the top of the fuel. Additionally, this is the location at 
which portable instrumentation, if used, can be reliably, and if necessary, remotely 
installed. 
 This decision point already exists as an Emergency Action Level (EAL).  Industry 


guidance for determining EALs (Methodology for Development of Emergency 
Action Levels, NEI 99-01, Rev 5 (2008)) defines level AA2 as “Damage to 
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irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or will result in the 
uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel.” EAL AA2 is applicable in 
all operating modes and calls for an Alert. 


 Measuring water level below the top of spent fuel rack may unnecessarily 
complicate SFP level instrumentation and eliminate options that are otherwise 
technically feasible (float, radar, etc.). 


 Depending on pool water inventory loss mechanism, the rate of level decrease 
may accelerate once the top of the fuel is uncovered. 


o Intermediate pool levels (between normal and ~10 ft. above the top of the spent fuel) 
are useful in estimating the time that is available before water level restoration must 
begin, so such information is helpful to plant personnel. 


 
SFP Instrument Summary 


(continued) 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
• The level indication shall be 


o in an accessible location and 
o continuously operable functional under a range of conditions, including environmental 


conditions and high radiation fields associated with the spent fuel pool water at 
saturation conditions. 


• Operators Trained personnel shall be able to determine spent fuel pool level from an accessible 
location 


o on an intermittent basis 
o without reliance on the permanent plant alternating current or direct current electric 


power distribution system. 
• Accessible locations are 


o the control room 
o the alternate shutdown panel, and or 
o portions of safety-related structures where the wet bulb temperature remains below 


104°F (40°C) and radiation dose rates remain below 5 rem per hour (50 mSV/hr) or any 
other plant area that is accessible under conditions associated with station blackout, 
reactor core damage, and spent fuel pool water at saturation conditions for a sustained 
period. 


 
Comments: 
• A portable instrument channel may be completely portable and installed post-event. 


o The goal of SFP level instrumentation during BDBEs is to provide decision makers with 
the SFP level so that they can prioritize their response to a loss of SFP forced cooling 
and/or a loss of SFP level in the context of other safety significant conditions that may 
exist as a result of the BDBE. 


o There are advantages associated with a completely portable channel.  If some or all of 
the second instrumentation channel were to be permanently installed in the SFP, then 
the second channel may be subject to the same external events as the primary installed 
channel. The design of the second channel (portable vs. partially portable vs. installed) 
should allow appropriate consideration of plant-specific considerations. 


o The portable approach requires access to the SFP, and that access may be hindered by 
debris, radiation levels, and/or steam vapor due to pool boiling. 
 In an ideal situation none of the access hindrances would exist at the initiation of 


the BDBE that prevent deployment of a fully portable level instrument channel. 
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 If the ideal situation did not exist, several options are available to determine SFP 
level so that, if necessary, water can be added to the SFP. For example: 


• As long as radiation levels permit access, personnel would be able to 
approach pool and visually determine water level.  If debris covered pool, 
one option would be a fiber optic instrument that could be “snaked” 
through the debris allowing visual confirmation of level. 


• If radiation prevented access or the debris field were so extensive as to 
block access to spent fuel deck, second option would be the use of a 
camera (hardened to radiation) on a crawler (as used by industry In-
Service Inspection programs ) to determine SFP level. 


• Since pool design requirements result in pre-event SFP temperature of 
less than 150° F, there is a low probability that steam vapor from the 
pool would prevent an assessment of SFP level with a camera during the 
first few hours after a BDBE. 


• Lastly, an approximate SFP level can be determined using area radiation 
level near the SFP or at the normal access point to the SFP area.  If 
radiation levels are normal then it can be assumed the SFP is nearly full.  
A significant increase in radiation levels would indicate levels are 
approaching ~10 ft. above used fuel and prompt actions should be taken 
to add water to the SFP. 


• The term “…continuously operable…” should be replaced with the term “…functional…” to avoid 
confusion. 


o The term “continuously operable” would mean the SFP instrumentation would have to 
operate in an uninterrupted manner regardless of plant conditions.  This is clearly not 
what is intended by other terms (such as “intermittent”) used elsewhere in the draft 
technical language. It is also inconsistent with the industry proposal provision calling for 
the use of “momentary power” once the non-safety-related bus powering the installed 
level channel is de-energized. 


o The word “operable” is a term used in NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 9900 and has a 
meaning relative to Technical Specification requirements. It would be best to avoid any 
confusion and possible misinterpretation in the future by using the general word 
“functional.” 


• Requiring licensed operators to read the pool level instruments and deploy a portable level 
channel is too restrictive on plant staff during a BDBE and would distract the operators from 
more significant safety matters. 


o “Trained personnel” could mean any person at the plant site who is trained in the 
necessary functions to read pool level and relay information to the decision makers and 
deploy the portable level channel. These individuals could include instrumentation and 
control technicians, radiation protection technicians, maintenance technicians, or even 
security personnel who would be available during a BDBE for other duties. 


• Each plant will determine the “accessible” location(s) that would support pool level 
determination during a BDBE. The industry guidance developed to implement this order (see 
below) will expand on this requirement. 
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Instrument & Arrangement 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
Instruments: The instrumentation shall consist of a permanent, fixed primary level instrumentation 


channel and a backup level instrumentation channel. The backup level instrumentation 
channel may be fixed or portable. 


 
Arrangement: The installed spent fuel pool level instruments shall be arranged in a manner that 


provides reasonable protection of the instruments. against the dynamic effects of 
equipment damage in the spent fuel pool area. This protection shall be provided by 
locating the primary and fixed portions of the backup instrumentation, if applicable, 
using design criteria that consider instrument separation. and inherent missile 
protection provided by the existing spent fuel pool structure. 


 
Comments: 
• Greater specificity on the definition of the level instruments will avoid future confusion. 


o The addition of the terms “…level instrumentation channel..” is used so all parts of the 
instrumentation channel needed for the SFP level to be read are covered.  For example, 
one could construe the word “instrument” to mean only the senor. 


• The arrangement requirements would only apply to the installed level channel.  This is 
consistent with the requirements discussed above that make the case for full portability of the 
backup instrumentation channel. 


o The terms “…against the dynamic effects of equipment damage in the spent fuel pool 
area…” and “…inherent missile protection provided by the existing spent fuel pool 
structure…” are undefined, confusing, and subject to misinterpretation in the future. The 
industry guidance developed to implement this Order (see below) will discuss this 
requirement. 


• The addition of the phrase “…if applicable…” is consistent with a fully portable backup level 
channel. 


Mounting & Qualification 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
Mounting: Equipment Installed instrumentation within the spent fuel pool shall be mounted as 


seismic Class IE equipment; the instrumentation itself is not required to meet the seismic 
Class IE requirement. 


 
Qualification: The instrumentation and signal transmission equipment in the spent fuel pool or pool 


area shall be reliable at temperature, humidity, and radiation levels consistent with the 
spent fuel pool water at saturation conditions for an extended period. This reliability 
shall be established through use of an augmented quality assurance process (e.g., a 
process similar to that applied to the site fire protection program). This process shall 
consider the operating history of selected equipment in the specified environment. The 
qualification for the instrumentation channels are solely as described within this Order 
and any NRC-endorsed industry guidance to implement this Order. 


 
Comments: 
• Adding the phrase “Installed instrumentation…” is a clarification consistent with a fully portable 


backup level channel. 
• The language “…the instrumentation itself is not required to meet the seismic Class IE 


requirement…” adds clarity to the requirement. 
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• By adding the phrase “…in the spent fuel pool or pool area…” it is made clear that only the 
portions of the level instrumentation channels that will be subject to the conditions described 
have to be reliable under those conditions.   


• The sentence “This process shall consider the operating history of selected equipment in the 
specified environment.” is unnecessary, because it describes a manner in which a licensee may 
establish instrumentation qualification, which is established further above.   The industry 
guidance developed to implement this Order (see below) will discuss this requirement. 


• The sentence “The qualification for the instrumentation channels are solely as described within 
this Order and any NRC-endorsed industry guidance to implement this Order.” is intended to 
eliminate possible future misunderstandings about the applicability of any other qualification 
requirements to the SFP level instrumentation channels.  For example, Regulatory Guide 1.97 
(Criteria for Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for Nuclear Power Plants) does not apply to the 
SFP level instrumentation. 


 
Independence & Power Supplies 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


Independence: The primary instrument shall be independent of the backup instrument. 
 
Power supplies: Permanently installed instrumentation channels shall each be powered by a 


separate power supply. Provisions shall be made to permit connecting each installed 
channel to multiple power sources (including that of other installed channels, if 
applicable).  Permanently installed and portable instrumentation channels shall 
provide for power connections from sources independent of the plant ac and dc 
power distribution systems, such as portable generators, or replaceable or 
rechargeable batteries. 


 
Comments: 
• The sentence “Provisions shall be made to permit connecting each installed channel to multiple 


power sources (including that of other installed channels, if applicable).” Adds flexibility to 
powering the level channels during a BDBE when situations cannot always be predicted. 


• The phrase “…or rechargeable…” provides additional flexibility. 
 


 
Range & Calibration 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


Range: The instrument shall have a minimum range from the pool level minimally adequate to 
support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling system to a level below at the top of the 
installed stored spent fuel racks. assemblies. 


 
Calibration: The instrument shall maintain the specified designed accuracy following a power 


interruption or change in power source without recalibration. 
 
Comments: 
• The range of the instruments should be the same as the levels intended to measure (see 


above). 
o Measuring water level below the top of the spent fuel racks may unnecessarily 


complicate SFP level instrumentation (see above). 
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• The word “specified” has no meaning in the requirement, since there was no information 
provided as to how the value was determined or who determined it. The word “designed” means 
that value provided by the manufacturer of the instrument, which is known and can be used for 
calibration. 


 
Testing & Display 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


Testing: The instrument design shall provide for routine testing and calibration. The licensee shall 
test the instrument at a minimum frequency of once each refueling cycle and within one 
week of reactor shutdown for refueling.  The licensee shall test the instrument at a 
frequency necessary to support the required accuracy. 


 
Display: Operators Trained personnel shall be able to monitor the spent fuel fool water level from an 


the control room, alternate shutdown panel, or other appropriate and accessible location. 
The display shall provide on-demand or continuous indication of spent fuel pool water level. 


 
Comments: 
• The instrumentation testing requirement should be performance-based. 
• The issue of using trained personnel and not only licensed operators is discussed above. 
• “Accessible location” is defined above. 
 


Schedule 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
• 20 day response 


o Inability/unnecessary to comply 
o Request a hearing 


• 90 180 days for licensees to provide plans and a schedule for compliance 
• 275 day response 
• 2 year cCompliance within two fuel cycles or three years, whichever is longer.  The compliance 


time period begins following NRC endorsement of implementation guidance.  However, if 
planning for the outage that follows NRC endorsement of implementation guidance is 
substantially complete, then the compliance time begins upon completion of outage that follows 
NRC endorsement of implementation guidance. 


 
Comments: 
• Generally, plant modifications require at least two fuel cycles to complete. This permits planning, 


engineering, design, procurement, procedure or guidance preparation, training, and “as-built” 
walkdowns during the first outage followed by installation, testing, and pre-operational 
walkdowns during the second outage. 


• In this instance, modifications to SFP instrumentation are part of the greater effort to implement 
the post-Fukushima Near-Term Task Force Tier 1 recommendations (as defined in SECY-11-
0137), which are being implemented by a complicated set of Orders and 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters. 
The drain of licensee resources by these efforts along with the need to keep operating plants 
safe and secure will make it even more difficult to complete these tasks in accordance with this 
recommended schedule. 
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50.59 Evaluation 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
All Licensees shall, within two hundred seventy-five (275) days of the date of this Order, review the 
functional requirements described in below to determine whether or not existing spent fuel pool 
instrumentation satisfies the requirements. If existing spent fuel pool level instrumentation does not 
conform to the requirements listed below, the licensee shall evaluate the necessary changes to the 
facility to bring the instrumentation into conformance with the requirements of Section 2 in 
accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.59, "Changes, 
tests, or experiments.” Consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, submit to the Commission 
a report containing a summary of the change and, if required, a request to amend the facility 
operating license. 
 
Comments: 
• A requirement to provide a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation on a specified schedule is unnecessary and 


not material to enhancing SFP instrumentation in accordance with the expected order. 
• Providing the NRC with a plan and schedule for compliance with the order is recommended 


above, which should provide the information the NRC needs. 
• Depending how the order is written, a license amendment may not be required. 
• Since a 50.59 evaluation is part of the plant modification process, requiring one early will impede 


an orderly SFP instrumentation modification. A 50.59 evaluation cannot be finalized until the 
design details are well known. 


 
Guidance 


 
• No later than May 30, 2012, the industry, through the Nuclear Energy Institute, will submit for 


NRC review a document providing implementing guidance for the SFP instrumentation order. 
• Following a review by NRC staff, which may include public interactions between the NRC staff 


and the industry, and possible alterations to the implementing guidance, it is expected that the 
NRC will, by letter, endorse the implementing guidance. 


• The target date for NRC endorsement is June 30, 2012. 
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Industry Comments on 
Draft Order Technical Language on 
Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation 


[Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 7.1] 
 
 
 
Objective 
 
The NRC and industry agree that spent fuel pool (SFP) instrumentation enhancements are 
appropriate based on lessons-learned from the March 11, 2011, accident at Fukushima Daiichi. We 
further agree that the purpose of the SFP instrumentation is to provide the necessary information 
regarding the spent fuel pool to: 
 
• Provide for an orderly decision making process during a beyond design basis event (BDBE) that 


will not delay decision making for the SFP nor distract decision makers and, thus, allow plant 
personnel to concentrate on the most safety-significant matters with respect to the entire plant 
site; 


• Allow decision makers to reorder their priorities as relative safety significance changes; 
• Allow decision makers to notify the emergency planning organization of a degrading condition 


in the SFP that may potentially affect the health and safety of the public. 
 
The NRC and industry agree that spent fuel pool level is the key parameter for monitoring in the 
aftermath of a beyond design basis event. 
 
Industry Recommendation 
 
• Two channels of level instruments: either two installed, or one installed and one portable. 


o The level measured provides a sufficient range so as to indicate when water addition is 
needed under all plant configurations. 


o Portions of a portable channel may have some pre-installed components 
• Non-safety-related, but with enhanced quality requirements (similar to augmented quality) that 


can ensure reliability similar to station blackout, Anticipated Transients Without Scram, and fire 
protection. 


• Installed channel seismically mounted consistent with the existing plant seismic envelope. 
• Qualifications of both channels consistent with expected conditions of operation (e.g., the 


temperature, humidity and radiation environment associated with the spent fuel pool 
evaporation/boiling.) 


• Power supplies: An installed channel would be powered by a non-safety-related bus with either a 
back-up battery installed or a portable power source to provide momentary power when needed. 
A portable channel would be powered by a portable power supply. 
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Detailed Comments 
 
Industry understands that the NRC is preparing an order to implement Near-Term Task Force 
Recommendation 7.1, Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation. The following comments are based on the 
information presented by NRC staff at the January 19, 2012, public meeting as well as the 
associated discussions. The information has been excerpted from the NRC staff slide deck; 
modifications and commentary are provided, as appropriate: 
 


 
SFP Instrument Summary 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


• All operating reactors shall have a reliable indication of the water level in associated spent fuel 
storage pools capable of identifying the following pool water level conditions: 


o pool normal level; 
o level that is minimally adequate to support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling 


system; 
o level that is inadequate to provide substantial radiation shielding for a person standing on 


the spent fuel pool operating deck, and 
o level that is less than 1 foot above at the top of installed spent stored fuel racks. and 
o level that indicates below the top of spent fuel such that zirconium fire conditions could be 


considered imminent. 
 
Comments: 
• Level is the key parameter for decision-making regarding the safety significance of the effects of 


a BDBE on the SFP. 
o The starting temperature of the pool (by design =< 150° F), the predetermined heat up 


rate of the pool without forced cooling (plants are procedurally required to know time to 
200° F) and the pool level are the key data that decision maker will need to help 
prioritize actions. 


o As long as the pool water level is above the top of the fuel, adequate cooling to protect 
the cladding fission product barrier is assured. 


o Level is, therefore, the parameter that should be instrumented. 
• Only a few key levels points (normal, ~10 feet above the spent fuel for radiation shielding, and 


top of the installed spent fuel racks) would provide clear and simple decision points.  
o As discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.13 (SFP Design Basis), ~10 ft. above the spent fuel 


is the level at which there will be radiological impacts to activities around the SFP.  
Therefore, from a decision making perspective, ~10 ft. would be a level at which the 
decision makers should have already initiated water injection into the pool or are taking 
prompt action to do so to prevent unnecessary radiation exposure to the staff involved in 
injection setup and initiation. 


o SFP level at the top of the installed spent fuel racks is the point at which further 
uncovery could eventually result in damage to the fuel cladding with a resulting 
radionuclide release to the environment. The exact level at which cladding damage may 
occur depends on many site and fuel-specific factors. Therefore, the conservative level 
point for protective decisions is at the top of the fuel. Additionally, this is the location at 
which portable instrumentation, if used, can be reliably, and if necessary, remotely 
installed. 
 This decision point already exists as an Emergency Action Level (EAL).  Industry 


guidance for determining EALs (Methodology for Development of Emergency 
Action Levels, NEI 99-01, Rev 5 (2008)) defines level AA2 as “Damage to 
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irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or will result in the 
uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel.” EAL AA2 is applicable in 
all operating modes and calls for an Alert. 


 Measuring water level below the top of spent fuel rack may unnecessarily 
complicate SFP level instrumentation and eliminate options that are otherwise 
technically feasible (float, radar, etc.). 


 Depending on pool water inventory loss mechanism, the rate of level decrease 
may accelerate once the top of the fuel is uncovered. 


o Intermediate pool levels (between normal and ~10 ft. above the top of the spent fuel) 
are useful in estimating the time that is available before water level restoration must 
begin, so such information is helpful to plant personnel. 


 
SFP Instrument Summary 


(continued) 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
• The level indication shall be 


o in an accessible location and 
o continuously operable functional under a range of conditions, including environmental 


conditions and high radiation fields associated with the spent fuel pool water at 
saturation conditions. 


• Operators Trained personnel shall be able to determine spent fuel pool level from an accessible 
location 


o on an intermittent basis 
o without reliance on the permanent plant alternating current or direct current electric 


power distribution system. 
• Accessible locations are 


o the control room 
o the alternate shutdown panel, and or 
o portions of safety-related structures where the wet bulb temperature remains below 


104°F (40°C) and radiation dose rates remain below 5 rem per hour (50 mSV/hr) or any 
other plant area that is accessible under conditions associated with station blackout, 
reactor core damage, and spent fuel pool water at saturation conditions for a sustained 
period. 


 
Comments: 
• A portable instrument channel may be completely portable and installed post-event. 


o The goal of SFP level instrumentation during BDBEs is to provide decision makers with 
the SFP level so that they can prioritize their response to a loss of SFP forced cooling 
and/or a loss of SFP level in the context of other safety significant conditions that may 
exist as a result of the BDBE. 


o There are advantages associated with a completely portable channel.  If some or all of 
the second instrumentation channel were to be permanently installed in the SFP, then 
the second channel may be subject to the same external events as the primary installed 
channel. The design of the second channel (portable vs. partially portable vs. installed) 
should allow appropriate consideration of plant-specific considerations. 


o The portable approach requires access to the SFP, and that access may be hindered by 
debris, radiation levels, and/or steam vapor due to pool boiling. 
 In an ideal situation none of the access hindrances would exist at the initiation of 


the BDBE that prevent deployment of a fully portable level instrument channel. 
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 If the ideal situation did not exist, several options are available to determine SFP 
level so that, if necessary, water can be added to the SFP. For example: 


• As long as radiation levels permit access, personnel would be able to 
approach pool and visually determine water level.  If debris covered pool, 
one option would be a fiber optic instrument that could be “snaked” 
through the debris allowing visual confirmation of level. 


• If radiation prevented access or the debris field were so extensive as to 
block access to spent fuel deck, second option would be the use of a 
camera (hardened to radiation) on a crawler (as used by industry In-
Service Inspection programs ) to determine SFP level. 


• Since pool design requirements result in pre-event SFP temperature of 
less than 150° F, there is a low probability that steam vapor from the 
pool would prevent an assessment of SFP level with a camera during the 
first few hours after a BDBE. 


• Lastly, an approximate SFP level can be determined using area radiation 
level near the SFP or at the normal access point to the SFP area.  If 
radiation levels are normal then it can be assumed the SFP is nearly full.  
A significant increase in radiation levels would indicate levels are 
approaching ~10 ft. above used fuel and prompt actions should be taken 
to add water to the SFP. 


• The term “…continuously operable…” should be replaced with the term “…functional…” to avoid 
confusion. 


o The term “continuously operable” would mean the SFP instrumentation would have to 
operate in an uninterrupted manner regardless of plant conditions.  This is clearly not 
what is intended by other terms (such as “intermittent”) used elsewhere in the draft 
technical language. It is also inconsistent with the industry proposal provision calling for 
the use of “momentary power” once the non-safety-related bus powering the installed 
level channel is de-energized. 


o The word “operable” is a term used in NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 9900 and has a 
meaning relative to Technical Specification requirements. It would be best to avoid any 
confusion and possible misinterpretation in the future by using the general word 
“functional.” 


• Requiring licensed operators to read the pool level instruments and deploy a portable level 
channel is too restrictive on plant staff during a BDBE and would distract the operators from 
more significant safety matters. 


o “Trained personnel” could mean any person at the plant site who is trained in the 
necessary functions to read pool level and relay information to the decision makers and 
deploy the portable level channel. These individuals could include instrumentation and 
control technicians, radiation protection technicians, maintenance technicians, or even 
security personnel who would be available during a BDBE for other duties. 


• Each plant will determine the “accessible” location(s) that would support pool level 
determination during a BDBE. The industry guidance developed to implement this order (see 
below) will expand on this requirement. 
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Instrument & Arrangement 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
Instruments: The instrumentation shall consist of a permanent, fixed primary level instrumentation 


channel and a backup level instrumentation channel. The backup level instrumentation 
channel may be fixed or portable. 


 
Arrangement: The installed spent fuel pool level instruments shall be arranged in a manner that 


provides reasonable protection of the instruments. against the dynamic effects of 
equipment damage in the spent fuel pool area. This protection shall be provided by 
locating the primary and fixed portions of the backup instrumentation, if applicable, 
using design criteria that consider instrument separation. and inherent missile 
protection provided by the existing spent fuel pool structure. 


 
Comments: 
• Greater specificity on the definition of the level instruments will avoid future confusion. 


o The addition of the terms “…level instrumentation channel..” is used so all parts of the 
instrumentation channel needed for the SFP level to be read are covered.  For example, 
one could construe the word “instrument” to mean only the senor. 


• The arrangement requirements would only apply to the installed level channel.  This is 
consistent with the requirements discussed above that make the case for full portability of the 
backup instrumentation channel. 


o The terms “…against the dynamic effects of equipment damage in the spent fuel pool 
area…” and “…inherent missile protection provided by the existing spent fuel pool 
structure…” are undefined, confusing, and subject to misinterpretation in the future. The 
industry guidance developed to implement this Order (see below) will discuss this 
requirement. 


• The addition of the phrase “…if applicable…” is consistent with a fully portable backup level 
channel. 


Mounting & Qualification 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
Mounting: Equipment Installed instrumentation within the spent fuel pool shall be mounted as 


seismic Class IE equipment; the instrumentation itself is not required to meet the seismic 
Class IE requirement. 


 
Qualification: The instrumentation and signal transmission equipment in the spent fuel pool or pool 


area shall be reliable at temperature, humidity, and radiation levels consistent with the 
spent fuel pool water at saturation conditions for an extended period. This reliability 
shall be established through use of an augmented quality assurance process (e.g., a 
process similar to that applied to the site fire protection program). This process shall 
consider the operating history of selected equipment in the specified environment. The 
qualification for the instrumentation channels are solely as described within this Order 
and any NRC-endorsed industry guidance to implement this Order. 


 
Comments: 
• Adding the phrase “Installed instrumentation…” is a clarification consistent with a fully portable 


backup level channel. 
• The language “…the instrumentation itself is not required to meet the seismic Class IE 


requirement…” adds clarity to the requirement. 
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• By adding the phrase “…in the spent fuel pool or pool area…” it is made clear that only the 
portions of the level instrumentation channels that will be subject to the conditions described 
have to be reliable under those conditions.   


• The sentence “This process shall consider the operating history of selected equipment in the 
specified environment.” is unnecessary, because it describes a manner in which a licensee may 
establish instrumentation qualification, which is established further above.   The industry 
guidance developed to implement this Order (see below) will discuss this requirement. 


• The sentence “The qualification for the instrumentation channels are solely as described within 
this Order and any NRC-endorsed industry guidance to implement this Order.” is intended to 
eliminate possible future misunderstandings about the applicability of any other qualification 
requirements to the SFP level instrumentation channels.  For example, Regulatory Guide 1.97 
(Criteria for Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for Nuclear Power Plants) does not apply to the 
SFP level instrumentation. 


 
Independence & Power Supplies 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


Independence: The primary instrument shall be independent of the backup instrument. 
 
Power supplies: Permanently installed instrumentation channels shall each be powered by a 


separate power supply. Provisions shall be made to permit connecting each installed 
channel to multiple power sources (including that of other installed channels, if 
applicable).  Permanently installed and portable instrumentation channels shall 
provide for power connections from sources independent of the plant ac and dc 
power distribution systems, such as portable generators, or replaceable or 
rechargeable batteries. 


 
Comments: 
• The sentence “Provisions shall be made to permit connecting each installed channel to multiple 


power sources (including that of other installed channels, if applicable).” Adds flexibility to 
powering the level channels during a BDBE when situations cannot always be predicted. 


• The phrase “…or rechargeable…” provides additional flexibility. 
 


 
Range & Calibration 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


Range: The instrument shall have a minimum range from the pool level minimally adequate to 
support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling system to a level below at the top of the 
installed stored spent fuel racks. assemblies. 


 
Calibration: The instrument shall maintain the specified designed accuracy following a power 


interruption or change in power source without recalibration. 
 
Comments: 
• The range of the instruments should be the same as the levels intended to measure (see 


above). 
o Measuring water level below the top of the spent fuel racks may unnecessarily 


complicate SFP level instrumentation (see above). 
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• The word “specified” has no meaning in the requirement, since there was no information 
provided as to how the value was determined or who determined it. The word “designed” means 
that value provided by the manufacturer of the instrument, which is known and can be used for 
calibration. 


 
Testing & Display 


 
NRC Information (edited) 


Testing: The instrument design shall provide for routine testing and calibration. The licensee shall 
test the instrument at a minimum frequency of once each refueling cycle and within one 
week of reactor shutdown for refueling.  The licensee shall test the instrument at a 
frequency necessary to support the required accuracy. 


 
Display: Operators Trained personnel shall be able to monitor the spent fuel fool water level from an 


the control room, alternate shutdown panel, or other appropriate and accessible location. 
The display shall provide on-demand or continuous indication of spent fuel pool water level. 


 
Comments: 
• The instrumentation testing requirement should be performance-based. 
• The issue of using trained personnel and not only licensed operators is discussed above. 
• “Accessible location” is defined above. 
 


Schedule 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
• 20 day response 


o Inability/unnecessary to comply 
o Request a hearing 


• 90 180 days for licensees to provide plans and a schedule for compliance 
• 275 day response 
• 2 year cCompliance within two fuel cycles or three years, whichever is longer.  The compliance 


time period begins following NRC endorsement of implementation guidance.  However, if 
planning for the outage that follows NRC endorsement of implementation guidance is 
substantially complete, then the compliance time begins upon completion of outage that follows 
NRC endorsement of implementation guidance. 


 
Comments: 
• Generally, plant modifications require at least two fuel cycles to complete. This permits planning, 


engineering, design, procurement, procedure or guidance preparation, training, and “as-built” 
walkdowns during the first outage followed by installation, testing, and pre-operational 
walkdowns during the second outage. 


• In this instance, modifications to SFP instrumentation are part of the greater effort to implement 
the post-Fukushima Near-Term Task Force Tier 1 recommendations (as defined in SECY-11-
0137), which are being implemented by a complicated set of Orders and 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters. 
The drain of licensee resources by these efforts along with the need to keep operating plants 
safe and secure will make it even more difficult to complete these tasks in accordance with this 
recommended schedule. 
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50.59 Evaluation 
 


NRC Information (edited) 
All Licensees shall, within two hundred seventy-five (275) days of the date of this Order, review the 
functional requirements described in below to determine whether or not existing spent fuel pool 
instrumentation satisfies the requirements. If existing spent fuel pool level instrumentation does not 
conform to the requirements listed below, the licensee shall evaluate the necessary changes to the 
facility to bring the instrumentation into conformance with the requirements of Section 2 in 
accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.59, "Changes, 
tests, or experiments.” Consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, submit to the Commission 
a report containing a summary of the change and, if required, a request to amend the facility 
operating license. 
 
Comments: 
• A requirement to provide a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation on a specified schedule is unnecessary and 


not material to enhancing SFP instrumentation in accordance with the expected order. 
• Providing the NRC with a plan and schedule for compliance with the order is recommended 


above, which should provide the information the NRC needs. 
• Depending how the order is written, a license amendment may not be required. 
• Since a 50.59 evaluation is part of the plant modification process, requiring one early will impede 


an orderly SFP instrumentation modification. A 50.59 evaluation cannot be finalized until the 
design details are well known. 


 
Guidance 


 
• No later than May 30, 2012, the industry, through the Nuclear Energy Institute, will submit for 


NRC review a document providing implementing guidance for the SFP instrumentation order. 
• Following a review by NRC staff, which may include public interactions between the NRC staff 


and the industry, and possible alterations to the implementing guidance, it is expected that the 
NRC will, by letter, endorse the implementing guidance. 


• The target date for NRC endorsement is June 30, 2012. 
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Comments on Recommendation 9.3 
 


Emergency Preparedness –  
Multi-Unit Staffing and Emergency Communications 


 


The draft 50.54(f) letter attachment related to the Recommendation 9.3 – Tier 1 items was reviewed 
by the industry. The industry is aligned with the staff approach of using the provisions of 10 CFR 
50.54(f) to gather detailed information from licensees to inform future rulemaking or guidance 
related to emergency response communications and staffing. The industry also supports the 
performance of communications and staffing assessments to identify enhancements, and provide a 
sound bases for responding to the 50.54(f) questions.   
 
The review of the draft 50.54(f) EP attachment wording identified several comments. These 
comments in general, are: 
 


1. The prescribed conditions are not substantiated by technical bases. 
a. The “72-hour station black out” should be replaced with, “prolonged loss of AC 


power as determined by plant-specific analysis.”    
b. The “72 hours of impeded access” should be replaced with a phased approach to site 


access given a large-scale natural event. The timelines for the phased approach to 
site access will be based on an NEI analysis of a range of natural phenomena events. 
From this review, the task force will identify recommended time periods for site 
access restrictions. These time periods will be specified in NEI 12-01, Guideline for 
Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing and Communications 
Capabilities. 


2. The addition of more detail would promote consistency in licensee assessments and 
responses. 


3. The clarity of several questions could be improved by rewording. 
4. The attachment should distinguish and define the timeframes and contents for the: 


• initial letter response (i.e., within 90 days),  
• performance of the assessments, and  
• subsequent submittal of answers based on assessment results. 


5. Some questions in the staffing section are not related to staffing (e.g., related to equipment 
selection or logistics); these should be addressed elsewhere. 


6. Questions should reflect the different phases of plant coping. Coping durations are plant-
specific in nature. 


 
To assist the NRC in better understanding these comments, the industry created a proposed 
50.54(f) letter attachment for the Recommendation 9.3 – Tier 1 items. The proposed attachment 
was provided to staff members during a public meeting on January 19, 2012. The proposed wording 
addresses the industry review comments listed above.     
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Subsequent to the January 19 public meeting, the proposed 50.54(f) letter attachment was revised 
to include two staffing-related responses within the scope of the 90-day response.  The revised 
attachment is included as an attachment to this enclosure. 
 
We believe that incorporation of wording presented in the proposed attachment will promote more 
meaningful and consistent licensee answers to the questions. 
 
With respect to the communications-related questions, we would propose that the 90-day response 
provide: 
 


• Information on completed enhancements to on-site and offsite communications. 
• Date for completion of communications assessment (but no later than 9/30/12). 
• Date for providing other requested information (but no later than 10/31/12). 


 
With respect to the staffing-related questions, we would propose that the 90-day response provide: 
 


• A description of the provisions that have been, or will be, put in place to provide reasonable 
assurance that augmenting staff can respond to the site within a timeframe necessary to 
implement  strategies to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent 
fuel are maintained once initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 


• Identification of those emergency planning standards for which a response to the assumed 
event does not require any changes to the associated emergency plan descriptions. 


• Date for completion of staffing assessment (but no later than 3/31/13). 
• Date for providing requested information (but no later than 4/30/13). 


 
Finally, we would note that NEI has created two industry task force teams to develop generic 
guidance for conducting the communications and staffing assessments discussed above. The 
guidance will provide recommended criteria for use in evaluating: 
 


• existing power sources to onsite and off-site communications equipment, and the 
identification of enhancements necessary to ensure the availability of this equipment during 
a prolonged SBO event, and 


• the ability of the ERO to effectively respond to a beyond design basis event that affects 
multiple units at a site.   
 


The criteria are readily adaptable to each licensee’s assessment methodology. This guidance will be 
promulgated in NEI 12-01, Guideline for Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing 
and Communications Capabilities. 
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Industry Proposed Change to Section 50.54(f) letter 
Emergency Preparedness Changes – Communications 


Purpose 


This attachment provides a request for information pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f).  This information 
will be used to determine subsequent staff actions to address recommendations contained in the 
NRC Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Report (ML111861807). Specifically, this attachment requests 
information concerning identification of enhancements that could provide means to power 
communications equipment necessary for licensee onsite and off-site communications during a 
prolonged Station Blackout (SBO). 


Regulatory Requirements/Guidance 


1.  10 CFR 50.47(b)(6) states that provisions should be made for prompt communications among 
principal response organizations to emergency personnel and to the public. 


2.  Appendix E to 10 CFR 50, Section IV. E. 9 states that adequate provisions shall be made and 
described for emergency facilities and equipment, including at least one onsite and one offsite 
communications system; each system shall have a backup power source. 


3.  NUREG-0696, Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities, offers guidance on how to 
meet the requirements of Appendix E to 10 CFR 50 and discusses the onsite and offsite 
communications requirements for the licensee’s emergency operating facilities. 


Discussion 


The 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, and resulting tsunami, caused widespread degradation of 
communications capabilities due to loss of electrical power and damage to related infrastructure. In 
particular, key on-site communications capabilities at Fukushima Daiichi site were lost as were 
communications links to external stakeholders, such as the local emergency response centers, the 
Japanese government and TEPCO corporate offices. These communications were impacted in part 
by loss of power to signal repeaters and depleted radio batteries. 


Accounts of the accident response refer to delays in completion of mitigation and repair activities 
caused by the inability to effectively communicate between control rooms, the onsite emergency 
response center and in-plant teams. 


Requested Actions 


Evaluate the ability of current communications systems to support implementation of the site 
emergency plan, including implementation of plant coping strategies, in response to a large scale 
natural event that results in the following conditions: 


• All on-site units affected 
• Prolonged loss of AC power based on plant-specific analysis 
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The NRC also requests that licensee assessments consider the effects from damage that will likely 
occur to on-site and offsite communications systems resulting from a large scale natural event. In 
particular, some communications infrastructure in the area surrounding the site may be degraded or 
lost.  For example, INPO IER 11-4, Near-Term Actions to Address the Effects of an Extended Loss of 
All AC Power in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Event, suggests that “AC power is not available 
to cell and other communications infrastructures within 25 miles of the site.” 


Using the assessment results, develop answers to following questions and provide these answers to 
the NRC. 


The NRC requests that the response to this letter within 90 days provide: 


• The answers to questions 1 and 2, below. 
• The date when the communications assessment will be completed, but no later than 


September 30, 2012. 
• The date when responses to questions 3, 4 and 5, below, will be submitted, but no later 


than October 31, 2012. 
 


Requested Information 


1.  Describe the actions that have been taken to enhance on-site communications systems, 
including any required normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications 
capabilities or technologies that were deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. 


2.  Describe the actions that have been taken to enhance offsite communications systems, 
including required normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications 
capabilities or technologies that were deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. 


3.  Describe planned improvements to onsite communications systems, including any required 
normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications capabilities or 
technologies that will be deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. Provide a schedule 
for implementation of planned improvements. 


4.  Describe planned improvements to offsite communications systems, including required normal 
and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications capabilities or technologies that 
will be deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. Provide a schedule for implementation 
of planned improvements. 


5.  Describe how communications associated with the following emergency response functions will 
be maintained during a prolonged station blackout. 


• Notifications to, and communications with, Offsite Response Organizations (OROs). 
[per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.IV.D and E.9.a]. 


• Notifications to, and communications with, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
Headquarters Incident Response Center. [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.IV.D and E.9.d]. 


• Communications between licensee emergency response facilities.  [Per 10 CFR 50 
Appendix E.9.c.]. 
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• Communications with field/offsite monitoring teams. [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.9.c]. 
• Coordination and direction of on-site and in-plant response teams including those 


necessary to affect emergency repairs, firefighting, search and rescue, radiological 
monitoring and implementation of extended coping and severe accident mitigation 
strategies. [per lesson learned from Fukushima]. 


• Communications with other Federal agencies as described in the site emergency plan 
(e.g., the US Coast Guard). [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.9.b]. 
 


Required Response 


Each addressee should respond to questions 1 and 2 of this request for information and provide the 
date when the communications assessment will be completed no later than 90 days from issuance. 
Each addressee should respond to questions 3, 4 and 5 of this request for information by no later 
than October 31, 2012. 


If an addressee cannot meet the requested response date, the addressee must provide a response 
within 60 days of the date of this letter and describe the alternative course of action that it proposes 
to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the proposed alternative course of action and 
estimated completion date. 


The required written response should be addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
ATTN: Document Control Desk, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852, under oath or affirmation 
under the provisions of Sections 161.c, 103.b, and 182.a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, addressees should submit a copy of the response to the 
appropriate Regional Administrator.  
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Industry Proposed Changes to Section 50.54(f) Letter 
Emergency Preparedness Changes – Staffing 


 


Purpose 


This attachment provides a request for information pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f). This information 
will be used to determine subsequent staff actions to address recommendations contained in the 
NRC Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Report (ML111861807). Specifically, this attachment requests 
information concerning a determination of the required staff necessary for responding to a beyond 
design basis natural event that affects multiple units at a site. 


Regulatory Requirements/Guidance 


• 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1) states, in part: “... and each principal response organization has staff to 
respond and to augment its initial response on a continuous basis.” 


• 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) states, in part: "... adequate staffing to provide initial facility accident 
response in key functional areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation of response 
capabilities is available, and . . ." 


• NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, “Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of 
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power 
Plants, Section B, Onsite Emergency Organization, states, in part:  
 


"5. Each licensee shall specify . . . functional areas of emergency activity. . . These 
assignments shall cover the emergency functions in Table B-1 entitled, ‘Minimum 
Staffing Requirements for Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies.’ The minimum on-shift 
staffing shall be as indicated in Table B-1. The licensee must be able to augment on-shift 
capabilities within a short period after declaration of an emergency. This capability shall 
be as indicated in Table B-1 . . .”  


Discussion  


Current regulations require a licensee to maintain emergency response capabilities, including 
adequate staffing, for responding to a spectrum of postulated reactor accidents. A natural event on 
the scale of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake may result in on-site conditions beyond those 
typically associated with a postulated accident. This type of event could present new challenges that 
require additional staffing or organizational capabilities to address.   


A licensee must have the capability to implement the emergency plan in response to a beyond 
design basis natural event. In particular, the on-shift staff should be able to implement the initial 
coping strategies needed to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel.  
Additional licensee personnel should then be able to augment the on-shift staff as needed to 
establish strategies for further extending the coping period. 
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Section IV.A.9 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, states that nuclear power reactor licensees shall perform 
“a detailed analysis demonstrating that on-shift personnel assigned emergency plan implementation 
functions are not assigned responsibilities that would prevent the timely performance of their 
assigned functions as specified in the emergency plan.”  The methodology described in NEI 10-05, 
Assessment of On-Shift Emergency Response Organization Staffing and Capabilities (ML111751698), 
provides an acceptable approach for meeting this requirement. The use of NEI 10-05 to perform an 
on-shift staffing analysis is endorsed in NSIR/DPR-ISG-01, Interim Staff Guidance Emergency 
Planning for Nuclear Power Plants (ML1113010523).  


The ISG guidance and NEI 10-05 methodology does not consider the scenario of a large scale 
natural event resulting in a prolonged station blackout affecting multiple units on a site. 


A large scale natural event may have significant impacts on area roadway systems resulting in 
impediments to site access. 


Requested Actions 


Assess the adequacy of your Emergency Response Organization1 staffing to implement the site 
emergency plan in response to a large scale natural event that results in the following conditions: 


• All on-site units affected. 
• Prolonged loss of AC power based on plant-specific analysis. 
• Impeded site access as defined by the following phases: 


 
 The event restricts site access as follows: 


 A. Post event time: 0 to (TBD2) hours – No site access. This duration reflects the time 
necessary to clear roadway obstructions, use alternate routes, mobilize alternate 
transportation capabilities, etc.  


  B. Post event time: (TBD) to (TBD) hours – Limited site access. The site may be 
accessed by walking, a helicopter, personal vehicle or small boat.     


  C. Post event time: (TBD)+ hours – Unlimited access. Site access is restored to a 
near-normal status and/or augmented transportation resources are available to 
deliver heavy or large loads. 


Using the assessment results, develop answers to following questions and provide these answers to 
the NRC. 


 


                                            
1 Emergency Response Organization refers to the licensee’s organization maintained to implement the site 
emergency plan per 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) and related requirements in Appendix E. 
2 The NEI ERO Staffing Study Task Force is reviewing operating experience from a range of natural phenomenon 
events.  From this review, the task force will identify recommended time periods for site access restrictions.  These 
time periods will be specified in NEI 12-01. 
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The NRC requests that the response to this letter within 90 days provide: 


• The answers to questions 1 and 2, below.  
• The date when the staffing assessment will be completed, but no later than March 31, 2013. 
• The date when responses to questions 3 through 7, below, will be submitted, but no later 


than April 30, 2013. 
 


Requested Information 


1. Identify the provisions that have been, or will be, put in place to provide reasonable assurance 
that augmenting staff can respond to the site within a timeframe necessary to implement  
strategies to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel are 
maintained once initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 


2. Identify those emergency planning standards for which a response to the assumed event does 
not require any changes to the associated emergency plan descriptions. 


3. Describe the on-shift staff that will respond to a multi-unit event meeting the conditions 
described above. This response should include a discussion of the on-shift staffing available to 
implement the emergency plan and the initial coping strategies described in plant operating 
procedures.   


4. Describe the augmented staffing that will respond to a multi-unit event meeting the conditions 
described above. This response should include a discussion of the staffing assigned for each of 
the following functions. 


• Overall and unit-specific response decision-making and coordination. 
• Operations coordination. 
• Maintenance coordination. 
• Engineering coordination and assessments. 
• Evaluation and implementation of strategies to extend station coping capabilities such 


that core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel are maintained once 
initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 


• Evaluation and implementation of strategies to respond to a severe accident. 
• Coordination of in-plant teams. 
• Implementation of mechanical, electrical and I&C repairs and/or corrective actions. 


 
5. With respect to Questions 3 and 4, identify which staffing capabilities currently exist and which 


are planned. For planned capabilities, provide an implementation date. 


6. With respect to Questions 3 and 4, identify any new or modified staffing assignments that may 
prevent the performance of an emergency plan function.  


7. Identify changes that have been, or will be, made to the emergency plan regarding the on-
shift or augmented staffing necessary to respond to a multi-unit event, including any new or 
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revised agreements with offsite resource providers (e.g., staffing, equipment, transportation, 
etc.). 


Required Response 


Each addressee should respond to questions 1 and 2 of this request for information and provide the 
date when the staffing assessment will be completed no later than 90 days from issuance. Each 
addressee should respond to questions 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of this request for information by no later 
than April 30, 2013. 


If an addressee cannot meet the requested response date, the addressee must provide a response 
within 60 days of the date of this letter and describe the alternative course of action that it proposes 
to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the proposed alternative course of action and 
estimated completion date. 


The required written response should be addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
ATTN: Document Control Desk, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852, under oath or affirmation 
under the provisions of Sections 161.c, 103.b, and 182.a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, addressees should submit a copy of the response to the 
appropriate Regional Administrator. 
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Comments on Recommendation 9.3 
 


Emergency Preparedness –  
Multi-Unit Staffing and Emergency Communications 


 


The draft 50.54(f) letter attachment related to the Recommendation 9.3 – Tier 1 items was reviewed 
by the industry. The industry is aligned with the staff approach of using the provisions of 10 CFR 
50.54(f) to gather detailed information from licensees to inform future rulemaking or guidance 
related to emergency response communications and staffing. The industry also supports the 
performance of communications and staffing assessments to identify enhancements, and provide a 
sound bases for responding to the 50.54(f) questions.   
 
The review of the draft 50.54(f) EP attachment wording identified several comments. These 
comments in general, are: 
 


1. The prescribed conditions are not substantiated by technical bases. 
a. The “72-hour station black out” should be replaced with, “prolonged loss of AC 


power as determined by plant-specific analysis.”    
b. The “72 hours of impeded access” should be replaced with a phased approach to site 


access given a large-scale natural event. The timelines for the phased approach to 
site access will be based on an NEI analysis of a range of natural phenomena events. 
From this review, the task force will identify recommended time periods for site 
access restrictions. These time periods will be specified in NEI 12-01, Guideline for 
Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing and Communications 
Capabilities. 


2. The addition of more detail would promote consistency in licensee assessments and 
responses. 


3. The clarity of several questions could be improved by rewording. 
4. The attachment should distinguish and define the timeframes and contents for the: 


• initial letter response (i.e., within 90 days),  
• performance of the assessments, and  
• subsequent submittal of answers based on assessment results. 


5. Some questions in the staffing section are not related to staffing (e.g., related to equipment 
selection or logistics); these should be addressed elsewhere. 


6. Questions should reflect the different phases of plant coping. Coping durations are plant-
specific in nature. 


 
To assist the NRC in better understanding these comments, the industry created a proposed 
50.54(f) letter attachment for the Recommendation 9.3 – Tier 1 items. The proposed attachment 
was provided to staff members during a public meeting on January 19, 2012. The proposed wording 
addresses the industry review comments listed above.     
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Subsequent to the January 19 public meeting, the proposed 50.54(f) letter attachment was revised 
to include two staffing-related responses within the scope of the 90-day response.  The revised 
attachment is included as an attachment to this enclosure. 
 
We believe that incorporation of wording presented in the proposed attachment will promote more 
meaningful and consistent licensee answers to the questions. 
 
With respect to the communications-related questions, we would propose that the 90-day response 
provide: 
 


• Information on completed enhancements to on-site and offsite communications. 
• Date for completion of communications assessment (but no later than 9/30/12). 
• Date for providing other requested information (but no later than 10/31/12). 


 
With respect to the staffing-related questions, we would propose that the 90-day response provide: 
 


• A description of the provisions that have been, or will be, put in place to provide reasonable 
assurance that augmenting staff can respond to the site within a timeframe necessary to 
implement  strategies to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent 
fuel are maintained once initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 


• Identification of those emergency planning standards for which a response to the assumed 
event does not require any changes to the associated emergency plan descriptions. 


• Date for completion of staffing assessment (but no later than 3/31/13). 
• Date for providing requested information (but no later than 4/30/13). 


 
Finally, we would note that NEI has created two industry task force teams to develop generic 
guidance for conducting the communications and staffing assessments discussed above. The 
guidance will provide recommended criteria for use in evaluating: 
 


• existing power sources to onsite and off-site communications equipment, and the 
identification of enhancements necessary to ensure the availability of this equipment during 
a prolonged SBO event, and 


• the ability of the ERO to effectively respond to a beyond design basis event that affects 
multiple units at a site.   
 


The criteria are readily adaptable to each licensee’s assessment methodology. This guidance will be 
promulgated in NEI 12-01, Guideline for Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing 
and Communications Capabilities. 
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Industry Proposed Change to Section 50.54(f) letter 
Emergency Preparedness Changes – Communications 


Purpose 


This attachment provides a request for information pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f).  This information 
will be used to determine subsequent staff actions to address recommendations contained in the 
NRC Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Report (ML111861807). Specifically, this attachment requests 
information concerning identification of enhancements that could provide means to power 
communications equipment necessary for licensee onsite and off-site communications during a 
prolonged Station Blackout (SBO). 


Regulatory Requirements/Guidance 


1.  10 CFR 50.47(b)(6) states that provisions should be made for prompt communications among 
principal response organizations to emergency personnel and to the public. 


2.  Appendix E to 10 CFR 50, Section IV. E. 9 states that adequate provisions shall be made and 
described for emergency facilities and equipment, including at least one onsite and one offsite 
communications system; each system shall have a backup power source. 


3.  NUREG-0696, Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities, offers guidance on how to 
meet the requirements of Appendix E to 10 CFR 50 and discusses the onsite and offsite 
communications requirements for the licensee’s emergency operating facilities. 


Discussion 


The 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, and resulting tsunami, caused widespread degradation of 
communications capabilities due to loss of electrical power and damage to related infrastructure. In 
particular, key on-site communications capabilities at Fukushima Daiichi site were lost as were 
communications links to external stakeholders, such as the local emergency response centers, the 
Japanese government and TEPCO corporate offices. These communications were impacted in part 
by loss of power to signal repeaters and depleted radio batteries. 


Accounts of the accident response refer to delays in completion of mitigation and repair activities 
caused by the inability to effectively communicate between control rooms, the onsite emergency 
response center and in-plant teams. 


Requested Actions 


Evaluate the ability of current communications systems to support implementation of the site 
emergency plan, including implementation of plant coping strategies, in response to a large scale 
natural event that results in the following conditions: 


• All on-site units affected 
• Prolonged loss of AC power based on plant-specific analysis 
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The NRC also requests that licensee assessments consider the effects from damage that will likely 
occur to on-site and offsite communications systems resulting from a large scale natural event. In 
particular, some communications infrastructure in the area surrounding the site may be degraded or 
lost.  For example, INPO IER 11-4, Near-Term Actions to Address the Effects of an Extended Loss of 
All AC Power in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Event, suggests that “AC power is not available 
to cell and other communications infrastructures within 25 miles of the site.” 


Using the assessment results, develop answers to following questions and provide these answers to 
the NRC. 


The NRC requests that the response to this letter within 90 days provide: 


• The answers to questions 1 and 2, below. 
• The date when the communications assessment will be completed, but no later than 


September 30, 2012. 
• The date when responses to questions 3, 4 and 5, below, will be submitted, but no later 


than October 31, 2012. 
 


Requested Information 


1.  Describe the actions that have been taken to enhance on-site communications systems, 
including any required normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications 
capabilities or technologies that were deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. 


2.  Describe the actions that have been taken to enhance offsite communications systems, 
including required normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications 
capabilities or technologies that were deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. 


3.  Describe planned improvements to onsite communications systems, including any required 
normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications capabilities or 
technologies that will be deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. Provide a schedule 
for implementation of planned improvements. 


4.  Describe planned improvements to offsite communications systems, including required normal 
and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications capabilities or technologies that 
will be deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. Provide a schedule for implementation 
of planned improvements. 


5.  Describe how communications associated with the following emergency response functions will 
be maintained during a prolonged station blackout. 


• Notifications to, and communications with, Offsite Response Organizations (OROs). 
[per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.IV.D and E.9.a]. 


• Notifications to, and communications with, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
Headquarters Incident Response Center. [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.IV.D and E.9.d]. 


• Communications between licensee emergency response facilities.  [Per 10 CFR 50 
Appendix E.9.c.]. 
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• Communications with field/offsite monitoring teams. [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.9.c]. 
• Coordination and direction of on-site and in-plant response teams including those 


necessary to affect emergency repairs, firefighting, search and rescue, radiological 
monitoring and implementation of extended coping and severe accident mitigation 
strategies. [per lesson learned from Fukushima]. 


• Communications with other Federal agencies as described in the site emergency plan 
(e.g., the US Coast Guard). [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.9.b]. 
 


Required Response 


Each addressee should respond to questions 1 and 2 of this request for information and provide the 
date when the communications assessment will be completed no later than 90 days from issuance. 
Each addressee should respond to questions 3, 4 and 5 of this request for information by no later 
than October 31, 2012. 


If an addressee cannot meet the requested response date, the addressee must provide a response 
within 60 days of the date of this letter and describe the alternative course of action that it proposes 
to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the proposed alternative course of action and 
estimated completion date. 


The required written response should be addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
ATTN: Document Control Desk, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852, under oath or affirmation 
under the provisions of Sections 161.c, 103.b, and 182.a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, addressees should submit a copy of the response to the 
appropriate Regional Administrator.  
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Industry Proposed Changes to Section 50.54(f) Letter 
Emergency Preparedness Changes – Staffing 


 


Purpose 


This attachment provides a request for information pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f). This information 
will be used to determine subsequent staff actions to address recommendations contained in the 
NRC Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Report (ML111861807). Specifically, this attachment requests 
information concerning a determination of the required staff necessary for responding to a beyond 
design basis natural event that affects multiple units at a site. 


Regulatory Requirements/Guidance 


• 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1) states, in part: “... and each principal response organization has staff to 
respond and to augment its initial response on a continuous basis.” 


• 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) states, in part: "... adequate staffing to provide initial facility accident 
response in key functional areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation of response 
capabilities is available, and . . ." 


• NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, “Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of 
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power 
Plants, Section B, Onsite Emergency Organization, states, in part:  
 


"5. Each licensee shall specify . . . functional areas of emergency activity. . . These 
assignments shall cover the emergency functions in Table B-1 entitled, ‘Minimum 
Staffing Requirements for Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies.’ The minimum on-shift 
staffing shall be as indicated in Table B-1. The licensee must be able to augment on-shift 
capabilities within a short period after declaration of an emergency. This capability shall 
be as indicated in Table B-1 . . .”  


Discussion  


Current regulations require a licensee to maintain emergency response capabilities, including 
adequate staffing, for responding to a spectrum of postulated reactor accidents. A natural event on 
the scale of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake may result in on-site conditions beyond those 
typically associated with a postulated accident. This type of event could present new challenges that 
require additional staffing or organizational capabilities to address.   


A licensee must have the capability to implement the emergency plan in response to a beyond 
design basis natural event. In particular, the on-shift staff should be able to implement the initial 
coping strategies needed to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel.  
Additional licensee personnel should then be able to augment the on-shift staff as needed to 
establish strategies for further extending the coping period. 
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Section IV.A.9 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, states that nuclear power reactor licensees shall perform 
“a detailed analysis demonstrating that on-shift personnel assigned emergency plan implementation 
functions are not assigned responsibilities that would prevent the timely performance of their 
assigned functions as specified in the emergency plan.”  The methodology described in NEI 10-05, 
Assessment of On-Shift Emergency Response Organization Staffing and Capabilities (ML111751698), 
provides an acceptable approach for meeting this requirement. The use of NEI 10-05 to perform an 
on-shift staffing analysis is endorsed in NSIR/DPR-ISG-01, Interim Staff Guidance Emergency 
Planning for Nuclear Power Plants (ML1113010523).  


The ISG guidance and NEI 10-05 methodology does not consider the scenario of a large scale 
natural event resulting in a prolonged station blackout affecting multiple units on a site. 


A large scale natural event may have significant impacts on area roadway systems resulting in 
impediments to site access. 


Requested Actions 


Assess the adequacy of your Emergency Response Organization1 staffing to implement the site 
emergency plan in response to a large scale natural event that results in the following conditions: 


• All on-site units affected. 
• Prolonged loss of AC power based on plant-specific analysis. 
• Impeded site access as defined by the following phases: 


 
 The event restricts site access as follows: 


 A. Post event time: 0 to (TBD2) hours – No site access. This duration reflects the time 
necessary to clear roadway obstructions, use alternate routes, mobilize alternate 
transportation capabilities, etc.  


  B. Post event time: (TBD) to (TBD) hours – Limited site access. The site may be 
accessed by walking, a helicopter, personal vehicle or small boat.     


  C. Post event time: (TBD)+ hours – Unlimited access. Site access is restored to a 
near-normal status and/or augmented transportation resources are available to 
deliver heavy or large loads. 


Using the assessment results, develop answers to following questions and provide these answers to 
the NRC. 


 


                                            
1 Emergency Response Organization refers to the licensee’s organization maintained to implement the site 
emergency plan per 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) and related requirements in Appendix E. 
2 The NEI ERO Staffing Study Task Force is reviewing operating experience from a range of natural phenomenon 
events.  From this review, the task force will identify recommended time periods for site access restrictions.  These 
time periods will be specified in NEI 12-01. 
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The NRC requests that the response to this letter within 90 days provide: 


• The answers to questions 1 and 2, below.  
• The date when the staffing assessment will be completed, but no later than March 31, 2013. 
• The date when responses to questions 3 through 7, below, will be submitted, but no later 


than April 30, 2013. 
 


Requested Information 


1. Identify the provisions that have been, or will be, put in place to provide reasonable assurance 
that augmenting staff can respond to the site within a timeframe necessary to implement  
strategies to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel are 
maintained once initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 


2. Identify those emergency planning standards for which a response to the assumed event does 
not require any changes to the associated emergency plan descriptions. 


3. Describe the on-shift staff that will respond to a multi-unit event meeting the conditions 
described above. This response should include a discussion of the on-shift staffing available to 
implement the emergency plan and the initial coping strategies described in plant operating 
procedures.   


4. Describe the augmented staffing that will respond to a multi-unit event meeting the conditions 
described above. This response should include a discussion of the staffing assigned for each of 
the following functions. 


• Overall and unit-specific response decision-making and coordination. 
• Operations coordination. 
• Maintenance coordination. 
• Engineering coordination and assessments. 
• Evaluation and implementation of strategies to extend station coping capabilities such 


that core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel are maintained once 
initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 


• Evaluation and implementation of strategies to respond to a severe accident. 
• Coordination of in-plant teams. 
• Implementation of mechanical, electrical and I&C repairs and/or corrective actions. 


 
5. With respect to Questions 3 and 4, identify which staffing capabilities currently exist and which 


are planned. For planned capabilities, provide an implementation date. 


6. With respect to Questions 3 and 4, identify any new or modified staffing assignments that may 
prevent the performance of an emergency plan function.  


7. Identify changes that have been, or will be, made to the emergency plan regarding the on-
shift or augmented staffing necessary to respond to a multi-unit event, including any new or 
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revised agreements with offsite resource providers (e.g., staffing, equipment, transportation, 
etc.). 


Required Response 


Each addressee should respond to questions 1 and 2 of this request for information and provide the 
date when the staffing assessment will be completed no later than 90 days from issuance. Each 
addressee should respond to questions 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of this request for information by no later 
than April 30, 2013. 


If an addressee cannot meet the requested response date, the addressee must provide a response 
within 60 days of the date of this letter and describe the alternative course of action that it proposes 
to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the proposed alternative course of action and 
estimated completion date. 


The required written response should be addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
ATTN: Document Control Desk, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852, under oath or affirmation 
under the provisions of Sections 161.c, 103.b, and 182.a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, addressees should submit a copy of the response to the 
appropriate Regional Administrator. 


 


 







The attachments provide detailed industry comments on the draft Section 50.54(f) letter
and the material relating to NRC orders discussed in the public meetings the week of
January 16, 2012. 
 
General Comments
 
The industry supports the necessity of providing much of the information the NRC intends
to request through 50.54(f) letters. To ensure that licensee responses to requests for
information are timely and do not impose an unnecessary burden or distraction, the NRC
should ensure that the information requested is properly scoped and justified by safety
significance. Requests should also be staggered to facilitate adequate review by
knowledgeable or experienced personnel and allow for a phased response based on plant
safety significance.
 
Resource Limitations
 
The language in the draft Section 50.54(f) letter related to the revaluation of external
events should   be revised to address the limited national technical resource expertise.
Provisional industry resource assessments indicate limited national expert resources for
responding to NRC Near-Term Task Force Report Recommendation 2.1, the re-evaluation
of external events, especially for flooding and seismic. There are not sufficient national
resources, in nuclear operating companies or national engineering firms, to perform and
review the tasks for all applicable external events in the schedules defined in the proposed
requests for information. This conclusion is supported by industry experience in developing
early site permits and combined license applications. Provisional estimates indicate that
between 15,000 and 30,000 man-hours could be expended for each seismic PRA,
dependent on site-specific features and circumstances. This is only one part of a request
for information for one external event: seismic. The same expertise will be needed to
respond to other sections of the NRC request for information or NRC orders.
 
The process for performing external event re-evaluations should provide for a phased
implementation, with the first group of plants being evaluated based on the susceptibility of
the site with respect to the external event under consideration. The industry is willing to
work with NRC staff to develop a prioritization scheme, a phased implementation schedule
that would reflect priorities based on the relative external event susceptibility and work that
has already been completed, such as that for new plant projects. It is possible that existing
plants co-located on sites that have been the subject of new plant siting reviews and
approvals may be able to complete specific external event re-evaluations sooner. 
 
Guidance Development Schedules
 
Adequate time needs to be allowed and sufficient technical resources need to be applied
to develop clear and concise guidance that is understandable by the industry, the NRC and
the public. The resource limitations described in this letter, the uncertainty over
implementing specific national standards, the public interactions, and regulatory reviews



present a severe challenge to completing, understanding and approving evaluation
guidance. Draft guidance outlines indicate that some guidance documents could be over
200 pages, presenting a potential comprehension and review challenge for the industry
and the NRC staff given the highly compressed schedules being proposed. In addition, the
length and complexity of some of the tasks associated with responding to the letters and
orders varies.
 
We believe that additional time beyond that outlined in recent public interactions is needed
to develop, fully understand, and implement the guidance. It is critical that all parties have
a common understanding of the guidance and implementation. This will provide for
increased certainty in implementation and review, thereby minimizing the potential for
rework and misinterpretation later.
 
Interim Milestones
 
The recommendation on prioritization of activities based on the susceptibility of the external
event with respect to the site mandates the need for project milestones. Such markers will
ensure that progress and accomplishments can be assessed and understood by all
parties: the industry, the NRC, and the public.
 
Definition of Vulnerability
 
The term vulnerability has many facets, and because it is a central element for
implementing NRC Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 2.3, and to a limited extent
2.1, it warrants further discussion and explanation in guidance. At this time, we do not
believe we should finalize the definition in the Section 50.54(f) letters or in the Fukushima-
related NRC orders. Should the NRC staff decide to move forward without further public
interaction on this topic, the following alternative definition is proposed: “Plant-specific
vulnerabilities are those features that directly result in a failure of a key safety function that
would preclude safe shutdown of a reactor.”
 
Scope of External Events
 
The industry recognizes the value of performing walkdowns and agrees with the NRC that
the seismic and flooding walkdowns should be given priority when sequencing the efforts
described in the 50.54(f) letter. In order to complete the walkdowns as soon as possible,
the scope should be focused on the more safety-significant lessons learned from
Fukushima. The Section 50.54(f) letter on flooding mixes low water level and drought
conditions with flooding. Drought, high temperatures and low water levels are more
appropriately addressed in the section dealing with other external events and not flooding,
unless there is a specific site issue, such as tsunami draw down.
 
There are numerous external events listed in the regulatory guidance and national
consensus standards. There would be efficiency and resource benefits to developing
screening criteria to enable licensees to only focus on those external events that are



applicable to their location. Technical resources capable of performing these complex
external event evaluations are limited and a screening process would ensure that these
technical resources are focused on relevant matters that have safety significance.
 
The Section 50.54(f) letter requests licensees to perform walkdowns and provide certain
information including information about maintenance, monitoring and testing. The reviews
and assessments for external events should focus on those matters that are directly
related to the insights from the Fukushima accidents. None of the numerous international
and Japanese reports on the Fukushima accidents have identified the need to enhance
maintenance, monitoring or testing procedures and activities. If there are significant
concerns over maintenance, monitoring and testing, such issues should be addressed as
a separate activity outside of Fukushima-related actions through normal NRC processes. 
 
Performance of seismic evaluations of spent fuel pools should not be given the same
priority as other seismic evaluations. There is no evidence that the beyond design basis
external events at Fukushima challenged the spent fuel pool structures. Implementing the
draft Section 50.54(f) letter may require a seismic PRA consistent with Regulatory Guide
1.200R endorsed standards depending on the comparison between the Ground Motion
Response Spectra (GMRS) and the Safe Shutdown Earthquake criteria. There is no
standard or guidance for defining acceptable methods for performing spent fuel pool
seismic PRAs. This requirement should be deferred until on-going NRC and industry
research on spent fuel pool PRA methods has been further progressed, the overall risks
from spent fuel pools is better characterized, and appropriate methods have been
documented and endorsed.
 
The Need to Pilot PRA Guidance
 
The regulatory application of other PRA approaches without adequate demonstration and
pilot activities before widespread industry implementation has caused significant delays,
rework and expenditure of NRC and industry resources. The industry believes it is critical
to complete a pilot seismic PRA before a large number of licensees perform this work. The
industry recognizes the schedule impact of such activities and believes an alternative
approach to that proposed in the Section 50.54(f) letter should be developed. 
 
An expedited deployment of flexible and diverse portable equipment along with verification
and IPEEE enhancement should provide confidence that a plant has the capability to
withstand a beyond design bases seismic event. The industry is willing to meet with the
NRC staff to continue the discussions on how to most efficiently implement the seismic
evaluation elements of the Section 50.54(f) letter that were started in December 2011. We
believe that such steps will provide earlier enhancement of safety while allowing time to
perform the needed seismic evaluations in the most expeditious and efficient manner.
 
Equipment Covered under 10 CFR 50.54(hh)
 
The focus of the industry’s response in this area is on prevention of fuel damage, loss of



containment, and loss of spent fuel pool cooling. The portable equipment located on site
and in offsite facilities will be available to assist in mitigation of a core damage event.
Under Recommendation 8, Severe Accident Management Guidelines will be enhanced to
incorporate the additional portable equipment into plant-specific severe accident
management strategies, as appropriate.
 
Emergency Preparedness
 
No technical basis is provided for the staff’s proposed site access restriction assumption of
72 hours. Based on our review of a variety of natural phenomenon events, this time
duration seems too long, particularly with respect to personnel access. This assumption
should recognize that the means and degree of site access will vary over the 72-hour
period—more restrictive at first and then improving over time (e.g., access phases such as
no access, limited access, and unlimited access). In addition, a licensee should have the
option to modify this assumption, if supported by a site-specific technical basis.
 
Section 50.54(f) Process Considerations
 
Much of the information that the NRC intends to request is material that is not readily
available or “off the shelf.” Many of these requests will require significant new analyses or
studies that will require a substantial amount of time and resources to complete. Much of
the information requested is not related to licensees’ compliance with their current licensing
basis. The NRC is required by 10 CFR 50.54(f) to assess the burdens of such information
requests and ensure that those burdens are justified in view of the potential safety
significance of the issue to be addressed. However, the draft information requests did not
contain any analysis of these burdens. If these analyses are not documented, there is
uncertainty on whether the scope of the requests can be justified per the rule.
 
The industry believes that the NRC should conduct an adequate analysis of the burden
implications of the information requests consistent with 10 CFR 50.54(f) using the input
provided by industry in this comment letter. Absent a meaningful analysis, licensees may
have to devote significant time and resources collecting and analyzing information that, in
the context of the Fukushima regulatory review, may have relatively low safety
significance. An adequate justification, on the other hand, will result in a properly defined
scope for the information to be requested, enabling priority to be given to those issues that
have the greatest safety benefit and significance.
 
Structuring the information requests on NRC licensees so that the burdens are properly
justified by the safety significance of the information needed will allow the industry to be
responsive to the NRC in aggressive and achievable timeframes.
 
The industry is ready to work with the NRC on developing implementing guidance for NRC
Tier 1 recommendations to achieve the guidance approval schedules referenced in the
draft Section 50.54(f) letters and NRC orders, as amended by the recommendations in this
letter.



 
If you or your staff has questions on these comments please contact Vijay Nilekani (202-
739-8022; vxn@nei.org).
 
Sincerely,
 
Adrian Heymer
Executive Director, Strategic Programs
 
Nuclear Energy Institute
1776 I Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
www.nei.org
 
P: 202-739-8094
F: 202-533-0147
E: aph@nei.org
 
nuclear. clean air energy.
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Industry Comments on 
Draft Order Technical Language on 
Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation 

[Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 7.1] 
 
 
 
Objective 
 
The NRC and industry agree that spent fuel pool (SFP) instrumentation enhancements are 
appropriate based on lessons-learned from the March 11, 2011, accident at Fukushima Daiichi. We 
further agree that the purpose of the SFP instrumentation is to provide the necessary information 
regarding the spent fuel pool to: 
 
• Provide for an orderly decision making process during a beyond design basis event (BDBE) that 

will not delay decision making for the SFP nor distract decision makers and, thus, allow plant 
personnel to concentrate on the most safety-significant matters with respect to the entire plant 
site; 

• Allow decision makers to reorder their priorities as relative safety significance changes; 
• Allow decision makers to notify the emergency planning organization of a degrading condition 

in the SFP that may potentially affect the health and safety of the public. 
 
The NRC and industry agree that spent fuel pool level is the key parameter for monitoring in the 
aftermath of a beyond design basis event. 
 
Industry Recommendation 
 
• Two channels of level instruments: either two installed, or one installed and one portable. 

o The level measured provides a sufficient range so as to indicate when water addition is 
needed under all plant configurations. 

o Portions of a portable channel may have some pre-installed components 
• Non-safety-related, but with enhanced quality requirements (similar to augmented quality) that 

can ensure reliability similar to station blackout, Anticipated Transients Without Scram, and fire 
protection. 

• Installed channel seismically mounted consistent with the existing plant seismic envelope. 
• Qualifications of both channels consistent with expected conditions of operation (e.g., the 

temperature, humidity and radiation environment associated with the spent fuel pool 
evaporation/boiling.) 

• Power supplies: An installed channel would be powered by a non-safety-related bus with either a 
back-up battery installed or a portable power source to provide momentary power when needed. 
A portable channel would be powered by a portable power supply. 
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Detailed Comments 
 
Industry understands that the NRC is preparing an order to implement Near-Term Task Force 
Recommendation 7.1, Spent Fuel Pool Instrumentation. The following comments are based on the 
information presented by NRC staff at the January 19, 2012, public meeting as well as the 
associated discussions. The information has been excerpted from the NRC staff slide deck; 
modifications and commentary are provided, as appropriate: 
 

 
SFP Instrument Summary 

 
NRC Information (edited) 

• All operating reactors shall have a reliable indication of the water level in associated spent fuel 
storage pools capable of identifying the following pool water level conditions: 

o pool normal level; 
o level that is minimally adequate to support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling 

system; 
o level that is inadequate to provide substantial radiation shielding for a person standing on 

the spent fuel pool operating deck, and 
o level that is less than 1 foot above at the top of installed spent stored fuel racks. and 
o level that indicates below the top of spent fuel such that zirconium fire conditions could be 

considered imminent. 
 
Comments: 
• Level is the key parameter for decision-making regarding the safety significance of the effects of 

a BDBE on the SFP. 
o The starting temperature of the pool (by design =< 150° F), the predetermined heat up 

rate of the pool without forced cooling (plants are procedurally required to know time to 
200° F) and the pool level are the key data that decision maker will need to help 
prioritize actions. 

o As long as the pool water level is above the top of the fuel, adequate cooling to protect 
the cladding fission product barrier is assured. 

o Level is, therefore, the parameter that should be instrumented. 
• Only a few key levels points (normal, ~10 feet above the spent fuel for radiation shielding, and 

top of the installed spent fuel racks) would provide clear and simple decision points.  
o As discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.13 (SFP Design Basis), ~10 ft. above the spent fuel 

is the level at which there will be radiological impacts to activities around the SFP.  
Therefore, from a decision making perspective, ~10 ft. would be a level at which the 
decision makers should have already initiated water injection into the pool or are taking 
prompt action to do so to prevent unnecessary radiation exposure to the staff involved in 
injection setup and initiation. 

o SFP level at the top of the installed spent fuel racks is the point at which further 
uncovery could eventually result in damage to the fuel cladding with a resulting 
radionuclide release to the environment. The exact level at which cladding damage may 
occur depends on many site and fuel-specific factors. Therefore, the conservative level 
point for protective decisions is at the top of the fuel. Additionally, this is the location at 
which portable instrumentation, if used, can be reliably, and if necessary, remotely 
installed. 
 This decision point already exists as an Emergency Action Level (EAL).  Industry 

guidance for determining EALs (Methodology for Development of Emergency 
Action Levels, NEI 99-01, Rev 5 (2008)) defines level AA2 as “Damage to 
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irradiated fuel or loss of water level that has resulted or will result in the 
uncovering of irradiated fuel outside the reactor vessel.” EAL AA2 is applicable in 
all operating modes and calls for an Alert. 

 Measuring water level below the top of spent fuel rack may unnecessarily 
complicate SFP level instrumentation and eliminate options that are otherwise 
technically feasible (float, radar, etc.). 

 Depending on pool water inventory loss mechanism, the rate of level decrease 
may accelerate once the top of the fuel is uncovered. 

o Intermediate pool levels (between normal and ~10 ft. above the top of the spent fuel) 
are useful in estimating the time that is available before water level restoration must 
begin, so such information is helpful to plant personnel. 

 
SFP Instrument Summary 

(continued) 
 

NRC Information (edited) 
• The level indication shall be 

o in an accessible location and 
o continuously operable functional under a range of conditions, including environmental 

conditions and high radiation fields associated with the spent fuel pool water at 
saturation conditions. 

• Operators Trained personnel shall be able to determine spent fuel pool level from an accessible 
location 

o on an intermittent basis 
o without reliance on the permanent plant alternating current or direct current electric 

power distribution system. 
• Accessible locations are 

o the control room 
o the alternate shutdown panel, and or 
o portions of safety-related structures where the wet bulb temperature remains below 

104°F (40°C) and radiation dose rates remain below 5 rem per hour (50 mSV/hr) or any 
other plant area that is accessible under conditions associated with station blackout, 
reactor core damage, and spent fuel pool water at saturation conditions for a sustained 
period. 

 
Comments: 
• A portable instrument channel may be completely portable and installed post-event. 

o The goal of SFP level instrumentation during BDBEs is to provide decision makers with 
the SFP level so that they can prioritize their response to a loss of SFP forced cooling 
and/or a loss of SFP level in the context of other safety significant conditions that may 
exist as a result of the BDBE. 

o There are advantages associated with a completely portable channel.  If some or all of 
the second instrumentation channel were to be permanently installed in the SFP, then 
the second channel may be subject to the same external events as the primary installed 
channel. The design of the second channel (portable vs. partially portable vs. installed) 
should allow appropriate consideration of plant-specific considerations. 

o The portable approach requires access to the SFP, and that access may be hindered by 
debris, radiation levels, and/or steam vapor due to pool boiling. 
 In an ideal situation none of the access hindrances would exist at the initiation of 

the BDBE that prevent deployment of a fully portable level instrument channel. 
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 If the ideal situation did not exist, several options are available to determine SFP 
level so that, if necessary, water can be added to the SFP. For example: 

• As long as radiation levels permit access, personnel would be able to 
approach pool and visually determine water level.  If debris covered pool, 
one option would be a fiber optic instrument that could be “snaked” 
through the debris allowing visual confirmation of level. 

• If radiation prevented access or the debris field were so extensive as to 
block access to spent fuel deck, second option would be the use of a 
camera (hardened to radiation) on a crawler (as used by industry In-
Service Inspection programs ) to determine SFP level. 

• Since pool design requirements result in pre-event SFP temperature of 
less than 150° F, there is a low probability that steam vapor from the 
pool would prevent an assessment of SFP level with a camera during the 
first few hours after a BDBE. 

• Lastly, an approximate SFP level can be determined using area radiation 
level near the SFP or at the normal access point to the SFP area.  If 
radiation levels are normal then it can be assumed the SFP is nearly full.  
A significant increase in radiation levels would indicate levels are 
approaching ~10 ft. above used fuel and prompt actions should be taken 
to add water to the SFP. 

• The term “…continuously operable…” should be replaced with the term “…functional…” to avoid 
confusion. 

o The term “continuously operable” would mean the SFP instrumentation would have to 
operate in an uninterrupted manner regardless of plant conditions.  This is clearly not 
what is intended by other terms (such as “intermittent”) used elsewhere in the draft 
technical language. It is also inconsistent with the industry proposal provision calling for 
the use of “momentary power” once the non-safety-related bus powering the installed 
level channel is de-energized. 

o The word “operable” is a term used in NRC Inspection Manual Chapter 9900 and has a 
meaning relative to Technical Specification requirements. It would be best to avoid any 
confusion and possible misinterpretation in the future by using the general word 
“functional.” 

• Requiring licensed operators to read the pool level instruments and deploy a portable level 
channel is too restrictive on plant staff during a BDBE and would distract the operators from 
more significant safety matters. 

o “Trained personnel” could mean any person at the plant site who is trained in the 
necessary functions to read pool level and relay information to the decision makers and 
deploy the portable level channel. These individuals could include instrumentation and 
control technicians, radiation protection technicians, maintenance technicians, or even 
security personnel who would be available during a BDBE for other duties. 

• Each plant will determine the “accessible” location(s) that would support pool level 
determination during a BDBE. The industry guidance developed to implement this order (see 
below) will expand on this requirement. 
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Instrument & Arrangement 
 

NRC Information (edited) 
Instruments: The instrumentation shall consist of a permanent, fixed primary level instrumentation 

channel and a backup level instrumentation channel. The backup level instrumentation 
channel may be fixed or portable. 

 
Arrangement: The installed spent fuel pool level instruments shall be arranged in a manner that 

provides reasonable protection of the instruments. against the dynamic effects of 
equipment damage in the spent fuel pool area. This protection shall be provided by 
locating the primary and fixed portions of the backup instrumentation, if applicable, 
using design criteria that consider instrument separation. and inherent missile 
protection provided by the existing spent fuel pool structure. 

 
Comments: 
• Greater specificity on the definition of the level instruments will avoid future confusion. 

o The addition of the terms “…level instrumentation channel..” is used so all parts of the 
instrumentation channel needed for the SFP level to be read are covered.  For example, 
one could construe the word “instrument” to mean only the senor. 

• The arrangement requirements would only apply to the installed level channel.  This is 
consistent with the requirements discussed above that make the case for full portability of the 
backup instrumentation channel. 

o The terms “…against the dynamic effects of equipment damage in the spent fuel pool 
area…” and “…inherent missile protection provided by the existing spent fuel pool 
structure…” are undefined, confusing, and subject to misinterpretation in the future. The 
industry guidance developed to implement this Order (see below) will discuss this 
requirement. 

• The addition of the phrase “…if applicable…” is consistent with a fully portable backup level 
channel. 

Mounting & Qualification 
 

NRC Information (edited) 
Mounting: Equipment Installed instrumentation within the spent fuel pool shall be mounted as 

seismic Class IE equipment; the instrumentation itself is not required to meet the seismic 
Class IE requirement. 

 
Qualification: The instrumentation and signal transmission equipment in the spent fuel pool or pool 

area shall be reliable at temperature, humidity, and radiation levels consistent with the 
spent fuel pool water at saturation conditions for an extended period. This reliability 
shall be established through use of an augmented quality assurance process (e.g., a 
process similar to that applied to the site fire protection program). This process shall 
consider the operating history of selected equipment in the specified environment. The 
qualification for the instrumentation channels are solely as described within this Order 
and any NRC-endorsed industry guidance to implement this Order. 

 
Comments: 
• Adding the phrase “Installed instrumentation…” is a clarification consistent with a fully portable 

backup level channel. 
• The language “…the instrumentation itself is not required to meet the seismic Class IE 

requirement…” adds clarity to the requirement. 
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• By adding the phrase “…in the spent fuel pool or pool area…” it is made clear that only the 
portions of the level instrumentation channels that will be subject to the conditions described 
have to be reliable under those conditions.   

• The sentence “This process shall consider the operating history of selected equipment in the 
specified environment.” is unnecessary, because it describes a manner in which a licensee may 
establish instrumentation qualification, which is established further above.   The industry 
guidance developed to implement this Order (see below) will discuss this requirement. 

• The sentence “The qualification for the instrumentation channels are solely as described within 
this Order and any NRC-endorsed industry guidance to implement this Order.” is intended to 
eliminate possible future misunderstandings about the applicability of any other qualification 
requirements to the SFP level instrumentation channels.  For example, Regulatory Guide 1.97 
(Criteria for Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for Nuclear Power Plants) does not apply to the 
SFP level instrumentation. 

 
Independence & Power Supplies 

 
NRC Information (edited) 

Independence: The primary instrument shall be independent of the backup instrument. 
 
Power supplies: Permanently installed instrumentation channels shall each be powered by a 

separate power supply. Provisions shall be made to permit connecting each installed 
channel to multiple power sources (including that of other installed channels, if 
applicable).  Permanently installed and portable instrumentation channels shall 
provide for power connections from sources independent of the plant ac and dc 
power distribution systems, such as portable generators, or replaceable or 
rechargeable batteries. 

 
Comments: 
• The sentence “Provisions shall be made to permit connecting each installed channel to multiple 

power sources (including that of other installed channels, if applicable).” Adds flexibility to 
powering the level channels during a BDBE when situations cannot always be predicted. 

• The phrase “…or rechargeable…” provides additional flexibility. 
 

 
Range & Calibration 

 
NRC Information (edited) 

Range: The instrument shall have a minimum range from the pool level minimally adequate to 
support operation of the normal fuel pool cooling system to a level below at the top of the 
installed stored spent fuel racks. assemblies. 

 
Calibration: The instrument shall maintain the specified designed accuracy following a power 

interruption or change in power source without recalibration. 
 
Comments: 
• The range of the instruments should be the same as the levels intended to measure (see 

above). 
o Measuring water level below the top of the spent fuel racks may unnecessarily 

complicate SFP level instrumentation (see above). 
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• The word “specified” has no meaning in the requirement, since there was no information 
provided as to how the value was determined or who determined it. The word “designed” means 
that value provided by the manufacturer of the instrument, which is known and can be used for 
calibration. 

 
Testing & Display 

 
NRC Information (edited) 

Testing: The instrument design shall provide for routine testing and calibration. The licensee shall 
test the instrument at a minimum frequency of once each refueling cycle and within one 
week of reactor shutdown for refueling.  The licensee shall test the instrument at a 
frequency necessary to support the required accuracy. 

 
Display: Operators Trained personnel shall be able to monitor the spent fuel fool water level from an 

the control room, alternate shutdown panel, or other appropriate and accessible location. 
The display shall provide on-demand or continuous indication of spent fuel pool water level. 

 
Comments: 
• The instrumentation testing requirement should be performance-based. 
• The issue of using trained personnel and not only licensed operators is discussed above. 
• “Accessible location” is defined above. 
 

Schedule 
 

NRC Information (edited) 
• 20 day response 

o Inability/unnecessary to comply 
o Request a hearing 

• 90 180 days for licensees to provide plans and a schedule for compliance 
• 275 day response 
• 2 year cCompliance within two fuel cycles or three years, whichever is longer.  The compliance 

time period begins following NRC endorsement of implementation guidance.  However, if 
planning for the outage that follows NRC endorsement of implementation guidance is 
substantially complete, then the compliance time begins upon completion of outage that follows 
NRC endorsement of implementation guidance. 

 
Comments: 
• Generally, plant modifications require at least two fuel cycles to complete. This permits planning, 

engineering, design, procurement, procedure or guidance preparation, training, and “as-built” 
walkdowns during the first outage followed by installation, testing, and pre-operational 
walkdowns during the second outage. 

• In this instance, modifications to SFP instrumentation are part of the greater effort to implement 
the post-Fukushima Near-Term Task Force Tier 1 recommendations (as defined in SECY-11-
0137), which are being implemented by a complicated set of Orders and 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters. 
The drain of licensee resources by these efforts along with the need to keep operating plants 
safe and secure will make it even more difficult to complete these tasks in accordance with this 
recommended schedule. 
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50.59 Evaluation 
 

NRC Information (edited) 
All Licensees shall, within two hundred seventy-five (275) days of the date of this Order, review the 
functional requirements described in below to determine whether or not existing spent fuel pool 
instrumentation satisfies the requirements. If existing spent fuel pool level instrumentation does not 
conform to the requirements listed below, the licensee shall evaluate the necessary changes to the 
facility to bring the instrumentation into conformance with the requirements of Section 2 in 
accordance with Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Section 50.59, "Changes, 
tests, or experiments.” Consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.59, submit to the Commission 
a report containing a summary of the change and, if required, a request to amend the facility 
operating license. 
 
Comments: 
• A requirement to provide a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation on a specified schedule is unnecessary and 

not material to enhancing SFP instrumentation in accordance with the expected order. 
• Providing the NRC with a plan and schedule for compliance with the order is recommended 

above, which should provide the information the NRC needs. 
• Depending how the order is written, a license amendment may not be required. 
• Since a 50.59 evaluation is part of the plant modification process, requiring one early will impede 

an orderly SFP instrumentation modification. A 50.59 evaluation cannot be finalized until the 
design details are well known. 

 
Guidance 

 
• No later than May 30, 2012, the industry, through the Nuclear Energy Institute, will submit for 

NRC review a document providing implementing guidance for the SFP instrumentation order. 
• Following a review by NRC staff, which may include public interactions between the NRC staff 

and the industry, and possible alterations to the implementing guidance, it is expected that the 
NRC will, by letter, endorse the implementing guidance. 

• The target date for NRC endorsement is June 30, 2012. 
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Comments on Proposed Order for Recommendation 4.2 

Mitigative Strategies 

 

Proposed Wording of the Order 

The NRC has proposed that the order direct: 

Licensees to develop, implement and maintain guidance and strategies to mitigate the 
effects of challenges to the key safety functions of core cooling, containment, and spent fuel 
pool cooling capabilities. 

During the public meeting on January 18, 2012, the industry proposed wording changes that more 
closely follows the wording of 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2) and provided greater clarity to the range of 
“challenges” that impact the noted key safety functions. The industry proposal for the wording of 
the order is: 

Each licensee shall develop, implement and maintain guidance and strategies intended to 
maintain or restore core cooling, containment, and spent fuel pool cooling capabilities under 
the circumstances associated with beyond design-basis external hazards resulting in an 
extended loss of all AC power or loss of ultimate heat sink capability. 

The objective of the strategies developed will be to prevent core damage, loss of containment 
function and loss of spent fuel pool inventory. As such, the strategies will not address mitigation 
activities in the event of core damage. The portable equipment obtained and stored onsite or in a 
regional support center will, however, be available to be used in the event of core damage. The 
additional portable equipment determined by Recommendation 4.2 to be necessary for each site as 
part of the strategies developed will provide an additional capability that will be included when the 
Severe Accident Management Guidelines are revised under Recommendation 8.   

Proposed Schedule in the Order 

The NRC has proposed that the guidance for developing, implementing and maintaining strategies 
be issued by June 30, 2012. During the discussion with the NRC in the public meeting, further 
clarification was provided on the scope of the evaluation required for determining the requisite 
strategies and, therefore, the industry proposed that there be some adjustment to the proposed 
NRC schedule for guidance development. The industry believes it is important to hold at least one 
industry/NRC workshop during the public comment period to demonstrate the guidance, as well as 
obtain further comments on the guidance. As such, the industry proposes the guidance be 
completed by August 30, 2012, as opposed to June 30, 2012. 

It is difficult to establish the implementation schedule for the strategies before the guidance is 
developed. As such, it is recommended that after licensees perform the evaluation per the approved 
guidance, that the integrated plan the licensees submit include a schedule for implementation. Full 
implementation of the strategy may involve plant modifications which typically take up to two 
refueling outages to implement. 
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Comments on Recommendation 2.1 and 2.3 

Other External Hazards 

 

This proposed information request was added in late December 2011 as a new Tier 1 item. It 
includes all other applicable hazards, such as severe winds, tornados, hurricanes, ice and snow 
storms, forest fires, dust storms, etc. These activities will involve many of the same company 
personnel that are involved in the other recommendation 2.1 and 2.3 activities, and the other 
external events (beyond seismic and flooding) are not directly related to the lessons learned from 
Fukushima. The amount of work being imposed on the industry and NRC technical staffs is already 
significant. In the industry’s proposed prioritization scheme, the re-evaluation of these other external 
hazards would be considered a lower priority item in any prioritization scheme for Fukushima-related 
work. 

Neither the industry nor the NRC has had sufficient time to evaluate what effort will be required to 
prepare evaluations of other external events using the methodologies applicable to new plants. 
There are a large number of other external events, and the applicability of any one of them to any 
particular licensee is highly site-specific. Not all of the other external events have been evaluated as 
part of new plant projects. This raises uncertainty over the scope of the task, and additional time 
will be required to determine if there are new applicable and appropriate methodologies, develop 
guidance, and implement pilots prior to industry-wide application.   

A phased approach, with the start of the work on the other external events being delayed, will 
enable the industry to form an appropriately staffed technical team to address the numerous issues 
encompassed by this activity. This will include the development of guidance, training and the 
performance of evaluations. This could be considered a separate regulatory activity outside of the 
Fukushima response projects. 
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Comments on NRC Recommendation 2.1   
Seismic 

 

1. The NRC requests that each addressee in the Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) 
submit hazard curves and a site-specific ground motion response spectrum (GMRS) within 
one year of the date of the Section 50.54(f) information request. It would be prudent to 
either update the EPRI (2004, 2006) attenuation model or use the new Next Generation 
Attenuation (NGA)-East model to develop the requested hazard curves and GMRS. We 
believe the EPRI (2004, 2006) attenuation model could be updated using a SSHAC Level 2 
process, and the requested hazard curves and GMRS could be submitted to the NRC within 
two years of the date of the information request. Taking the time to update the model now 
would reduce the likelihood for rework when the NGA-East model is completed in the 2015 
time frame. 

2. The NRC requests that each addressee in the Western United States (WUS) submit hazard 
curves and a site-specific GMRS within two years of the date of the information request. The 
NRC also states that licensees in the WUS will need to develop SSHAC Level 3 seismic source 
and ground motion models to characterize their regional seismic hazards in order to 
complete Recommendation 2.1. Experience has shown that it typically takes about three 
years to perform a SSHAC Level 3 study. Each of the four WUS sites has unique aspects that 
affect the amount of fieldwork needed to support the SSHAC Level 3 studies; therefore, we 
recommend that a provision be added to the letter to allow addressees in the WUS to 
recommend schedules that are appropriate for their specific situations. 

3. The NRC states that licensees who elect to collect geophysical or geotechnical data on local 
soil/rock properties may request a reasonable amount of additional time to develop and 
submit the hazard curves and GMRS. The draft Section 50.54(f) letter also includes a general 
provision that if addressees cannot meet the requested response date, they must provide a 
response within 90 days of the date of the information request and describe the alternative 
course of action they propose to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the 
proposed alternative course of action and estimated completion dates. It may take longer 
than 90 days for licensees to determine whether additional geophysical or geotechnical data 
should be obtained and establish firm completion dates for that work. We recommend 
adding specific wording to the Section 50.54(f) request to allow licensees up to 180 days to 
request additional time to gather geophysical or geotechnical data that could improve the 
analytical process and accuracy of the evaluations reducing the potential for rework. 

4. The NRC requests that all necessary seismic risk assessments (seismic PRAs and risk-based 
seismic margin assessments) be completed over a period not to exceed three years. Some 
plants may screen out at the SSE-to-GMRS comparison. However, industry engineers and 
technical advisors believe a large number of licensees may need to complete the risk 
assessments. Resources to complete risk-based seismic margins assessments are 
approximately 80% of those required to produce a seismic PRA. The majority of work to 
produce a seismic risk assessment involves seismic ground motion response, structural 
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response to the new hazard shape, and seismic fragility analyses. The resource pool of 
qualified experts can only support a finite number of parallel studies. Peer reviews pursuant 
to standards requirements also detract from the resources available to produce the models. 
The resources needed to perform the seismic risk assessments could vary significantly 
depending on the approach used (Regulatory Guide 1.200 vs. simplified methods) and will 
be affected by the implementation details that will be developed during the first 180 days 
after the request for information is issued. If a regulatory Guide 1.200 approach is required, 
very few seismic risk assessments will be completed in the three-year schedule because of 
national technical resource limitations.   

5. Given the current state of the PRA standard and lack of experience performing Regulatory 
Guide 1.200 seismic PRAs, it will be difficult to ensure that the risk assessments will be 
performed in a consistent manner that meets the NRC’s expectations unless a joint industry-
NRC pilot is conducted. Therefore, we recommend including a seismic risk assessment pilot 
in the schedule for Recommendation 2.1. 

6. The NRC staff has acknowledged that consensus standards and regulatory guidance do not 
exist for spent fuel pool seismic risk assessments. Given the other Fukushima response 
activities that will be occurring at the same time using the same technical resources as other 
seismic evaluation elements, the spent fuel pool seismic risk assessments should be 
sequenced to occur after sufficient time to develop the guidance and in a manner that does 
not interfere with performing the seismic walkdowns (Recommendation 2.3), implementing 
mitigative measures (Recommendation 4.2), and completing the other activities associated 
with Recommendation 2.1. 
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Comments on NRC Recommendation 2.3 
Seismic 

1. The NRC requests that each addressee submit a seismic walkdown procedure within 90 days 
of the date of the information request. We think addressees should be able to submit an 
industry guideline within 120 days of the date of the Section 50.54(f) request for 
information. Following NRC endorsement of the industry generic guideline, licensees would 
separately develop their own site-specific walkdown procedures to implement the industry 
standard guideline, train the personnel involved in the walkdown and commence the 
walkdown. The project schedule should provide for sufficient time to develop site-specific 
procedures, training and conducting the walkdown. 

2. With the exception of inspections requiring outages, it may be possible to perform 
walkdowns in six months if the scope is based on using a sampling approach to verify that 
the current plant configuration is consistent with the existing licensing basis. It is not clear 
what the NRC staff expects for bullets 8 and 9 under item 1 of the Requested Information, 
whether those items could be addressed during walkdowns, and how that would affect the 
conduct of and completion times for the walkdowns. 

3. The seismic walkdown should verify current plant configuration is consistent with the 
licensing basis. Insights from the various international and U.S. reports of the Fukushima 
accidents have not identified maintenance, monitoring or testing as issues needing attention. 
If there are concerns about maintenance and testing programs at U.S. facilities, they should 
be the topic of a separate regulatory action and not part of Fukushima-related activities.  
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Comments of NRC Recommendation 2.1 
Flooding 

 
Letter Content 

 The last sentence in the first paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter requests an evaluation of loss of ultimate heat sink (UHS) due to low water level. 
Loss of UHS water source is not a flooding event. In addition, this requested action conflicts with 
the NRC slides presented during the January 13 Steering Committee meeting which stated that 
loss of UHS water source would be addressed in the tier 2 actions. Industry suggests that the 
item 2.1 response related to the UHS should evaluate loss of required mechanical components 
due to flooding (pumps, valves, etc.), not a loss of water source.  
 
Several of the causes of a possible loss of UHS water source are related to “Other External 
Hazards” (other than seismic and flooding); therefore the loss of UHS water source might be 
more efficiently evaluated when “Other External Hazards” are addressed since for most plants 
the loss of UHS water source is a separate analysis. Note that in a separate comment, industry 
suggests that response to Recommendation 2.1 on “Other External Hazards” should be delayed 
unless they apply to a specific facility on an exception basis, due to their unique situation. 

 The last paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter 
requests that the spent fuel pool (SFP) be assessed for integrity and functionality against flood 
hazards. Flooding is not expected to affect SFP integrity. Industry requests that the assessment 
be limited to functionality. 

 Industry recognizes that there are a number of guidance documents already in place for new 
plant flood evaluations, but the industry–NRC engagement over the next few months will 
establish some key assumptions and clarify some aspects of this guidance. These “clarification” 
items should be captured in a guidance document that should be issued before licensee flood 
evaluation efforts begin. (Some of these “clarification” items are included in these comments: 
e.g., list of references, definition of vulnerability, etc.) Industry proposes to prepare this 
guidance for NRC endorsement. This request is consistent with the NRC Near-Term Task Force 
recommendation on this subject. If the NRC agrees that separate guidance should be developed, 
the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter should use flexible language such that the proposed guidance can be 
developed and implemented effectively. 

 Flood evaluation criteria should not change while we are developing evaluation guidance and 
completing analyses. However, on page 3, the draft letter discusses the in-process RG 1.59 
revision and also states that the NRC would evaluate the issues raised by the proposed GI-204 
on upstream dam failure if the GI is approved. Industry supports a recommendation discussed 
during a Flooding Task Force / NRC Staff meeting on January 18, 2012 that proposed that the 
industry and the NRC would develop a list of flood hazard references (in place as of a specified 
date) that should be used by all flood evaluations prepared in response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
letters. 
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 The word “vulnerability” is defined in different ways in different parts of the draft letter. The 
concept of “vulnerability” is an important aspect of licensee responses to the letter. Industry 
hopes to engage the NRC on the definition of vulnerability as part of the development of the 
guidance document for flood evaluations discussed above. In the interim, industry requests that 
the 10CFR50.54(f) letters not define this concept. 

 It is not clear whether the “Requested Information” section is a description of the work that 
must be done to complete a flood evaluation or a description of the information that licensees 
will need to provide in response to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters. In addition, “Requested 
Information” items 2, 3 and 4 seem to provide different details on the same request (complete 
an analysis and report the results). Industry requests that the NRC revise the “Requested 
Information” section of the letter to clearly indicate what specific information is being requested 
for each item. 

 During the Flooding Task Force meeting with the NRC on January 18, the staff seemed to agree 
that in cases where existing plants and new plants are co-located on the same site, the existing 
plants could use a gap analysis or comparison to the flood evaluation prepared for the new plant 
in lieu of completing another detailed flood evaluation. Expectations for this comparison could be 
the subject of future public meetings. In the interim, the 10 CFR 50.54(f) letters should be 
worded so that these comparisons are not disallowed. 

 Item 5 of the “Requested Information” section of the draft letter discusses the information 
needed when existing flood protection features do not bound the new plant flood evaluation 
results (referred to in the flow chart accompanying the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter as the 
“Integrated Assessment”). We understand that the NRC’s intent is to develop generic guidance 
for this purpose. Note that the industry plans to develop its “FLEX” concept as part of the 
approach to this condition; therefore, development and endorsement of implementation 
guidance for FLEX factors into the time needed to prepare the generic “Integrated Assessment” 
guidance. Completion of the FLEX implementation guidance is seen to be an essential 
component of the “Integrated Assessment” since the existence of a viable and endorsed 
approach to FLEX will influence the regulatory actions that the NRC may deem necessary if a 
licensee finds itself in this condition. This approach is used in the 10 CFR 50.54(f) response time 
information below. 

 On page 10 of the draft letter, Step 10 states that a report should be submitted in accordance 
with the Requested Information items (7) through (12). If the item numbers refer to the 
flowchart at the end of the draft letter, the correct items numbers are (7) through (9). 

 Page 12 item 3 (Dam Breaches and Failures) of the draft letter states that recent state and 
federal agency analyses can be used to evaluate dam failures. This statement should be 
clarified. Either the specific analyses that are being referred to should be identified or the 
statement should be reworded as a general recommendation to use recent reports with the 
appropriate pedigree from agencies with the appropriate jurisdiction. Some licensees may 
choose to do an independent assessment or study where the governmental agency report or 
analysis is judged to be not credible or relevant. 
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Letter Response Time 

The industry offers the following estimate of the time necessary to respond to the 10 CFR 50.54(f) 
letter for Recommendation 2.1: Flooding. The three major bullets under the “Response Time 
Estimate” heading below correspond to the three bullets in the “Required Response” section of the 
draft letter.  

The estimated time in the second major bullet in the Response Time Estimate below (for all of the 
industry to complete the necessary flood evaluations) is six years after NRC endorsement of the 
generic evaluation guidance. Note that the following activities will ensure that plants will be 
identifying and, as necessary, addressing flood protection feature issues and beyond design basis 
considerations during the approximately six years it will take to complete all the new plant flood 
evaluations.  

• Industry intends to work with the NRC to develop a prioritization scheme so that certain 
licensee flood evaluations (as determined by the prioritization scheme) will be submitted first 
and thereby inform the overall assessment of the implications of the new evaluations.  

• In addition, the guidance being drafted for item 2.3 (flood design basis walkdowns) will 
identify concerns with the existing flood protection features and enter those observations 
into licensee Corrective Action Programs for disposition.  

• Finally, when the FLEX approach is endorsed, it will ensure that a broad approach to 
addressing beyond design basis conditions is implemented in accordance with FLEX’s 
approved timeline. 

 

Response Time Estimate (major bullets below correspond to the 3 bullets in the draft letter): 

 Submittal of a process to develop the information requested in item 5 of “Requested Information 
– by September 30, 2012 as explained below: 

o Obtain NRC endorsement of the FLEX guidance (proposed completion is discussed 
elsewhere in this letter): 

 by June 30, 2012 

o Complete integrated assessment guidance including addressing NRC comments 
during development (generic guidance is expected to be developed):  

 FLEX guidance endorsement plus 90 days 

 Submittal of flood evaluations using new plant methodologies: 
o Generic activities: 
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 Prepare generic guidance on the process for flooding evaluations for NRC 
endorsement: 

• 3 months plus schedule for NRC endorsement 

o Utility specific activities  

 Screen flood hazards for applicability and establish necessary contracts: 

• 3 months 

 Evaluation preparations (scoping, determine flooding design and licensing 
basis, collect data for evaluations, etc.): 

• In parallel with screening plus 4 to 6 months 

 Analysis completion by contractor (this estimate was informed by 
presentations on new plant flood hazard evaluation methods by 4 vendors 
that have already performed these evaluations): 

• 6 to 18 months  

 Utility evaluation of vendor results (internal review and comment and 
acceptance of vendor report): 

• 3 months 

 Write and approve response to 10CFR50.54(f) letter: 

• 2 months 

 Considering the above tasks, the approximate total time for each utility to 
complete a flooding evaluation: 

• 18 to 32 months – highly site-specific 

o Low water level evaluations should not be part of the flooding evaluation, but 
assessed as part of the other external events evaluations 

 Licensee submit response to “Requested Information” item 5 – 18 months after affected 
licensees completes its flood evaluation as explained below: 

o Complete site flooding hazards evaluation (depends on licensee) 

o Develop site implementation plan for additional protection/mitigation 

 18 months after completing flood evaluation 

NOTE: The maximum number of flooding evaluations that can be performed in parallel 
based on interactions with vendors familiar with the process is approximately 20. The 
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industry will work with the NRC staff to expedite the process, such as taking advantage of 
existing plants co-located with new plant sites that have been evaluated. In addition, the 
industry is prepared to work with the NRC staff to develop a prioritization scheme to ensure 
that priority is given to those plants that have a high flooding risk. 
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Comments on NRC Flooding Recommendation 2.3 

 

Letter Content 

 The last bullet under “Purpose” states that one of the purposes of the information request is to 
verify the adequacy of monitoring and maintenance procedures. Industry believes the intent of 
this statement is to assess the overall monitoring and maintenance of the flood protection 
features configuration, as opposed to maintenance of individual components that are credited 
for flood protection. Maintenance of individual components is covered by a licensee’s Preventive 
Maintenance Program and the effectiveness of that program is assessed regularly by internal 
utility procedures and processes. The industry requests that the NRC clarify this statement. 

 Industry understands that the purpose of the flooding walkdowns requested in the draft generic 
letter is to compare existing flood protection features with the current design and licensing basis 
for flooding to identify any plant-specific issues and determine the adequacy of the maintenance 
of flood protection features. Keeping the information request focused on this objective is 
important to facilitate the timely completion of the walkdowns and avoid introducing any 
additional issues that might cloud interpretation of the information received. However, the 
“Requested Information” section of the draft letter includes a request to evaluate several items 
that are not within the current licensing basis for some or most plants. Industry requests that 
the following items be removed from the letter: 

o Item (1) requests a determination of cliff edge effect (the sharp increase in flooding 
risk associated with a small increase in flooding level). Determining this effect will 
require additional effort and, if necessary, should be part of the response to item 
2.1.  

o Item (6) relates the scope of the walkdowns to cold shutdown. Not all plants are 
designed for cold shutdown in their current licensing basis. 

 The second paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section contains several recommendations 
for the content of the walkdown procedure that seem to be inappropriate. Industry requests 
that these recommendations be revised to address the following comments: 

o Item (1) suggests that cable and piping trenches be protected from external ingress 
of water. It would seem more appropriate that any seals between these trenches 
and spaces containing safety related equipment be checked; water in the trenches is 
not as important since the cables and piping in the trenches should not be damaged 
by short term submergence. 

o Item (2) asks for information on water detection in “affected rooms”. The walkdowns 
should only confirm that water can be detected in rooms for which this capability is 
credited in the current design and licensing basis.  
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 The words “performance deficiencies” in item 3 of “Requested Actions” may cause some 
confusion as it relates to the term “vulnerabilities” in the same item. Many licensees relate 
the term “performance deficiencies” to violations. It is recommended that consistent 
terminology, in this case using only the word “vulnerabilities” be used throughout the 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter to ensure clear understanding. 

 The last paragraph in the “Requested Actions” section of the draft 10 CFR 50.54(f) letter 
requests that the walkdowns assess spent fuel pool (SFP) integrity and functionality against 
flood hazards. Flooding is not expected to affect SFP integrity. The assessment should be 
limited to functionality. 

 Item (7) of the section on “Requested Information” suggests that the walkdown team be 
composed of a variety of engineering disciplines, including hydraulic engineers. Industry 
interprets this to mean the entire team that is working on the walkdown effort should 
include this expertise (including the personnel evaluating the results as well as those 
inspecting the equipment). If this is the also the NRC’s intent, the associated sentence 
should be clarified. 

 The intent of the peer review process described in item 10 of the “Requested Actions” 
section is not clear. It is not apparent that a peer process focused on reviewing the 
walkdown guidance or the evaluation of its results is necessary since: 

o The industry is developing a template for the walkdown guidance and for the 10 CFR 
50.54(f) letter response. This approach will use peer review “up front” to establish 
consistency and sufficiency. 

o Plant processes require independent verification when necessary and should be 
relied upon to determine when this is appropriate 

Industry requests that the peer review action be removed. 

 
Letter Response Time 

The industry offers the following estimate of the time necessary to respond to the 10CFR50.54(f) 
letter for recommendation 2.3: Flooding. The two major bullets below correspond to the two bullets 
in the “Required Response” section of the draft letter.  

 Generic activities – 90 days plus NRC endorsement as explained below: 
o Prepare walkdown guidance for NRC endorsement and reference in utility response 

• 90 days 
o NRC endorsement  

• TBD 

 Utility specific activities - 270 days after NRC endorsement of guidance as explained below: 
o Development of plant implementing document from generic guidance 

• 30 days 
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o Walkdown preparations (scope, assignment of teams, training, clearances, work package 
development, scaffolding, etc.) 

• In parallel with implementing document preparation plus 60 days 
o Walkdown performance (allowing for access restrictions and outage impact) 

• 60 days 
o Evaluate walkdown results 

• 60 days 
o Write and approve walkdown report 

• 60 days 
o Total time for each utility to complete walkdowns and submit report to the NRC 

• 270 days after NRC endorsement of guidance 
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January 25, 2012 
 
 
Mr. David L. Skeen 
Director, Japan Lessons Learned Project Directorate 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission  
Washington, DC 20555-0001  
 
Subject: Industry Comments on the NRC Tier 1 Fukushima Response Draft Section 50.54(f) Letter 
and NRC Orders 
 
Project Number: 689 
 
Dear Mr. Skeen: 
 
This letter provides NEI’s comments on five of the six NRC Tier 1 Fukushima response 
recommendations that are the subject of requests for information (10CFR 50.54(f) letters) and NRC 
orders. The Boiling Water Reactor Owners’ Group is providing comments on containment venting 
issues, NRC Near-Term Task Force Report recommendation 5.1. 
 
The industry appreciates the actions taken by the NRC staff to fully engage the public in the 
development of regulatory orders and requests for information related to the lessons learned from 
the Fukushima accidents. These comments reflect the industry’s statements provided in the 
numerous public interactions in recent months. Our comments are founded on the following 
principles: 
 

• Ensure licensees remain focused on safe plant operations. 
• Focus and priority should be on those activities that can provide tangible safety benefits in 

the shortest time and that are directly linked to the lessons learned from the Fukushima 
accidents. 

• Where resource constraints exist, priority should be given to those activities that prevent fuel 
damage and maintain containment integrity. 

 
The attachments provide detailed industry comments on the draft Section 50.54(f) letter and the 
material relating to NRC orders discussed in the public meetings the week of January 16, 2012.   
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General Comments 
 
The industry supports the necessity of providing much of the information the NRC intends to request 
through 50.54(f) letters. To ensure that licensee responses to requests for information are timely 
and do not impose an unnecessary burden or distraction, the NRC should ensure that the 
information requested is properly scoped and justified by safety significance. Requests should also 
be staggered to facilitate adequate review by knowledgeable or experienced personnel and allow for 
a phased response based on plant safety significance. 
 
Resource Limitations 
 
The language in the draft Section 50.54(f) letter related to the revaluation of external events should   
be revised to address the limited national technical resource expertise. Provisional industry resource 
assessments indicate limited national expert resources for responding to NRC Near-Term Task Force 
Report Recommendation 2.1, the re-evaluation of external events, especially for flooding and 
seismic. There are not sufficient national resources, in nuclear operating companies or national 
engineering firms, to perform and review the tasks for all applicable external events in the schedules 
defined in the proposed requests for information. This conclusion is supported by industry 
experience in developing early site permits and combined license applications. Provisional estimates 
indicate that between 15,000 and 30,000 man-hours could be expended for each seismic PRA, 
dependent on site-specific features and circumstances. This is only one part of a request for 
information for one external event: seismic. The same expertise will be needed to respond to other 
sections of the NRC request for information or NRC orders. 
 
The process for performing external event re-evaluations should provide for a phased 
implementation, with the first group of plants being evaluated based on the susceptibility of the site 
with respect to the external event under consideration. The industry is willing to work with NRC staff 
to develop a prioritization scheme, a phased implementation schedule that would reflect priorities 
based on the relative external event susceptibility and work that has already been completed, such 
as that for new plant projects. It is possible that existing plants co-located on sites that have been 
the subject of new plant siting reviews and approvals may be able to complete specific external 
event re-evaluations sooner.   
 
Guidance Development Schedules 
 
Adequate time needs to be allowed and sufficient technical resources need to be applied to develop 
clear and concise guidance that is understandable by the industry, the NRC and the public. The 
resource limitations described in this letter, the uncertainty over implementing specific national 
standards, the public interactions, and regulatory reviews present a severe challenge to completing, 
understanding and approving evaluation guidance. Draft guidance outlines indicate that some 
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guidance documents could be over 200 pages, presenting a potential comprehension and review 
challenge for the industry and the NRC staff given the highly compressed schedules being proposed. 
In addition, the length and complexity of some of the tasks associated with responding to the letters 
and orders varies. 
 
We believe that additional time beyond that outlined in recent public interactions is needed to 
develop, fully understand, and implement the guidance. It is critical that all parties have a common 
understanding of the guidance and implementation. This will provide for increased certainty in 
implementation and review, thereby minimizing the potential for rework and misinterpretation later.  
 
Interim Milestones 
 
The recommendation on prioritization of activities based on the susceptibility of the external event 
with respect to the site mandates the need for project milestones. Such markers will ensure that 
progress and accomplishments can be assessed and understood by all parties: the industry, the 
NRC, and the public. 
 
Definition of Vulnerability 
 
The term vulnerability has many facets, and because it is a central element for implementing NRC 
Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 2.3, and to a limited extent 2.1, it warrants further 
discussion and explanation in guidance. At this time, we do not believe we should finalize the 
definition in the Section 50.54(f) letters or in the Fukushima-related NRC orders. Should the NRC 
staff decide to move forward without further public interaction on this topic, the following alternative 
definition is proposed: “Plant-specific vulnerabilities are those features that directly result in a failure 
of a key safety function that would preclude safe shutdown of a reactor.” 
 
Scope of External Events  
 
The industry recognizes the value of performing walkdowns and agrees with the NRC that the 
seismic and flooding walkdowns should be given priority when sequencing the efforts described in 
the 50.54(f) letter. In order to complete the walkdowns as soon as possible, the scope should be 
focused on the more safety-significant lessons learned from Fukushima. The Section 50.54(f) letter 
on flooding mixes low water level and drought conditions with flooding. Drought, high temperatures 
and low water levels are more appropriately addressed in the section dealing with other external 
events and not flooding, unless there is a specific site issue, such as tsunami draw down. 
 
There are numerous external events listed in the regulatory guidance and national consensus 
standards. There would be efficiency and resource benefits to developing screening criteria to 
enable licensees to only focus on those external events that are applicable to their location. 
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Technical resources capable of performing these complex external event evaluations are limited and 
a screening process would ensure that these technical resources are focused on relevant matters 
that have safety significance. 
 
The Section 50.54(f) letter requests licensees to perform walkdowns and provide certain information 
including information about maintenance, monitoring and testing. The reviews and assessments for 
external events should focus on those matters that are directly related to the insights from the 
Fukushima accidents. None of the numerous international and Japanese reports on the Fukushima 
accidents have identified the need to enhance maintenance, monitoring or testing procedures and 
activities. If there are significant concerns over maintenance, monitoring and testing, such issues 
should be addressed as a separate activity outside of Fukushima-related actions through normal 
NRC processes.   
 
Performance of seismic evaluations of spent fuel pools should not be given the same priority as 
other seismic evaluations. There is no evidence that the beyond design basis external events at 
Fukushima challenged the spent fuel pool structures. Implementing the draft Section 50.54(f) letter 
may require a seismic PRA consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.200R endorsed standards depending 
on the comparison between the Ground Motion Response Spectra (GMRS) and the Safe Shutdown 
Earthquake criteria. There is no standard or guidance for defining acceptable methods for 
performing spent fuel pool seismic PRAs. This requirement should be deferred until on-going NRC 
and industry research on spent fuel pool PRA methods has been further progressed, the overall risks 
from spent fuel pools is better characterized, and appropriate methods have been documented and 
endorsed.  
 
The Need to Pilot PRA Guidance 
 
The regulatory application of other PRA approaches without adequate demonstration and pilot 
activities before widespread industry implementation has caused significant delays, rework and 
expenditure of NRC and industry resources. The industry believes it is critical to complete a pilot 
seismic PRA before a large number of licensees perform this work. The industry recognizes the 
schedule impact of such activities and believes an alternative approach to that proposed in the 
Section 50.54(f) letter should be developed.   
 
An expedited deployment of flexible and diverse portable equipment along with verification and 
IPEEE enhancement should provide confidence that a plant has the capability to withstand a beyond 
design bases seismic event. The industry is willing to meet with the NRC staff to continue the 
discussions on how to most efficiently implement the seismic evaluation elements of the Section 
50.54(f) letter that were started in December 2011. We believe that such steps will provide earlier 
enhancement of safety while allowing time to perform the needed seismic evaluations in the most 
expeditious and efficient manner. 
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Equipment Covered under 10 CFR 50.54(hh)  
 
The focus of the industry’s response in this area is on prevention of fuel damage, loss of 
containment, and loss of spent fuel pool cooling. The portable equipment located on site and in 
offsite facilities will be available to assist in mitigation of a core damage event. Under 
Recommendation 8, Severe Accident Management Guidelines will be enhanced to incorporate the 
additional portable equipment into plant-specific severe accident management strategies, as 
appropriate. 
 
Emergency Preparedness 
 
No technical basis is provided for the staff’s proposed site access restriction assumption of 72 
hours. Based on our review of a variety of natural phenomenon events, this time duration seems too 
long, particularly with respect to personnel access. This assumption should recognize that the means 
and degree of site access will vary over the 72-hour period—more restrictive at first and then 
improving over time (e.g., access phases such as no access, limited access, and unlimited 
access). In addition, a licensee should have the option to modify this assumption, if supported by a 
site-specific technical basis. 
 
Section 50.54(f) Process Considerations 
 
Much of the information that the NRC intends to request is material that is not readily available or 
“off the shelf.” Many of these requests will require significant new analyses or studies that will 
require a substantial amount of time and resources to complete. Much of the information requested 
is not related to licensees’ compliance with their current licensing basis. The NRC is required by 10 
CFR 50.54(f) to assess the burdens of such information requests and ensure that those burdens are 
justified in view of the potential safety significance of the issue to be addressed. However, the draft 
information requests did not contain any analysis of these burdens. If these analyses are not 
documented, there is uncertainty on whether the scope of the requests can be justified per the rule.  
 
The industry believes that the NRC should conduct an adequate analysis of the burden implications 
of the information requests consistent with 10 CFR 50.54(f) using the input provided by industry in 
this comment letter. Absent a meaningful analysis, licensees may have to devote significant time 
and resources collecting and analyzing information that, in the context of the Fukushima regulatory 
review, may have relatively low safety significance. An adequate justification, on the other hand, will 
result in a properly defined scope for the information to be requested, enabling priority to be given 
to those issues that have the greatest safety benefit and significance. 
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Structuring the information requests on NRC licensees so that the burdens are properly justified by 
the safety significance of the information needed will allow the industry to be responsive to the NRC 
in aggressive and achievable timeframes. 
 
The industry is ready to work with the NRC on developing implementing guidance for NRC Tier 1 
recommendations to achieve the guidance approval schedules referenced in the draft Section 
50.54(f) letters and NRC orders, as amended by the recommendations in this letter.  
 
If you or your staff has questions on these comments please contact Vijay Nilekani (202-739-8022; 
vxn@nei.org). 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
 

Adrian P. Heymer 
 
Attachments 
 
c: Mr. Martin J. Virgilio, EDO, NRC 

Mr. James T. Wiggins, NSIR, NRC 
Mr. Eric J. Leeds, NRR, NRC 
Mr. Brian W. Sheron, RES, NRC 
Mr. Michael R. Johnson, NRO, NRC 
Ms. Catherine Haney, NMSS, NRC 
Mr. Mark A. Satorius, FSME, NRC 
Mr. Victor McCree, R-II, NRC 
Mr. Elmo E. Collins, Jr., R-IV, NRC 
Mr. Robert M. Taylor, NRR/JLD, NRC 

mailto:vxn@nei.org
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Comments on Recommendation 9.3 
 

Emergency Preparedness –  
Multi-Unit Staffing and Emergency Communications 

 

The draft 50.54(f) letter attachment related to the Recommendation 9.3 – Tier 1 items was reviewed 
by the industry. The industry is aligned with the staff approach of using the provisions of 10 CFR 
50.54(f) to gather detailed information from licensees to inform future rulemaking or guidance 
related to emergency response communications and staffing. The industry also supports the 
performance of communications and staffing assessments to identify enhancements, and provide a 
sound bases for responding to the 50.54(f) questions.   
 
The review of the draft 50.54(f) EP attachment wording identified several comments. These 
comments in general, are: 
 

1. The prescribed conditions are not substantiated by technical bases. 
a. The “72-hour station black out” should be replaced with, “prolonged loss of AC 

power as determined by plant-specific analysis.”    
b. The “72 hours of impeded access” should be replaced with a phased approach to site 

access given a large-scale natural event. The timelines for the phased approach to 
site access will be based on an NEI analysis of a range of natural phenomena events. 
From this review, the task force will identify recommended time periods for site 
access restrictions. These time periods will be specified in NEI 12-01, Guideline for 
Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing and Communications 
Capabilities. 

2. The addition of more detail would promote consistency in licensee assessments and 
responses. 

3. The clarity of several questions could be improved by rewording. 
4. The attachment should distinguish and define the timeframes and contents for the: 

• initial letter response (i.e., within 90 days),  
• performance of the assessments, and  
• subsequent submittal of answers based on assessment results. 

5. Some questions in the staffing section are not related to staffing (e.g., related to equipment 
selection or logistics); these should be addressed elsewhere. 

6. Questions should reflect the different phases of plant coping. Coping durations are plant-
specific in nature. 

 
To assist the NRC in better understanding these comments, the industry created a proposed 
50.54(f) letter attachment for the Recommendation 9.3 – Tier 1 items. The proposed attachment 
was provided to staff members during a public meeting on January 19, 2012. The proposed wording 
addresses the industry review comments listed above.     
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Subsequent to the January 19 public meeting, the proposed 50.54(f) letter attachment was revised 
to include two staffing-related responses within the scope of the 90-day response.  The revised 
attachment is included as an attachment to this enclosure. 
 
We believe that incorporation of wording presented in the proposed attachment will promote more 
meaningful and consistent licensee answers to the questions. 
 
With respect to the communications-related questions, we would propose that the 90-day response 
provide: 
 

• Information on completed enhancements to on-site and offsite communications. 
• Date for completion of communications assessment (but no later than 9/30/12). 
• Date for providing other requested information (but no later than 10/31/12). 

 
With respect to the staffing-related questions, we would propose that the 90-day response provide: 
 

• A description of the provisions that have been, or will be, put in place to provide reasonable 
assurance that augmenting staff can respond to the site within a timeframe necessary to 
implement  strategies to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent 
fuel are maintained once initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 

• Identification of those emergency planning standards for which a response to the assumed 
event does not require any changes to the associated emergency plan descriptions. 

• Date for completion of staffing assessment (but no later than 3/31/13). 
• Date for providing requested information (but no later than 4/30/13). 

 
Finally, we would note that NEI has created two industry task force teams to develop generic 
guidance for conducting the communications and staffing assessments discussed above. The 
guidance will provide recommended criteria for use in evaluating: 
 

• existing power sources to onsite and off-site communications equipment, and the 
identification of enhancements necessary to ensure the availability of this equipment during 
a prolonged SBO event, and 

• the ability of the ERO to effectively respond to a beyond design basis event that affects 
multiple units at a site.   
 

The criteria are readily adaptable to each licensee’s assessment methodology. This guidance will be 
promulgated in NEI 12-01, Guideline for Assessing Beyond Design Basis Accident Response Staffing 
and Communications Capabilities. 
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Industry Proposed Change to Section 50.54(f) letter 
Emergency Preparedness Changes – Communications 

Purpose 

This attachment provides a request for information pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f).  This information 
will be used to determine subsequent staff actions to address recommendations contained in the 
NRC Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Report (ML111861807). Specifically, this attachment requests 
information concerning identification of enhancements that could provide means to power 
communications equipment necessary for licensee onsite and off-site communications during a 
prolonged Station Blackout (SBO). 

Regulatory Requirements/Guidance 

1.  10 CFR 50.47(b)(6) states that provisions should be made for prompt communications among 
principal response organizations to emergency personnel and to the public. 

2.  Appendix E to 10 CFR 50, Section IV. E. 9 states that adequate provisions shall be made and 
described for emergency facilities and equipment, including at least one onsite and one offsite 
communications system; each system shall have a backup power source. 

3.  NUREG-0696, Functional Criteria for Emergency Response Facilities, offers guidance on how to 
meet the requirements of Appendix E to 10 CFR 50 and discusses the onsite and offsite 
communications requirements for the licensee’s emergency operating facilities. 

Discussion 

The 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake, and resulting tsunami, caused widespread degradation of 
communications capabilities due to loss of electrical power and damage to related infrastructure. In 
particular, key on-site communications capabilities at Fukushima Daiichi site were lost as were 
communications links to external stakeholders, such as the local emergency response centers, the 
Japanese government and TEPCO corporate offices. These communications were impacted in part 
by loss of power to signal repeaters and depleted radio batteries. 

Accounts of the accident response refer to delays in completion of mitigation and repair activities 
caused by the inability to effectively communicate between control rooms, the onsite emergency 
response center and in-plant teams. 

Requested Actions 

Evaluate the ability of current communications systems to support implementation of the site 
emergency plan, including implementation of plant coping strategies, in response to a large scale 
natural event that results in the following conditions: 

• All on-site units affected 
• Prolonged loss of AC power based on plant-specific analysis 
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The NRC also requests that licensee assessments consider the effects from damage that will likely 
occur to on-site and offsite communications systems resulting from a large scale natural event. In 
particular, some communications infrastructure in the area surrounding the site may be degraded or 
lost.  For example, INPO IER 11-4, Near-Term Actions to Address the Effects of an Extended Loss of 
All AC Power in Response to the Fukushima Daiichi Event, suggests that “AC power is not available 
to cell and other communications infrastructures within 25 miles of the site.” 

Using the assessment results, develop answers to following questions and provide these answers to 
the NRC. 

The NRC requests that the response to this letter within 90 days provide: 

• The answers to questions 1 and 2, below. 
• The date when the communications assessment will be completed, but no later than 

September 30, 2012. 
• The date when responses to questions 3, 4 and 5, below, will be submitted, but no later 

than October 31, 2012. 
 

Requested Information 

1.  Describe the actions that have been taken to enhance on-site communications systems, 
including any required normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications 
capabilities or technologies that were deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. 

2.  Describe the actions that have been taken to enhance offsite communications systems, 
including required normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications 
capabilities or technologies that were deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. 

3.  Describe planned improvements to onsite communications systems, including any required 
normal and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications capabilities or 
technologies that will be deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. Provide a schedule 
for implementation of planned improvements. 

4.  Describe planned improvements to offsite communications systems, including required normal 
and/or backup power supplies. Identify new communications capabilities or technologies that 
will be deployed to meet the assumed event conditions. Provide a schedule for implementation 
of planned improvements. 

5.  Describe how communications associated with the following emergency response functions will 
be maintained during a prolonged station blackout. 

• Notifications to, and communications with, Offsite Response Organizations (OROs). 
[per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.IV.D and E.9.a]. 

• Notifications to, and communications with, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
Headquarters Incident Response Center. [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.IV.D and E.9.d]. 

• Communications between licensee emergency response facilities.  [Per 10 CFR 50 
Appendix E.9.c.]. 
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• Communications with field/offsite monitoring teams. [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.9.c]. 
• Coordination and direction of on-site and in-plant response teams including those 

necessary to affect emergency repairs, firefighting, search and rescue, radiological 
monitoring and implementation of extended coping and severe accident mitigation 
strategies. [per lesson learned from Fukushima]. 

• Communications with other Federal agencies as described in the site emergency plan 
(e.g., the US Coast Guard). [per 10 CFR 50 Appendix E.9.b]. 
 

Required Response 

Each addressee should respond to questions 1 and 2 of this request for information and provide the 
date when the communications assessment will be completed no later than 90 days from issuance. 
Each addressee should respond to questions 3, 4 and 5 of this request for information by no later 
than October 31, 2012. 

If an addressee cannot meet the requested response date, the addressee must provide a response 
within 60 days of the date of this letter and describe the alternative course of action that it proposes 
to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the proposed alternative course of action and 
estimated completion date. 

The required written response should be addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
ATTN: Document Control Desk, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852, under oath or affirmation 
under the provisions of Sections 161.c, 103.b, and 182.a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, addressees should submit a copy of the response to the 
appropriate Regional Administrator.  
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Industry Proposed Changes to Section 50.54(f) Letter 
Emergency Preparedness Changes – Staffing 

 

Purpose 

This attachment provides a request for information pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(f). This information 
will be used to determine subsequent staff actions to address recommendations contained in the 
NRC Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Report (ML111861807). Specifically, this attachment requests 
information concerning a determination of the required staff necessary for responding to a beyond 
design basis natural event that affects multiple units at a site. 

Regulatory Requirements/Guidance 

• 10 CFR 50.47(b)(1) states, in part: “... and each principal response organization has staff to 
respond and to augment its initial response on a continuous basis.” 

• 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) states, in part: "... adequate staffing to provide initial facility accident 
response in key functional areas is maintained at all times, timely augmentation of response 
capabilities is available, and . . ." 

• NUREG-0654/FEMA-REP-1, Revision 1, “Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of 
Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power 
Plants, Section B, Onsite Emergency Organization, states, in part:  
 

"5. Each licensee shall specify . . . functional areas of emergency activity. . . These 
assignments shall cover the emergency functions in Table B-1 entitled, ‘Minimum 
Staffing Requirements for Nuclear Power Plant Emergencies.’ The minimum on-shift 
staffing shall be as indicated in Table B-1. The licensee must be able to augment on-shift 
capabilities within a short period after declaration of an emergency. This capability shall 
be as indicated in Table B-1 . . .”  

Discussion  

Current regulations require a licensee to maintain emergency response capabilities, including 
adequate staffing, for responding to a spectrum of postulated reactor accidents. A natural event on 
the scale of the 2011 Great East Japan Earthquake may result in on-site conditions beyond those 
typically associated with a postulated accident. This type of event could present new challenges that 
require additional staffing or organizational capabilities to address.   

A licensee must have the capability to implement the emergency plan in response to a beyond 
design basis natural event. In particular, the on-shift staff should be able to implement the initial 
coping strategies needed to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel.  
Additional licensee personnel should then be able to augment the on-shift staff as needed to 
establish strategies for further extending the coping period. 
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Section IV.A.9 of 10 CFR 50, Appendix E, states that nuclear power reactor licensees shall perform 
“a detailed analysis demonstrating that on-shift personnel assigned emergency plan implementation 
functions are not assigned responsibilities that would prevent the timely performance of their 
assigned functions as specified in the emergency plan.”  The methodology described in NEI 10-05, 
Assessment of On-Shift Emergency Response Organization Staffing and Capabilities (ML111751698), 
provides an acceptable approach for meeting this requirement. The use of NEI 10-05 to perform an 
on-shift staffing analysis is endorsed in NSIR/DPR-ISG-01, Interim Staff Guidance Emergency 
Planning for Nuclear Power Plants (ML1113010523).  

The ISG guidance and NEI 10-05 methodology does not consider the scenario of a large scale 
natural event resulting in a prolonged station blackout affecting multiple units on a site. 

A large scale natural event may have significant impacts on area roadway systems resulting in 
impediments to site access. 

Requested Actions 

Assess the adequacy of your Emergency Response Organization1 staffing to implement the site 
emergency plan in response to a large scale natural event that results in the following conditions: 

• All on-site units affected. 
• Prolonged loss of AC power based on plant-specific analysis. 
• Impeded site access as defined by the following phases: 

 
 The event restricts site access as follows: 

 A. Post event time: 0 to (TBD2) hours – No site access. This duration reflects the time 
necessary to clear roadway obstructions, use alternate routes, mobilize alternate 
transportation capabilities, etc.  

  B. Post event time: (TBD) to (TBD) hours – Limited site access. The site may be 
accessed by walking, a helicopter, personal vehicle or small boat.     

  C. Post event time: (TBD)+ hours – Unlimited access. Site access is restored to a 
near-normal status and/or augmented transportation resources are available to 
deliver heavy or large loads. 

Using the assessment results, develop answers to following questions and provide these answers to 
the NRC. 

 

                                            
1 Emergency Response Organization refers to the licensee’s organization maintained to implement the site 
emergency plan per 10 CFR 50.47(b)(2) and related requirements in Appendix E. 
2 The NEI ERO Staffing Study Task Force is reviewing operating experience from a range of natural phenomenon 
events.  From this review, the task force will identify recommended time periods for site access restrictions.  These 
time periods will be specified in NEI 12-01. 
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The NRC requests that the response to this letter within 90 days provide: 

• The answers to questions 1 and 2, below.  
• The date when the staffing assessment will be completed, but no later than March 31, 2013. 
• The date when responses to questions 3 through 7, below, will be submitted, but no later 

than April 30, 2013. 
 

Requested Information 

1. Identify the provisions that have been, or will be, put in place to provide reasonable assurance 
that augmenting staff can respond to the site within a timeframe necessary to implement  
strategies to maintain core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel are 
maintained once initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 

2. Identify those emergency planning standards for which a response to the assumed event does 
not require any changes to the associated emergency plan descriptions. 

3. Describe the on-shift staff that will respond to a multi-unit event meeting the conditions 
described above. This response should include a discussion of the on-shift staffing available to 
implement the emergency plan and the initial coping strategies described in plant operating 
procedures.   

4. Describe the augmented staffing that will respond to a multi-unit event meeting the conditions 
described above. This response should include a discussion of the staffing assigned for each of 
the following functions. 

• Overall and unit-specific response decision-making and coordination. 
• Operations coordination. 
• Maintenance coordination. 
• Engineering coordination and assessments. 
• Evaluation and implementation of strategies to extend station coping capabilities such 

that core cooling, containment integrity and cooling of spent fuel are maintained once 
initial coping actions may no longer be effective. 

• Evaluation and implementation of strategies to respond to a severe accident. 
• Coordination of in-plant teams. 
• Implementation of mechanical, electrical and I&C repairs and/or corrective actions. 

 
5. With respect to Questions 3 and 4, identify which staffing capabilities currently exist and which 

are planned. For planned capabilities, provide an implementation date. 

6. With respect to Questions 3 and 4, identify any new or modified staffing assignments that may 
prevent the performance of an emergency plan function.  

7. Identify changes that have been, or will be, made to the emergency plan regarding the on-
shift or augmented staffing necessary to respond to a multi-unit event, including any new or 
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revised agreements with offsite resource providers (e.g., staffing, equipment, transportation, 
etc.). 

Required Response 

Each addressee should respond to questions 1 and 2 of this request for information and provide the 
date when the staffing assessment will be completed no later than 90 days from issuance. Each 
addressee should respond to questions 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of this request for information by no later 
than April 30, 2013. 

If an addressee cannot meet the requested response date, the addressee must provide a response 
within 60 days of the date of this letter and describe the alternative course of action that it proposes 
to take, including the basis of the acceptability of the proposed alternative course of action and 
estimated completion date. 

The required written response should be addressed to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
ATTN: Document Control Desk, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852, under oath or affirmation 
under the provisions of Sections 161.c, 103.b, and 182.a of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as 
amended and 10 CFR 50.54(f). In addition, addressees should submit a copy of the response to the 
appropriate Regional Administrator. 

 

 



From: Fretz, Robert
To: JLD_Public Resource
Subject: FW: Pilgrim Watch Comments Implementation of Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 5.1, Reliable

Hardened Vents, Related to the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident.
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2012 2:31:04 PM
Attachments: 01.25.12 PW Comment NRC Lessons Learned Rec 5 -DTV.pdf

From: Mary Lampert [mailto:mary.lampert@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 7:28 PM
To: Fretz, Robert
Subject: Pilgrim Watch Comments Implementation of Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 5.1,
Reliable Hardened Vents, Related to the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident.
 
 

Good Evening:
 
Enclosed please find Pilgrim Watch Comments Implementation
of Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 5.1, Reliable
Hardened Vents, Related to the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear
Power Plant Accident.
 
We regret that circumstances did not allow us to participate in
the January 17 meeting; however we do appreciate the
opportunity to comment.
 
If you have difficulty in unloading the document or have any
questions, please call Mary Lampert at 781-934-0389.
 
Also, please confirm the receipt of this comment and notice that
it has been properly filed.
        
Thank-you,
 
Mary
 

mailto:/O=USNRC/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=31051656-F9698BF3-7D5AF7CC-89AB2009
mailto:JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov



PILGRIM WATCH 


 


January 25, 2012 


 


Robert J. Fretz, Senior Project Manager 


Projects Management Branch 


Japan Lessons-Learned Task Project Directorate 


Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 


U.S.N.R.C 


Via Email: Robert.Fretz@nrc.gov 


Comments Implementation of Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 5.1, 


Reliable Hardened Vents, Related to the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant 


Accident 


Pilgrim Watch is a party to Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station‟s license renewal proceeding.  June 1, 


2011, we filed a Request for Hearing that reads: 


Based on new and significant information from Fukushima, the Environmental 


Report is inadequate post Fukushima Daiichi.  Entergy‟s SAMA analysis ignores 


new and significant issues raised by Fukushima regarding the probability of both 


containment failure, and subsequent larger off-site consequences due to failure of the 


direct torus vent (DTV) to operate. 


The filings on the DTV are available on NRC‟s Electronic Hearing Docket.
1
 We include 


the bases for the request, for your convenience. In addition, we include here an analysis of 


the importance of filters and discussion of why industry‟s unfounded objection to installing 


filters (backpressure) is without merit. 


                                                 
1
 Before the Board: Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on a New Contention Regarding Inadequacy Of 


Environmental Report, Post Fukushima (June 1, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy‟s and NRC Staff‟s Answers 


Opposing  Request for Hearing on New Contention (January 7, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy‟s and NRC 


Staff‟s Answers to Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on [a] New Contention Regarding Inadequacy of 


Environmental Report, Post Fukushima (July 5, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy‟s Motion to Strike Portions 


of Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy and the NRC Staff Answers Opposing Pilgrim Watch‟s Request for Hearing on a 


New Contention (07/15/11) (July 18, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Request for Leave to Supplement Pilgrim Watch 


Request for Hearing on a New Contention Regarding the Inadequacy of the Environmental Report, Post-Fukushima 


filed June 1, 2011 (Aug. 8, 2011) at 1 (citing Near-Term Task Force Report). 


Before the Commission: Pilgrim Watch‟s Petition for Review of Memorandum and Order (Denying Pilgrim 


Watch‟s Requests for Hearing on New Contentions Relating To Fukushima Accident) Sept. 8, 2011; Pilgrim Watch 


Reply to Entergy‟s Answer Opposing Pilgrim Watch‟s Motion to File a Reply to Entergy‟s and NRC Staff‟s 


Answers (January 16, 2012)  
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THERE IS A SUBSTANTIAL BASIS FOR THE CONTENTION 


(Request, Section IV) 


 


Assumptions made in Entergy‟s SAMA analysis now have to be questioned. This contention 


focuses on new and significant information regarding the increased probability of a severe 


accident and larger offsite consequences, both justifying additional mitigation.  


NEW AND SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROBABILITY 


OF A SEVERE ACCIDENT 


 


1. Direct Torus Vent Did Not Prevent Containment Failure  


a. Introduction: Pilgrim is the same design as the failed Fukushima reactors – all are GE, 


Mark I, BWRs.  Almost forty years ago, the NRC identified a serious design flaw in these 


reactors - in certain accident scenarios the containment would fail in the event of pressure build 


up.  


A supposed “fix” was recommended, and put into place – a direct torus vent (DTV) to 


relieve pressure in order to save the containment by releasing unfiltered material directly into the 


air. Pilgrim assumed that the DTV would work, and that theoretical assumption was the 


underpinning of its assumed probabilities in accident sequences. “The use of the direct torus vent 


as a means of containment heat removal has been shown to have a major impact upon the results 


of Class II accident sequences.
2
”  


                                                 
2
 Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Individual Plant Examination for Internal Events Per GL-88-20, Volume 1, 


Prepared for Boston Edison Co., September 1992, pg, 5.0-13 (Exh.,1) 
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But this “major impact” was “shown” only by theoretical analysis.  The only real tests of the 


DTV – Unit 1, Unit 2, and Unit 3 at Fukushima, March 2011 – all failed. Three out of three 


failures is not a good score.  


The new and significant information concerning the likely failure of the DTV to prevent 


containment failure that now must be considered in Pilgrim‟s SAMA analysis includes:   


(1) Properly trained operators decided not to open the DTV when they should have because 


they feared the effects offsite of significant unfiltered releases;  


(2) When the operators finally decided to open the DTV, they were unable to do so; 


(3) The failure of the DTV to vent led to containment failure/explosions that resulted in 


significant ongoing offsite consequences. 


Prior to Fukushima, concerns regarding the operational safety of the DTV focused simply on 


accidental releases - measures to assure no single operator error in valve operation could activate 


the DTV and mistakenly release unfiltered radiation into the environment. Now, after the DTV‟s 


first and only real test, it is clear that what is most important is not a theoretical mistaken release; 


rather the new and significant issue is the likelihood that the DTV simply won‟t work when 


release is required to save the containment. 


b.  History:  GE Mark I BWR Lack Containment Integrity during a Nuclear Accident 


The DTV is designed to relieve high pressure generated during a severe accident, and to 


avoid containment failure/explosions, a particular problem for this type of reactor design.
3
 The 


lack of containment integrity of the GE Mark I was recognized as early as 1972. Dr. Stephen 


                                                 
3
 U.S. Reactor Owners See Retrofits to Avoid Blasts, Bloomberg, Mehul Srivastava, Jim Polson and Rachel Layne - 


May 19, 2011 (Exh.,2) 
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Hanauer, an Atomic Energy Commission safety official recommended that the Mark 1 pressure 


suppression system be discontinued and any further designs not be accepted for construction 


permits. Hanauer's boss, Joseph Hendrie (later an NRC Commissioner) essentially agreed with 


Hanauer, but denied the recommendation on the grounds that it could mean the end the nuclear 


power industry in the U.S.
4
  


In 1976, three General Electric nuclear engineers publicly resigned citing dangerous 


shortcomings in the GE design.
5
 


An NRC analysis of the potential failure of the Mark I under accident conditions 


concluded in a 1985 report that, “Mark I failure within the first few hours following core melt 


would appear rather likely." 


In 1986, Harold Denton, then the NRC's top safety official, told an industry trade group 


that, "The Mark I containment, especially being smaller with lower design pressure, in spite of 


the suppression pool, if you look at the WASH 1400 safety study, you'll find something like a 


90% probability of that containment failing.
6
"  


Fukushima proved that these estimates (NRC - “likely” containment failure; its top safety 


official - “a 90 percent probability”) - were about right. 


                                                 
4
 Copies of the three original AEC memos, including Hendrie's, November 11, 1971: outlines problems with the 


design and pressure suppression system containment; September 20, 1972 : memo from Steven Hanauer 


recommends that U.S. stop licensing reactors using pressure suppression system; September 25, 1972: memo from 


Joseph Hendrie (top safety official at AEC) agrees with recommendation but rejects it saying it "could well mean the 


end of nuclear power..." (Exh.,3) 
5
 Faulty hydrogen vents at Fukushima Daiichi spell trouble for US nuclear plants as well, Bellona, Charles Digges  


May 18, 2011 http://www.bellona.org/articles/articles_2011/fautly_hydrogen_vents (Exh., 4) 
6
 “Reactor design in Japan has long been questioned,” NYT, March 15, 2011, Tom Zeller referencing “Denton 


Urges UNRC to Settle Doubts About Mark I Containment,” Inside NRC, McGraw-Hill, Vol. 8, No. 12, June 9, 


1986. 



http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720920-hanauer-memo-pressure-suppression-containments.pdf

http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720920-hanauer-memo-pressure-suppression-containments.pdf

http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720925-hendrie-pressure-suppression-concerns-end-of-nucl~1.pdf

http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720925-hendrie-pressure-suppression-concerns-end-of-nucl~1.pdf

http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720925-hendrie-pressure-suppression-concerns-end-of-nucl~1.pdf

http://www.bellona.org/articles/articles_2011/fautly_hydrogen_vents
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To protect the Mark I containment from a likely total rupture, NRC advised venting 


high pressure built up. As a result, an industry workgroup designed and installed the 


"direct torus vent system" at all Mark I reactors, beginning with Pilgrim. However 


the NRC recognized that the vent was not full-proof. During some ATWS 


(anticipated transient without scram) events, the pressure in the containment will 


rapidly increase. Venting pressure could be reached in a matter of minutes rather 


than hours. Therefore venting may not prevent containment failure because of the 


high containment pressurization rate but it was thought it would provide additional 


time to scram the reactor and delay the core melt
7
. 


Operated from the control room, the DTV is a reinforced pipe installed in the torus and 


designed to release radioactive high pressure steam generated in a severe accident by allowing 


unfiltered radioactive release directly to the atmosphere through the vent stack. Reactor operators 


have the option whether to open the vent in order to, what was believed pre-Fukushima, "save 


the containment," or when to keep it closed in order not to unnecessarily expose the public and 


the environment to unknown amounts of harmful radiation. 


 As a result of GE's design deficiency, the original design for a passive containment 


system was compromised in favor of a system that relied entirely on human control, despite all 


the associated risks of error and technical failure.  


The design was further compromised by the NRC‟s now highly-questionable decision not 


to require that any release be filtered.  Over thirty years ago, the Three Mile Island “Lessons 


Learned Task Force” recommended that the NRC “solicit comments on the issues and specific 


facts relating to the consideration of controlled filtered venting..., and that a decision on whether 


                                                 
7
 Chairman Kenneth M. Carr, Responses to Concerns raised by W.R. Griffin, June 21, 1990, Enclosure 2, Response 


to Question 2, page 5 (Exh.,5) 
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and how to proceed with this specific requirement within one year....”
8
  The NRC never bothered 


to follow its Task Force‟s recommendation.
9
 


The absence of a filter the DTV had significant negative unintended consequences at 


Fukushima, and this must be factored in here. The New York Times reported that, “Government 


officials have also suggested that one of the primary causes of the explosions was a several-hour 


delay in a decision to use the vents, as Tokyo Electric managers agonized over whether to resort 


to emergency measures that would allow a substantial amount of radioactive materials to escape 


into the air
10


.”  


No rational SAMA could provide any excuse for not requiring filtering the DTV. 


c.  DTV Failure 


The DTV design failed three times at Fukushima, in its first real test.  The New York Times 


reported that, “The failure of the vents calls into question the safety of similar nuclear power 


plants in the United States and Japan. After the venting failed at the Fukushima plant, the 


hydrogen gas fueled explosions that spewed radioactive materials into the atmosphere, reaching 


levels about 10 percent of estimated emissions at Chernobyl, according to Japan‟s nuclear 


regulatory agency.
11


”  


                                                 
8
  From the Bulletin Archives:  Containment of a reactor meltdown, From the Bulletin Archives:  Containment of a 


reactor meltdown, by Frank von Hippel, 16 March 2011.  The original article authored by Jan Beyea and Frank von 


Hippel appeared in the September 1982 issue of the Bulletin (Exh., 6) 
9
  Entergy‟s estimate of the cost of filtering the DTV at Pilgrim is $3 million (LRA, Appendix E, Table E.2-1, pgs., 


E.2-15, E,2-24,; Table E.2.2, pgs., E.2-45, E.2-47CITE); peanut when compared to the damage from an unfiltered 


release, to say nothing of the costs of a containment failure occasioned by an intentional decision not to vent.  
10 Hidden Dangers: Japanese Officials Ignored or Concealed Dangers, NYT, Hiroko Tabuchi reported from Tokyo, 


Keith Bradsher from Hong Kong, and Matthew L. Wald from Washington, May 17, 2011.Exh., 7  
11


  Ibid 



http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/17/world/asia/17japan.html?ref=asia
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The following diagram illustrates what went wrong with the DTV in Japan and could occur 


at Pilgrim. 


12
 


As reported by the NYT and others, the causes of the explosions and containment failure 


were both human and technological.  


One of the primary causes of the explosions was a several-hour delay in a decision to 


use the vents.  Tokyo managers agonized over whether to resort to emergency 


measures that would allow a substantial amount of radioactive materials to escape 


into the air.
13


   


The second major cause was technological; even when Tokyo Electric got around to trying to 


open the DTV, it could not do so.  All of the reasons that the DTVs failed are still being 


determined.  Several things, however, are clear: 


                                                 
12


 The Importance of Venting, When a Reactor Threatens to Blow Its Stack, Matthew L. Wald, May 19, 2011, 


http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/19/the-importance-of-venting-when-a-reactor-threatens-to-blow-its-stack, 


Exh., 8 


 
13


 Had the DTV been filtered, as it clearly should have been, it seems clear that Tokyo Electric would have at least 


tried to open them when they should have, long before the containment failed.  Whether their efforts would have 


been successful, however, is a different matter 



http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/author/matthew-l-wald/

http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/19/the-importance-of-venting-when-a-reactor-threatens-to-blow-its-stack/
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Fukushima had vent, but system failed reported (May 18, 2011)
14


 a cascading series of 


complications once the order to vent was issued: 


The venting system is designed to be operated from the control room, but operators‟ 


attempts to turn it on failed, most likely because the power to open the critical valve 


was out. The valves are designed to open manually, but by the time, workers found 


radiation levels near the venting system at Reactor No 1 were already too high to 


approach, according to Tokyo Electric‟s records 


At reactor No. 2, workers tried to manually open the safety valves, but pressure did 


not fall inside the reactor 


At reactor No.3, workers tried sever times to manually open the valve, but it kept 


closing, the records say. The results of the failed venting were disastrous. 


Both Tokyo Electric documents and interviews with experts provide comprehensive 


evidence that mechanical failures and design flaws in the venting system were a 


major cause of the DTV failure and containment failure.
15


” 


The New York Times reported that
16


: five years before the DTVs at the Fukushima Daiichi 


nuclear plant were disabled by the accident the DTVs were supposed to handle, engineers at a 


reactor in Minnesota warned American regulators about the very problem.  One of the engineers, 


Anthony Sarrack, notified staff members at the NRC that the design of venting systems was 


seriously flawed at his reactor and others in the United States similar to the ones in Japan. He 


later left the industry in frustration because managers and regulators did not agree. As Mr. 


Sarrack said, and Fukushima proved, 


                                                 
14


 Fukushima had new vents, but the system failed, May 18, 2011, http://joewein.net/blog/2011/05/18/fukushima-


had-new-vents-but-system-failed/ (Exh., 9) 
15


 Ibid 
16


 U.S. Was Warned on Vents before Failure at Japan’s Plant, NYT, Matthew Wald, May 18, 2011 (Exh., 10) 


 



http://joewein.net/blog/2011/05/18/fukushima-had-new-vents-but-system-failed/

http://joewein.net/blog/2011/05/18/fukushima-had-new-vents-but-system-failed/
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the vents, which are supposed to relieve pressure at crippled plants and keep 


containment structures intact, should not be dependent on electric power and 


workers‟ ability to operate critical valves because power might be cut in an 


emergency and workers might be incapacitated.  


And, according to the NYT article, NRC is considering lessons learned about the DTV and 


“making the vents „more passive‟” but ”the staff had not yet chosen a way to do that.”   


 Once again, and only after the event, the NRC is apparently considering a solution 


that it previously incorrectly rejected.  Mr. Sarrack recommended rupture disks, relatively 


thin sheets of steel that break and allows venting without any operator command or 


moving parts when the pressure reaches a specified level. But the NRC gave into those in 


the industry that argued that if a disk is used that there would be a way to close the vent 


once pressure is relieved in order to hold in radioactive materials.  Rather than requiring 


that such a “way” be provided, the NRC again saved the industry money, and effectively 


forgot that the major problem that needed to be faced was containment failure.  And, once 


again, if the NRC had required a filtered vent, the problem of “clos[ing] the vent once 


pressure is relieved” would largely alleviate continued release of radioactive materials.  


A rational SAMA would require both filtering and redesign of the DTV venting system. 


d. Pilgrim’s DTV- how it works 


Pilgrim‟s DTV is described in Boston Edison‟s Initial Assessment of Pilgrim Safety 


Enhancement, Section 3.2, Installation of DTVS (Exh.,11) Attachment to BECO letter 88-126, 


Section 3.2 Revision 1 “Installation of a Direct Torus Vent System (DTVS) pages 14,-19B, Rev. 


1 (7/25/88) (Exh., 12) 
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The Initial Assessment says:  


Pilgrim‟s DTVs provides a direct vent path from the torus air space to the main 


stack, in parallel with and bypassing the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS). 


The DTVS provides a new 8” line branching off the existing torus purge exhaust line 


between the containment isolation valves (outside containment) with a reconnection 


to the existing torus purge exhaust line downstream of the SGTS. The new torus vent 


line is also provided with its own containment isolation valve and rupture disc, set to 


relieve at 30 psig.  


The following diagram, that shows the branch line with its own containment isolation valve 5025 


and Rupture Disc, is included in the attachment to BECO‟s letter.   It will be noted that the 


Rupture Disc is downstream of valves AO-5042B and AO-5025, and that both of these values 


are normally closed and are designed to be opened either remotely from the control room or 


manually.
17


 


 


                                                 
17


   Some initial reports indicated that the Fukushima DTV did not include “updates” that were present in US Mark I 


Reactors such as that at PNPS.  Those reports were apparently not correct.  Pilgrim Watch‟s understanding is that 


the Fukushima DTVs had been upgraded, and are essentially the same as that at PNPS (Exh. 12) 
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The accompanying discussion in the BECO letter attachment says, among other things: 


 


 The vent line provides a direct vent path from the torus to the main stack bypassing 


the SBGTS. The bypass is an 8” line (hatched line in diagram) –the upstream end is 


connected to the pipe between the primary containment isolation valves AO-5042 A 


& B. The downstream end of the bypass is connected to the 20” main stack line 


downstream of the SBGTS valves AON-108 and AON-112. 


 An 8” butterfly valve (AO-5025), which can be remotely operated from the control 


room, is added downstream of 8” valve AO-5052B. This valve acts as the primary 


containment outboard isolation valve for the DTV line. Test connections are provided 


upstream and downstream of AO-5025. 


 


 AO-5042B was replaced in 1988 with a DC solenoid valve (powered from essential 


125 volt DC) so that it would operate without dependence on AC power. AO-5025 is 


also provided with a DC solenoid powered from a redundant 125 volt DC source. 


Both valves are normally closed and are closed in a “fail-safe” position. One inch 


nitrogen lines are added to provide nitrogen to valves AO-5042B and AO-5025.  


 Valve AO-5025 is controlled by a remote manual key-locked control switch.  During 


normal operation, power to AO-5025 DC solenoid will also be disabled by removal of 


fuses in the wiring to the solenoid valve to assure it cannot be inadvertently opened. 


The 7/25/88 document said that an additional fuse will be installed to power valve 


status indication for AO-5025 in the main control room. 


 A rupture disc is included in the piping to provide a second leakage barrier. It is 


designed   to open below containment design pressure, but will remain intact up to 


pressures equal to or greater than those which cause automatic containment isolation 


during accident conditions.  


 


See also, Chairman Kenneth M. Carr, Responses to Concerns raised by W.R. Griffin, June 21, 


1990, Enclosure 2 Possibility Of A Vacuum Breaker Remaining Open (Q.2 Response, pp.,2-3, 5) 


(Exh.,13)  
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 Each penetration consists of a vacuum breaker and an air operated butterfly 


valve in series. During normal operation, valves are closed; the vacuum breaker 


is maintained closed by the weight of the disc, and the butterfly valve is 


maintained closed by positive actuator air pressure. 


 Therefore, during the entire positive pressure profile of the event, the 


penetration has two closed barriers in series. It is only during the end of the 


pressurization phase that the penetration is aligned into its vacuum breaker role. 


Because of this double barrier protection and the fact the both valves are not 


expected to change position during the pressurization phase of the event, the 


staff has concluded that failure of the penetration as a leak tight barrier is not 


credible and need not be considered in design basis. 


 The fact the Pilgrim DTVS rupture disc is designed to rupture at 30 psi is not 


related to the NRC‟s recommendation that specified the venting pressure at the 


containment design pressure. The set pressure for the rupture disc does not 


control the venting pressure because there are two closed isolation valves in the 


flow path.  


 These two valves are normally closed and will open manually by the operator if 


venting is needed. The maximum containment pressure at which the operators 


are expected to open the vent valve is 56 psig (not 60 psi), which is the NRC 


recommendation on venting pressure. 


 The rupture disc is designed to serve as an additional leakage barrier at 


pressures below 30 psi. It is designed to open below the containment design 


pressure, but will be intact up to a pressure equal or greater that those pressures 


that cause an automatic containment isolation during an accident conditions. 


Therefore, its presence in the line can effectively eliminate the negative 


consequences of inadvertent actuation of the vent valves at pressures below 30 


psi. The set pressure of 30 psi for the rupture disc satisfies these design 


objectives. 


 The isolation valves, AO-5025 and AO-5042B, are designed with an 


independent power supplies. These two valves are powered from essential dc 


power and are backed up with diverse nitrogen actuation capability. Therefore 
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in case of an SBO event, the valves would be available for venting. The venting 


concept is mainly designed to slow overpressure transients of the containment. 


During some ATWS (anticipated transient without scram) events, the pressure 


in the containment will rapidly increase. Venting pressure could be reached in a 


matter of minutes rather than hours. Therefore venting may not prevent 


containment failure because of the high containment pressurization rate but 


would provide additional time to scram the reactor and delay the core melt. 


In other words and greatly simplified, the DTV will vent excess pressure from the 


containment only if normally closed valves AO-5025 and AO-5042b can be opened.  


 At Fukushima, TEPCO was unable to open the normally closed valves in all three 


DTV‟s, and there is no redundancy.
18


  


Pilgrim‟s control room has 2 key locked switches in series that have to be opened 


manually when the need to use the DTV occurs.  If, as happened at Fukushima, the normally-


closed isolation valves cannot be opened from the control room, the next step is to try to open the 


isolation valves manually – but this also proved impossible at Fukushima since radiation levels 


were too high.    


e. Pilgrim’s Vent System – Applicable New & Significant Safety Issues Raised at 


Fukushima 


(1)  Unfiltered vent: Pilgrim and the Fukushima Units 1, 2, 3 have unfiltered vents. 


Reports cited above indicated that operators postponed venting too long because they were 


hesitant to release a “substantial amount of radioactive materials.” This must be considered 


                                                 
18


  Redundancy, of course, could have been provided at both Fukushima and Pilgrim, e.g., by a parallel vent line 


with a 50-55 psig rupture disc followed by a normally open valve that would  be closed when pressures had dropped 


to an accept able level,  but that would have cost the industry more money.    
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by Entergy. Operators cannot be trusted to make this decision. Entergy estimated that 


adding a filtered vent would provide $0.00 added benefit and it would cost $3,000,000 


(LRA, Appendix E, pgs., E-2-15, E-2-24).  We assume the estimated cost is approximately 


correct. The $0.00 added benefit is ludicrous. 


Accidents & Estimates of Consequences 


Pilgrim Watch expects the Entergy will continue to fight having to filter the DTV, likely 


relying on yet another incorrect NRC assumption – that the suppression pool alone will scrub out 


and retain particulate and volatile fission products. 


This hopeful assumption is simply wrong. 


Dr. Frank von Hippel analyzed the NRC‟s largely unsupported contention and found it 


considerably more optimistic than estimated in the NRC's first study on the subject. WASH-


1400, The Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400 (1975).  Also known as The Rasmussen Report.   


 Entergy may also rely on an EPRI study that resulted from a concerted industry campaign 


to convince both the public and government that, even in case of containment failure, the 


resulting release of radioactivity to the atmosphere would be much less than has always been 


thought.
19


 EPRI‟s study claimed, in effect, that improved containments were not necessary, 
20


 


again claiming that even in the event of a core meltdown accident and a containment failure, 


"due to the solubility of the volatile fission product compounds and the aerosol behavior 


                                                 
19


 The electric utilities' public relations departments and the nuclear industry press sprang into action and advertised 


these claims with great fanfare, noting that "If findings like these are verified . . . it would go far toward deflating the 


doomsday predictions of anti-nuclear groups" (Quoted by von Hippel, Bulletin Atomic Scientists, Exh. 6) 
20


 M. Levenson and F. Rahn (Electric Power Research Institute), "Realistic Estimates of the Consequences of 


Nuclear Accidents," paper presented at the International Meeting of the American Nuclear Society, Washington, 


D.C. (Nov. 20, 1980). (Ibid) 
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mechanisms, the off-site dispersion of radioactive materials (other than gases) following a major 


LWR [light water reactor] accident will be small
21


."  


The Nuclear Regulatory Commission authorizes an effort to examine the Institute's 


claims as a collaborative enterprise between Commission staff members and technical experts at 


three major national laboratories. The team‟s draft report, in March of 1981 stated:   


"The results of this study do not support the contention that the predicted consequences of the 


risk dominant accidents have been over-predicted by orders of magnitude in past studies. For 


example, the analysis in this report indicates that . . . 10% to 50% of the core inventory of iodine 


could be released to the environment.
22


" 


Under pressure from the industry, the Commission subsequently rewrote the summary 


language so that it no longer appeared to be a rebuttal to the Electrical Power Research Institute 


report. Nevertheless, the technical conclusions remained the same. 


Japan has shown that Entergy‟s and NRC assumptions of the probability of offsite 


consequences are wrong. Dr. Frank von Hippel explained in a briefing to the NRC that, 


For accidents in which the damage is sufficient to open large pathways from the core 


to the containment, there will not be sufficient water available to trap the radioactive 


                                                 
21


 John O'Neill, "Scientists Say NRC Greatly Overestimates Accident Risks," Nuclear Industry (Dec. 1980), p. 27 


(Ibid) 
22


 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Technical Bases for Estimating Fission Product Behavior During LWR 


Accidents, NUREG-07 draft (March 6, 1981; final, June 1981). The basic points in the NRC experts' review were 


immediately apparent to knowledgeable readers of the Institute report. See Frank von Hippel, an invited briefing to 


the NRC as recorded in the transcript, "NRC Meeting on Iodine Release from Accidents and Estimates of 


Consequences," (Nov. 18, 1980), pp. 38-61. For accidents in which the damage is sufficient to open large pathways 


from the core to the containment, there will not be sufficient water available to trap the radioactive materials of 


concern, nor will the pathway be so tortuous that a significant amount will stick to surfaces before reaching the 


containment atmosphere. Similarly, if the containment fails early enough, there will be insufficient time for aerosols 


to settle to the reactor building floor. These three mechanisms are the basis for the claims made in the Electric Power 


Research Institute report 
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materials of concern, nor will the pathway be so torturous that a significant amount 


wills tick to surfaces before reaching the containment atmosphere. Similarly if the 


containment fails early enough, there will be insufficient time for aerosols to settle in 


the reactor building floor.
23


  


These three mechanisms are the basis for claims made by Entergy, NRC, and industry to 


falsely trivialize offsite consequences. Pilgrim‟s SAMA analysis must be redone to take this new 


and significant information into consideration in its calculations of offsite consequences. 


(2) Failed Valves:  Pilgrim‟s DTV isolation valves appear to be essentially the same as 


those that failed at Fukushima.  Supposedly “automatic” systems do fail (as they did at 


Fukushima) and manual systems may also (both mechanically and because radiation is too 


high to permit manual operation).  Why is there no redundancy? 


(3)  DC Batteries:  Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Individual Plant  Examination 


For Internal Events Per Gl-88-20, Volume 1, Prepared by Boston Edison Co., 


September 1992 (Exh.,14)  says that:  


 [T] he direct torus vent requires both DC batteries for operation (C.2-10) 


 125VDC Bus (Battery) “A” This bus is required for operation of the direct 


torus vent. (C.2-14) 


 125VDC Bus (Battery) “B” This bus is also required for operation of the 


direct torus vent. (Ibid) 


 The containment torus venting system would be unavailable if one DC 


division is unavailable. (C-4-8)  


                                                 
23


 Bulletin of Atomic Scientists: Containment of a Reactor Meltdown, Frank von Hippel, March 15, 2011, FN 


16(Exh. 6) 
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Again, the PNPS (and Fukushima) DTV systems fail closed, not open.  Absent redundancy, if 


either DC division is not available to the DTVS, the venting system is “unavailable,” 


apparently because there would be no way to open the normally-closed isolation values.  


f.  DTVS Piping is buried – management/history degradation piping 


 The DTVS‟ 8 inch piping is buried underground. The piping is susceptible to 


corrosion, especially in Pilgrim‟s subsurface environment. Also corrosion is a function of 


age and it can result from manufacturing and installation error. If the pipe corrodes to the 


point that it develops a hole of any size, dirt and debris are likely to enter the hole. If the 


DTV is activated in an emergency, the dirt and debris could then be blown down the line 


and packed, disenabling the vent.
24


 


  Pilgrim Watch demonstrated in PW‟s buried pipes and tanks contention and submerged 


non-environmentally qualified electric cable contention that Pilgrim‟s subsurface environment is 


moist.  It is basic that water and moisture are needed for external corrosion to occur [Brookhaven 


Report at 26].  There is no basis upon which anyone can assume that the DTV piping has not 


been exposed to significant moisture since it was installed in 1987.   


e. Summary - Pilgrim’s SAMA, New Probability Calculations Required 


The NRC Staff told the Commissioners that it is “looking at effectiveness of the containment 


venting strategies,
25


” Pilgrim Watch petitions the Board to do likewise.  


                                                 
24


 Discovery from Pilgrim Watch‟s filings on the Aging Management Program for Buried Pipes and Tanks and 


Submerged Non- Environmentally Qualified Electric Cables will be applied to this contention. 
25


 Briefing on the Progress of the Task Force Review of the NRC Processes and Regulations Following the Events in 


Japan, May 12, 2011, pg., 17. http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/tr/2011/20110512.pdf 
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In Pilgrim‟s ER, new and significant issues raised in Japan require Entergy to reanalyze the 


probability for DTV failure and subsequent containment failure/explosions. 


It is not new that Pilgrim‟s containment will not hold up if too much pressure builds up 


inside nor that Pilgrim like its sister Fukushima reactors installed an unfiltered vent to let 


radioactive gases out in an accident. What is new are two significant pieces of information.  


The first is that we now know that an unfiltered vent has unintended consequences 


beyond poisoning unnecessarily offsite neighborhoods – it makes operators hesitant to use the 


vent until perhaps too late, upping the probability of containment failure/explosions.  


The second is the likely failure of the DTV itself. Before Fukushima, the DTV had not 


been tested. At Fukushima, DTV systems failed three times – three out of three.  


The final cost of the Fukushima disaster remains to be calculated, but it is clearly billions 


of dollars. Entergy did not properly factor either reasonable probabilities of DTV failure, or the 


likely cost of failure, into its SAMA. Had Entergy done so, more SAMAs (such as DTV filters 


and redundant vent lines) are likely to be justified and the risk for the public will be reduced 


significantly. Citizens should not be faced with the equivalent of having been assured that we 


had life boats but not told either that crewman won‟t launch them or that that they don‟t float.  


It is just not Pilgrim Watch that is aware that this is an issue.  Bloomberg reported that,  


Entergy “fully expects the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to order new 


equipment installed and new procedures to be adopted as a result of the accident 


in Japan”, said Jim Sheets, a spokesman for the New Orleans-based company that 


owns 11 reactors. Operator error or lack of power at the facility may explain why 



http://topics.bloomberg.com/japan/
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venting systems didn‟t work at Fukushima. There are multiple explanations for 


failure of venting systems in Japan to prevent hydrogen explosions, Michael 


Burns, another Entergy spokesman, said in an e-mailed statement yesterday.
26


” 


f.  Pilgrim’s Application, Appendix E - DTV 


The Application considers in Appendix E, Table E.1-8, Core Damage Accident 


Sequences Plant Damage States “containment venting is not available;” but the only reason 


provided is “operator failure to recognize the need to vent the torus.”  


 


Entergy‟s SAMA does not consider what actually happened at Fukushima - operators 


consciously deciding not to open the DTV for fear of serious contamination offsite, or failure of 


the DTV itself.   


1. New and Significant Information Regarding the Severity of the Accident  


                                                 


26
 U.S. Reactor Owners See Retrofits to Avoid Blast, Mehul Srivastava, Jim Polson and Rachel Layne, Bloomberg, 


May 19, 2011 (Exh.,  2) 
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As discussed earlier, the lack of containment integrity of the GE Mark I was recognized as 


early as 1972. Dr. Stephen Hanauer, an Atomic Energy Commission safety official 


recommended that the Mark 1 pressure suppression system be discontinued and any further 


designs not be accepted for construction permits. Later in 1986, Harold Denton, then the NRC's 


top safety official, told an industry trade group that the "Mark I containment, especially being 


smaller with lower design pressure, in spite of the suppression pool, if you look at the WASH 


1400 safety study, you'll find something like a 90% probability of that containment failing. The 


DTVS was billed as the fix.  Fukushima confirmed the high probability that the containment 


would fail, but it also showed that the supposed “fix” could fail also. The offsite consequences of 


containment failure would be huge. None of this was properly factored into Entergy‟s SAMA.  


 


DTV FILTERS 
 


Pilgrim Watch‟s filings show the importance of requiring filtered DTV‟s in order to (1) 


protect public health in the event that it is necessary to release; and (2) as in Japan, 


properly trained operators here are likely to decide not to open the DTV when they should 


have because they fear the effects offsite of significant unfiltered releases.  


Backpressure: Industry has argued that filters would be dangerous due to backpressure. Not so. 


Their argument is about saving money, not safety. Backpressure is an issue, but not an obstacle. 


Backpressure is an issue that is repeatedly faced at nuclear reactors, and successfully managed. 


For example:  


 In the flow path for water drawn from the condenser and returned to the reactor vessel 


(BWRs) and steam generators (PWRs), there are filter/demineralizer units that create a 


backpressure issue.  
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 In the flow path from the condenser to the offgas stack for BWRs, there are HEPA and 


charcoal filters that create a backpressure issue.  


 In the flow path from the secondary containment of BWRS to the elevated release point, 


there are HEPA and charcoal filters that create a backpressure issue. 


The filters impose backpressure because they introduce a resistance to the flow moving through 


the piping and ducting. To push the flow through the filters requires a differential pressure that 


would not be present if the filters were not there.  


In the case of the condensate paths to the reactor vessel/steam generators, the filters 


require the condensate pumps installed between the condensers and filters to have greater 


horsepower to make sure the flow goes through the filters. It costs more money up front to buy 


the larger motored pumps and then more money to operate them, but those costs are outweighed 


by the benefits of cleaner/purer water entering the reactor vessels/steam generators. 


In the case of the torus vent, if one placed a filter in the existing 8-inch diameter hardened vent 


pipe, it would result in the pressure inside the containment having to rise to a higher value so as 


to be able to push the same amount of flow through the hardened vent. This is the backpressure 


effect. But any engineer worth his or her salt could easily design a system to work despite this 


effect. This is so by the examples cited. Look at the cases of the condensate filter/demineralizer 


and the HEPA/charcoal filters already installed at nuclear power plants. They also faced 


backpressure challenges. In the condensate case, designers did not squeeze the 


filter/demineralizers into the existing piping. Instead, the existing piping is connected to big 


metal tanks called demineralizer vessels. They are many feet in diameter and there are typically 


around 8 of them for a plant the size of Pilgrim. By having water in two pipes flow into larger 
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vessels, the water pressure drops along the way. The backpressure effect is offset by increasing 


the size of the flow pathway.  


  In the HEPA/charcoal filter case, the designers did the same thing. The ducting/piping is 


connected to a larger vessel.  


  In the torus vent case, a competent designer could install a sand/water/whatever filter 


system between the connection to the torus and the elevated release point that enabled the 


desired flow rate to be processed successfully. We understand that it is a ridiculously simple 


exercise -- the controlling factors are the design containment pressure (which is fixed), the 


ambient air pressure (which is defined over a fairly narrow range), the specified flow rate 


through the torus vent line, and the pressure drop across the selected filter media. With these 


values known, one can easily determine how large the container for the filter media needs to be 


in order to handle the specified flow rate within the prescribed differential pressure.  


  It is true that installing filters in the torus vent lines will cause higher pressure inside 


containment than if no filters were present; but, this is not a “show-stopper.” Now, operators are 


instructed to open the torus vents when containment pressure reaches (x) pounds per square inch 


(psi). At (x) psi, the opened torus vents keeps the containment pressure below the value that 


could cause it to catastrophically fail. When the properly designed filters are installed in the torus 


vent lines, the procedures may need to be revised to guide the operators to open the vent valves 


at (y) psi (with y psi likely being slightly below x psi to accommodate the backpressure from the 


filters). With a properly designed filter, the pressure reduction - if any - will be negligibly small.  


Therefore, the only reason that a filter could not be installed in the torus vent line is 


incompetence (capable engineers are unavailable) or cheapness (funds for the capable engineer 
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or their designs is unavailable). We have the skill set to design such a filter system. We simply 


need the spine to make it happen; we trust NRC will have the spine after Fukushima. 


Pilgrim Watch thanks you for your work and the opportunity to provide comment.  


 


Respectfully submitted 


 


Signed electronically by, 


 


Mary Lampert 


Pilgrim Watch, pro se 


148 Washington Street 


Duxbury, MA 02332 


Tel. 781-934-0389 


Email mary.lampert@comcast.net 


January 25, 2012  
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Robert J. Fretz, Senior Project Manager 

Projects Management Branch 

Japan Lessons-Learned Task Project Directorate 

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 

U.S.N.R.C 

Via Email: Robert.Fretz@nrc.gov 

Comments Implementation of Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 5.1, 

Reliable Hardened Vents, Related to the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant 

Accident 

Pilgrim Watch is a party to Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station‟s license renewal proceeding.  June 1, 

2011, we filed a Request for Hearing that reads: 

Based on new and significant information from Fukushima, the Environmental 

Report is inadequate post Fukushima Daiichi.  Entergy‟s SAMA analysis ignores 

new and significant issues raised by Fukushima regarding the probability of both 

containment failure, and subsequent larger off-site consequences due to failure of the 

direct torus vent (DTV) to operate. 

The filings on the DTV are available on NRC‟s Electronic Hearing Docket.
1
 We include 

the bases for the request, for your convenience. In addition, we include here an analysis of 

the importance of filters and discussion of why industry‟s unfounded objection to installing 

filters (backpressure) is without merit. 

                                                 
1
 Before the Board: Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on a New Contention Regarding Inadequacy Of 

Environmental Report, Post Fukushima (June 1, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy‟s and NRC Staff‟s Answers 

Opposing  Request for Hearing on New Contention (January 7, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy‟s and NRC 

Staff‟s Answers to Pilgrim Watch Request for Hearing on [a] New Contention Regarding Inadequacy of 

Environmental Report, Post Fukushima (July 5, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy‟s Motion to Strike Portions 

of Pilgrim Watch Reply to Entergy and the NRC Staff Answers Opposing Pilgrim Watch‟s Request for Hearing on a 

New Contention (07/15/11) (July 18, 2011); Pilgrim Watch Request for Leave to Supplement Pilgrim Watch 

Request for Hearing on a New Contention Regarding the Inadequacy of the Environmental Report, Post-Fukushima 

filed June 1, 2011 (Aug. 8, 2011) at 1 (citing Near-Term Task Force Report). 

Before the Commission: Pilgrim Watch‟s Petition for Review of Memorandum and Order (Denying Pilgrim 

Watch‟s Requests for Hearing on New Contentions Relating To Fukushima Accident) Sept. 8, 2011; Pilgrim Watch 

Reply to Entergy‟s Answer Opposing Pilgrim Watch‟s Motion to File a Reply to Entergy‟s and NRC Staff‟s 

Answers (January 16, 2012)  

 

 



2 

 

THERE IS A SUBSTANTIAL BASIS FOR THE CONTENTION 

(Request, Section IV) 

 

Assumptions made in Entergy‟s SAMA analysis now have to be questioned. This contention 

focuses on new and significant information regarding the increased probability of a severe 

accident and larger offsite consequences, both justifying additional mitigation.  

NEW AND SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION REGARDING THE PROBABILITY 

OF A SEVERE ACCIDENT 

 

1. Direct Torus Vent Did Not Prevent Containment Failure  

a. Introduction: Pilgrim is the same design as the failed Fukushima reactors – all are GE, 

Mark I, BWRs.  Almost forty years ago, the NRC identified a serious design flaw in these 

reactors - in certain accident scenarios the containment would fail in the event of pressure build 

up.  

A supposed “fix” was recommended, and put into place – a direct torus vent (DTV) to 

relieve pressure in order to save the containment by releasing unfiltered material directly into the 

air. Pilgrim assumed that the DTV would work, and that theoretical assumption was the 

underpinning of its assumed probabilities in accident sequences. “The use of the direct torus vent 

as a means of containment heat removal has been shown to have a major impact upon the results 

of Class II accident sequences.
2
”  

                                                 
2
 Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Individual Plant Examination for Internal Events Per GL-88-20, Volume 1, 

Prepared for Boston Edison Co., September 1992, pg, 5.0-13 (Exh.,1) 
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But this “major impact” was “shown” only by theoretical analysis.  The only real tests of the 

DTV – Unit 1, Unit 2, and Unit 3 at Fukushima, March 2011 – all failed. Three out of three 

failures is not a good score.  

The new and significant information concerning the likely failure of the DTV to prevent 

containment failure that now must be considered in Pilgrim‟s SAMA analysis includes:   

(1) Properly trained operators decided not to open the DTV when they should have because 

they feared the effects offsite of significant unfiltered releases;  

(2) When the operators finally decided to open the DTV, they were unable to do so; 

(3) The failure of the DTV to vent led to containment failure/explosions that resulted in 

significant ongoing offsite consequences. 

Prior to Fukushima, concerns regarding the operational safety of the DTV focused simply on 

accidental releases - measures to assure no single operator error in valve operation could activate 

the DTV and mistakenly release unfiltered radiation into the environment. Now, after the DTV‟s 

first and only real test, it is clear that what is most important is not a theoretical mistaken release; 

rather the new and significant issue is the likelihood that the DTV simply won‟t work when 

release is required to save the containment. 

b.  History:  GE Mark I BWR Lack Containment Integrity during a Nuclear Accident 

The DTV is designed to relieve high pressure generated during a severe accident, and to 

avoid containment failure/explosions, a particular problem for this type of reactor design.
3
 The 

lack of containment integrity of the GE Mark I was recognized as early as 1972. Dr. Stephen 

                                                 
3
 U.S. Reactor Owners See Retrofits to Avoid Blasts, Bloomberg, Mehul Srivastava, Jim Polson and Rachel Layne - 

May 19, 2011 (Exh.,2) 
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Hanauer, an Atomic Energy Commission safety official recommended that the Mark 1 pressure 

suppression system be discontinued and any further designs not be accepted for construction 

permits. Hanauer's boss, Joseph Hendrie (later an NRC Commissioner) essentially agreed with 

Hanauer, but denied the recommendation on the grounds that it could mean the end the nuclear 

power industry in the U.S.
4
  

In 1976, three General Electric nuclear engineers publicly resigned citing dangerous 

shortcomings in the GE design.
5
 

An NRC analysis of the potential failure of the Mark I under accident conditions 

concluded in a 1985 report that, “Mark I failure within the first few hours following core melt 

would appear rather likely." 

In 1986, Harold Denton, then the NRC's top safety official, told an industry trade group 

that, "The Mark I containment, especially being smaller with lower design pressure, in spite of 

the suppression pool, if you look at the WASH 1400 safety study, you'll find something like a 

90% probability of that containment failing.
6
"  

Fukushima proved that these estimates (NRC - “likely” containment failure; its top safety 

official - “a 90 percent probability”) - were about right. 

                                                 
4
 Copies of the three original AEC memos, including Hendrie's, November 11, 1971: outlines problems with the 

design and pressure suppression system containment; September 20, 1972 : memo from Steven Hanauer 

recommends that U.S. stop licensing reactors using pressure suppression system; September 25, 1972: memo from 

Joseph Hendrie (top safety official at AEC) agrees with recommendation but rejects it saying it "could well mean the 

end of nuclear power..." (Exh.,3) 
5
 Faulty hydrogen vents at Fukushima Daiichi spell trouble for US nuclear plants as well, Bellona, Charles Digges  

May 18, 2011 http://www.bellona.org/articles/articles_2011/fautly_hydrogen_vents (Exh., 4) 
6
 “Reactor design in Japan has long been questioned,” NYT, March 15, 2011, Tom Zeller referencing “Denton 

Urges UNRC to Settle Doubts About Mark I Containment,” Inside NRC, McGraw-Hill, Vol. 8, No. 12, June 9, 

1986. 

http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720920-hanauer-memo-pressure-suppression-containments.pdf
http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720920-hanauer-memo-pressure-suppression-containments.pdf
http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720925-hendrie-pressure-suppression-concerns-end-of-nucl~1.pdf
http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720925-hendrie-pressure-suppression-concerns-end-of-nucl~1.pdf
http://www.nirs.org/reactorwatch/accidents/19720925-hendrie-pressure-suppression-concerns-end-of-nucl~1.pdf
http://www.bellona.org/articles/articles_2011/fautly_hydrogen_vents
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To protect the Mark I containment from a likely total rupture, NRC advised venting 

high pressure built up. As a result, an industry workgroup designed and installed the 

"direct torus vent system" at all Mark I reactors, beginning with Pilgrim. However 

the NRC recognized that the vent was not full-proof. During some ATWS 

(anticipated transient without scram) events, the pressure in the containment will 

rapidly increase. Venting pressure could be reached in a matter of minutes rather 

than hours. Therefore venting may not prevent containment failure because of the 

high containment pressurization rate but it was thought it would provide additional 

time to scram the reactor and delay the core melt
7
. 

Operated from the control room, the DTV is a reinforced pipe installed in the torus and 

designed to release radioactive high pressure steam generated in a severe accident by allowing 

unfiltered radioactive release directly to the atmosphere through the vent stack. Reactor operators 

have the option whether to open the vent in order to, what was believed pre-Fukushima, "save 

the containment," or when to keep it closed in order not to unnecessarily expose the public and 

the environment to unknown amounts of harmful radiation. 

 As a result of GE's design deficiency, the original design for a passive containment 

system was compromised in favor of a system that relied entirely on human control, despite all 

the associated risks of error and technical failure.  

The design was further compromised by the NRC‟s now highly-questionable decision not 

to require that any release be filtered.  Over thirty years ago, the Three Mile Island “Lessons 

Learned Task Force” recommended that the NRC “solicit comments on the issues and specific 

facts relating to the consideration of controlled filtered venting..., and that a decision on whether 

                                                 
7
 Chairman Kenneth M. Carr, Responses to Concerns raised by W.R. Griffin, June 21, 1990, Enclosure 2, Response 

to Question 2, page 5 (Exh.,5) 
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and how to proceed with this specific requirement within one year....”
8
  The NRC never bothered 

to follow its Task Force‟s recommendation.
9
 

The absence of a filter the DTV had significant negative unintended consequences at 

Fukushima, and this must be factored in here. The New York Times reported that, “Government 

officials have also suggested that one of the primary causes of the explosions was a several-hour 

delay in a decision to use the vents, as Tokyo Electric managers agonized over whether to resort 

to emergency measures that would allow a substantial amount of radioactive materials to escape 

into the air
10

.”  

No rational SAMA could provide any excuse for not requiring filtering the DTV. 

c.  DTV Failure 

The DTV design failed three times at Fukushima, in its first real test.  The New York Times 

reported that, “The failure of the vents calls into question the safety of similar nuclear power 

plants in the United States and Japan. After the venting failed at the Fukushima plant, the 

hydrogen gas fueled explosions that spewed radioactive materials into the atmosphere, reaching 

levels about 10 percent of estimated emissions at Chernobyl, according to Japan‟s nuclear 

regulatory agency.
11

”  

                                                 
8
  From the Bulletin Archives:  Containment of a reactor meltdown, From the Bulletin Archives:  Containment of a 

reactor meltdown, by Frank von Hippel, 16 March 2011.  The original article authored by Jan Beyea and Frank von 

Hippel appeared in the September 1982 issue of the Bulletin (Exh., 6) 
9
  Entergy‟s estimate of the cost of filtering the DTV at Pilgrim is $3 million (LRA, Appendix E, Table E.2-1, pgs., 

E.2-15, E,2-24,; Table E.2.2, pgs., E.2-45, E.2-47CITE); peanut when compared to the damage from an unfiltered 

release, to say nothing of the costs of a containment failure occasioned by an intentional decision not to vent.  
10 Hidden Dangers: Japanese Officials Ignored or Concealed Dangers, NYT, Hiroko Tabuchi reported from Tokyo, 

Keith Bradsher from Hong Kong, and Matthew L. Wald from Washington, May 17, 2011.Exh., 7  
11

  Ibid 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/17/world/asia/17japan.html?ref=asia
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The following diagram illustrates what went wrong with the DTV in Japan and could occur 

at Pilgrim. 

12
 

As reported by the NYT and others, the causes of the explosions and containment failure 

were both human and technological.  

One of the primary causes of the explosions was a several-hour delay in a decision to 

use the vents.  Tokyo managers agonized over whether to resort to emergency 

measures that would allow a substantial amount of radioactive materials to escape 

into the air.
13

   

The second major cause was technological; even when Tokyo Electric got around to trying to 

open the DTV, it could not do so.  All of the reasons that the DTVs failed are still being 

determined.  Several things, however, are clear: 

                                                 
12

 The Importance of Venting, When a Reactor Threatens to Blow Its Stack, Matthew L. Wald, May 19, 2011, 

http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/19/the-importance-of-venting-when-a-reactor-threatens-to-blow-its-stack, 

Exh., 8 

 
13

 Had the DTV been filtered, as it clearly should have been, it seems clear that Tokyo Electric would have at least 

tried to open them when they should have, long before the containment failed.  Whether their efforts would have 

been successful, however, is a different matter 

http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/author/matthew-l-wald/
http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/05/19/the-importance-of-venting-when-a-reactor-threatens-to-blow-its-stack/
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Fukushima had vent, but system failed reported (May 18, 2011)
14

 a cascading series of 

complications once the order to vent was issued: 

The venting system is designed to be operated from the control room, but operators‟ 

attempts to turn it on failed, most likely because the power to open the critical valve 

was out. The valves are designed to open manually, but by the time, workers found 

radiation levels near the venting system at Reactor No 1 were already too high to 

approach, according to Tokyo Electric‟s records 

At reactor No. 2, workers tried to manually open the safety valves, but pressure did 

not fall inside the reactor 

At reactor No.3, workers tried sever times to manually open the valve, but it kept 

closing, the records say. The results of the failed venting were disastrous. 

Both Tokyo Electric documents and interviews with experts provide comprehensive 

evidence that mechanical failures and design flaws in the venting system were a 

major cause of the DTV failure and containment failure.
15

” 

The New York Times reported that
16

: five years before the DTVs at the Fukushima Daiichi 

nuclear plant were disabled by the accident the DTVs were supposed to handle, engineers at a 

reactor in Minnesota warned American regulators about the very problem.  One of the engineers, 

Anthony Sarrack, notified staff members at the NRC that the design of venting systems was 

seriously flawed at his reactor and others in the United States similar to the ones in Japan. He 

later left the industry in frustration because managers and regulators did not agree. As Mr. 

Sarrack said, and Fukushima proved, 

                                                 
14

 Fukushima had new vents, but the system failed, May 18, 2011, http://joewein.net/blog/2011/05/18/fukushima-

had-new-vents-but-system-failed/ (Exh., 9) 
15

 Ibid 
16

 U.S. Was Warned on Vents before Failure at Japan’s Plant, NYT, Matthew Wald, May 18, 2011 (Exh., 10) 

 

http://joewein.net/blog/2011/05/18/fukushima-had-new-vents-but-system-failed/
http://joewein.net/blog/2011/05/18/fukushima-had-new-vents-but-system-failed/
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the vents, which are supposed to relieve pressure at crippled plants and keep 

containment structures intact, should not be dependent on electric power and 

workers‟ ability to operate critical valves because power might be cut in an 

emergency and workers might be incapacitated.  

And, according to the NYT article, NRC is considering lessons learned about the DTV and 

“making the vents „more passive‟” but ”the staff had not yet chosen a way to do that.”   

 Once again, and only after the event, the NRC is apparently considering a solution 

that it previously incorrectly rejected.  Mr. Sarrack recommended rupture disks, relatively 

thin sheets of steel that break and allows venting without any operator command or 

moving parts when the pressure reaches a specified level. But the NRC gave into those in 

the industry that argued that if a disk is used that there would be a way to close the vent 

once pressure is relieved in order to hold in radioactive materials.  Rather than requiring 

that such a “way” be provided, the NRC again saved the industry money, and effectively 

forgot that the major problem that needed to be faced was containment failure.  And, once 

again, if the NRC had required a filtered vent, the problem of “clos[ing] the vent once 

pressure is relieved” would largely alleviate continued release of radioactive materials.  

A rational SAMA would require both filtering and redesign of the DTV venting system. 

d. Pilgrim’s DTV- how it works 

Pilgrim‟s DTV is described in Boston Edison‟s Initial Assessment of Pilgrim Safety 

Enhancement, Section 3.2, Installation of DTVS (Exh.,11) Attachment to BECO letter 88-126, 

Section 3.2 Revision 1 “Installation of a Direct Torus Vent System (DTVS) pages 14,-19B, Rev. 

1 (7/25/88) (Exh., 12) 
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The Initial Assessment says:  

Pilgrim‟s DTVs provides a direct vent path from the torus air space to the main 

stack, in parallel with and bypassing the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS). 

The DTVS provides a new 8” line branching off the existing torus purge exhaust line 

between the containment isolation valves (outside containment) with a reconnection 

to the existing torus purge exhaust line downstream of the SGTS. The new torus vent 

line is also provided with its own containment isolation valve and rupture disc, set to 

relieve at 30 psig.  

The following diagram, that shows the branch line with its own containment isolation valve 5025 

and Rupture Disc, is included in the attachment to BECO‟s letter.   It will be noted that the 

Rupture Disc is downstream of valves AO-5042B and AO-5025, and that both of these values 

are normally closed and are designed to be opened either remotely from the control room or 

manually.
17

 

 

                                                 
17

   Some initial reports indicated that the Fukushima DTV did not include “updates” that were present in US Mark I 

Reactors such as that at PNPS.  Those reports were apparently not correct.  Pilgrim Watch‟s understanding is that 

the Fukushima DTVs had been upgraded, and are essentially the same as that at PNPS (Exh. 12) 
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The accompanying discussion in the BECO letter attachment says, among other things: 

 

 The vent line provides a direct vent path from the torus to the main stack bypassing 

the SBGTS. The bypass is an 8” line (hatched line in diagram) –the upstream end is 

connected to the pipe between the primary containment isolation valves AO-5042 A 

& B. The downstream end of the bypass is connected to the 20” main stack line 

downstream of the SBGTS valves AON-108 and AON-112. 

 An 8” butterfly valve (AO-5025), which can be remotely operated from the control 

room, is added downstream of 8” valve AO-5052B. This valve acts as the primary 

containment outboard isolation valve for the DTV line. Test connections are provided 

upstream and downstream of AO-5025. 

 

 AO-5042B was replaced in 1988 with a DC solenoid valve (powered from essential 

125 volt DC) so that it would operate without dependence on AC power. AO-5025 is 

also provided with a DC solenoid powered from a redundant 125 volt DC source. 

Both valves are normally closed and are closed in a “fail-safe” position. One inch 

nitrogen lines are added to provide nitrogen to valves AO-5042B and AO-5025.  

 Valve AO-5025 is controlled by a remote manual key-locked control switch.  During 

normal operation, power to AO-5025 DC solenoid will also be disabled by removal of 

fuses in the wiring to the solenoid valve to assure it cannot be inadvertently opened. 

The 7/25/88 document said that an additional fuse will be installed to power valve 

status indication for AO-5025 in the main control room. 

 A rupture disc is included in the piping to provide a second leakage barrier. It is 

designed   to open below containment design pressure, but will remain intact up to 

pressures equal to or greater than those which cause automatic containment isolation 

during accident conditions.  

 

See also, Chairman Kenneth M. Carr, Responses to Concerns raised by W.R. Griffin, June 21, 

1990, Enclosure 2 Possibility Of A Vacuum Breaker Remaining Open (Q.2 Response, pp.,2-3, 5) 

(Exh.,13)  
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 Each penetration consists of a vacuum breaker and an air operated butterfly 

valve in series. During normal operation, valves are closed; the vacuum breaker 

is maintained closed by the weight of the disc, and the butterfly valve is 

maintained closed by positive actuator air pressure. 

 Therefore, during the entire positive pressure profile of the event, the 

penetration has two closed barriers in series. It is only during the end of the 

pressurization phase that the penetration is aligned into its vacuum breaker role. 

Because of this double barrier protection and the fact the both valves are not 

expected to change position during the pressurization phase of the event, the 

staff has concluded that failure of the penetration as a leak tight barrier is not 

credible and need not be considered in design basis. 

 The fact the Pilgrim DTVS rupture disc is designed to rupture at 30 psi is not 

related to the NRC‟s recommendation that specified the venting pressure at the 

containment design pressure. The set pressure for the rupture disc does not 

control the venting pressure because there are two closed isolation valves in the 

flow path.  

 These two valves are normally closed and will open manually by the operator if 

venting is needed. The maximum containment pressure at which the operators 

are expected to open the vent valve is 56 psig (not 60 psi), which is the NRC 

recommendation on venting pressure. 

 The rupture disc is designed to serve as an additional leakage barrier at 

pressures below 30 psi. It is designed to open below the containment design 

pressure, but will be intact up to a pressure equal or greater that those pressures 

that cause an automatic containment isolation during an accident conditions. 

Therefore, its presence in the line can effectively eliminate the negative 

consequences of inadvertent actuation of the vent valves at pressures below 30 

psi. The set pressure of 30 psi for the rupture disc satisfies these design 

objectives. 

 The isolation valves, AO-5025 and AO-5042B, are designed with an 

independent power supplies. These two valves are powered from essential dc 

power and are backed up with diverse nitrogen actuation capability. Therefore 
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in case of an SBO event, the valves would be available for venting. The venting 

concept is mainly designed to slow overpressure transients of the containment. 

During some ATWS (anticipated transient without scram) events, the pressure 

in the containment will rapidly increase. Venting pressure could be reached in a 

matter of minutes rather than hours. Therefore venting may not prevent 

containment failure because of the high containment pressurization rate but 

would provide additional time to scram the reactor and delay the core melt. 

In other words and greatly simplified, the DTV will vent excess pressure from the 

containment only if normally closed valves AO-5025 and AO-5042b can be opened.  

 At Fukushima, TEPCO was unable to open the normally closed valves in all three 

DTV‟s, and there is no redundancy.
18

  

Pilgrim‟s control room has 2 key locked switches in series that have to be opened 

manually when the need to use the DTV occurs.  If, as happened at Fukushima, the normally-

closed isolation valves cannot be opened from the control room, the next step is to try to open the 

isolation valves manually – but this also proved impossible at Fukushima since radiation levels 

were too high.    

e. Pilgrim’s Vent System – Applicable New & Significant Safety Issues Raised at 

Fukushima 

(1)  Unfiltered vent: Pilgrim and the Fukushima Units 1, 2, 3 have unfiltered vents. 

Reports cited above indicated that operators postponed venting too long because they were 

hesitant to release a “substantial amount of radioactive materials.” This must be considered 

                                                 
18

  Redundancy, of course, could have been provided at both Fukushima and Pilgrim, e.g., by a parallel vent line 

with a 50-55 psig rupture disc followed by a normally open valve that would  be closed when pressures had dropped 

to an accept able level,  but that would have cost the industry more money.    
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by Entergy. Operators cannot be trusted to make this decision. Entergy estimated that 

adding a filtered vent would provide $0.00 added benefit and it would cost $3,000,000 

(LRA, Appendix E, pgs., E-2-15, E-2-24).  We assume the estimated cost is approximately 

correct. The $0.00 added benefit is ludicrous. 

Accidents & Estimates of Consequences 

Pilgrim Watch expects the Entergy will continue to fight having to filter the DTV, likely 

relying on yet another incorrect NRC assumption – that the suppression pool alone will scrub out 

and retain particulate and volatile fission products. 

This hopeful assumption is simply wrong. 

Dr. Frank von Hippel analyzed the NRC‟s largely unsupported contention and found it 

considerably more optimistic than estimated in the NRC's first study on the subject. WASH-

1400, The Reactor Safety Study, WASH-1400 (1975).  Also known as The Rasmussen Report.   

 Entergy may also rely on an EPRI study that resulted from a concerted industry campaign 

to convince both the public and government that, even in case of containment failure, the 

resulting release of radioactivity to the atmosphere would be much less than has always been 

thought.
19

 EPRI‟s study claimed, in effect, that improved containments were not necessary, 
20

 

again claiming that even in the event of a core meltdown accident and a containment failure, 

"due to the solubility of the volatile fission product compounds and the aerosol behavior 

                                                 
19

 The electric utilities' public relations departments and the nuclear industry press sprang into action and advertised 

these claims with great fanfare, noting that "If findings like these are verified . . . it would go far toward deflating the 

doomsday predictions of anti-nuclear groups" (Quoted by von Hippel, Bulletin Atomic Scientists, Exh. 6) 
20

 M. Levenson and F. Rahn (Electric Power Research Institute), "Realistic Estimates of the Consequences of 

Nuclear Accidents," paper presented at the International Meeting of the American Nuclear Society, Washington, 

D.C. (Nov. 20, 1980). (Ibid) 
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mechanisms, the off-site dispersion of radioactive materials (other than gases) following a major 

LWR [light water reactor] accident will be small
21

."  

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission authorizes an effort to examine the Institute's 

claims as a collaborative enterprise between Commission staff members and technical experts at 

three major national laboratories. The team‟s draft report, in March of 1981 stated:   

"The results of this study do not support the contention that the predicted consequences of the 

risk dominant accidents have been over-predicted by orders of magnitude in past studies. For 

example, the analysis in this report indicates that . . . 10% to 50% of the core inventory of iodine 

could be released to the environment.
22

" 

Under pressure from the industry, the Commission subsequently rewrote the summary 

language so that it no longer appeared to be a rebuttal to the Electrical Power Research Institute 

report. Nevertheless, the technical conclusions remained the same. 

Japan has shown that Entergy‟s and NRC assumptions of the probability of offsite 

consequences are wrong. Dr. Frank von Hippel explained in a briefing to the NRC that, 

For accidents in which the damage is sufficient to open large pathways from the core 

to the containment, there will not be sufficient water available to trap the radioactive 

                                                 
21

 John O'Neill, "Scientists Say NRC Greatly Overestimates Accident Risks," Nuclear Industry (Dec. 1980), p. 27 

(Ibid) 
22

 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Technical Bases for Estimating Fission Product Behavior During LWR 

Accidents, NUREG-07 draft (March 6, 1981; final, June 1981). The basic points in the NRC experts' review were 

immediately apparent to knowledgeable readers of the Institute report. See Frank von Hippel, an invited briefing to 

the NRC as recorded in the transcript, "NRC Meeting on Iodine Release from Accidents and Estimates of 

Consequences," (Nov. 18, 1980), pp. 38-61. For accidents in which the damage is sufficient to open large pathways 

from the core to the containment, there will not be sufficient water available to trap the radioactive materials of 

concern, nor will the pathway be so tortuous that a significant amount will stick to surfaces before reaching the 

containment atmosphere. Similarly, if the containment fails early enough, there will be insufficient time for aerosols 

to settle to the reactor building floor. These three mechanisms are the basis for the claims made in the Electric Power 

Research Institute report 
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materials of concern, nor will the pathway be so torturous that a significant amount 

wills tick to surfaces before reaching the containment atmosphere. Similarly if the 

containment fails early enough, there will be insufficient time for aerosols to settle in 

the reactor building floor.
23

  

These three mechanisms are the basis for claims made by Entergy, NRC, and industry to 

falsely trivialize offsite consequences. Pilgrim‟s SAMA analysis must be redone to take this new 

and significant information into consideration in its calculations of offsite consequences. 

(2) Failed Valves:  Pilgrim‟s DTV isolation valves appear to be essentially the same as 

those that failed at Fukushima.  Supposedly “automatic” systems do fail (as they did at 

Fukushima) and manual systems may also (both mechanically and because radiation is too 

high to permit manual operation).  Why is there no redundancy? 

(3)  DC Batteries:  Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station Individual Plant  Examination 

For Internal Events Per Gl-88-20, Volume 1, Prepared by Boston Edison Co., 

September 1992 (Exh.,14)  says that:  

 [T] he direct torus vent requires both DC batteries for operation (C.2-10) 

 125VDC Bus (Battery) “A” This bus is required for operation of the direct 

torus vent. (C.2-14) 

 125VDC Bus (Battery) “B” This bus is also required for operation of the 

direct torus vent. (Ibid) 

 The containment torus venting system would be unavailable if one DC 

division is unavailable. (C-4-8)  

                                                 
23

 Bulletin of Atomic Scientists: Containment of a Reactor Meltdown, Frank von Hippel, March 15, 2011, FN 

16(Exh. 6) 
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Again, the PNPS (and Fukushima) DTV systems fail closed, not open.  Absent redundancy, if 

either DC division is not available to the DTVS, the venting system is “unavailable,” 

apparently because there would be no way to open the normally-closed isolation values.  

f.  DTVS Piping is buried – management/history degradation piping 

 The DTVS‟ 8 inch piping is buried underground. The piping is susceptible to 

corrosion, especially in Pilgrim‟s subsurface environment. Also corrosion is a function of 

age and it can result from manufacturing and installation error. If the pipe corrodes to the 

point that it develops a hole of any size, dirt and debris are likely to enter the hole. If the 

DTV is activated in an emergency, the dirt and debris could then be blown down the line 

and packed, disenabling the vent.
24

 

  Pilgrim Watch demonstrated in PW‟s buried pipes and tanks contention and submerged 

non-environmentally qualified electric cable contention that Pilgrim‟s subsurface environment is 

moist.  It is basic that water and moisture are needed for external corrosion to occur [Brookhaven 

Report at 26].  There is no basis upon which anyone can assume that the DTV piping has not 

been exposed to significant moisture since it was installed in 1987.   

e. Summary - Pilgrim’s SAMA, New Probability Calculations Required 

The NRC Staff told the Commissioners that it is “looking at effectiveness of the containment 

venting strategies,
25

” Pilgrim Watch petitions the Board to do likewise.  

                                                 
24

 Discovery from Pilgrim Watch‟s filings on the Aging Management Program for Buried Pipes and Tanks and 

Submerged Non- Environmentally Qualified Electric Cables will be applied to this contention. 
25

 Briefing on the Progress of the Task Force Review of the NRC Processes and Regulations Following the Events in 

Japan, May 12, 2011, pg., 17. http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/tr/2011/20110512.pdf 
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In Pilgrim‟s ER, new and significant issues raised in Japan require Entergy to reanalyze the 

probability for DTV failure and subsequent containment failure/explosions. 

It is not new that Pilgrim‟s containment will not hold up if too much pressure builds up 

inside nor that Pilgrim like its sister Fukushima reactors installed an unfiltered vent to let 

radioactive gases out in an accident. What is new are two significant pieces of information.  

The first is that we now know that an unfiltered vent has unintended consequences 

beyond poisoning unnecessarily offsite neighborhoods – it makes operators hesitant to use the 

vent until perhaps too late, upping the probability of containment failure/explosions.  

The second is the likely failure of the DTV itself. Before Fukushima, the DTV had not 

been tested. At Fukushima, DTV systems failed three times – three out of three.  

The final cost of the Fukushima disaster remains to be calculated, but it is clearly billions 

of dollars. Entergy did not properly factor either reasonable probabilities of DTV failure, or the 

likely cost of failure, into its SAMA. Had Entergy done so, more SAMAs (such as DTV filters 

and redundant vent lines) are likely to be justified and the risk for the public will be reduced 

significantly. Citizens should not be faced with the equivalent of having been assured that we 

had life boats but not told either that crewman won‟t launch them or that that they don‟t float.  

It is just not Pilgrim Watch that is aware that this is an issue.  Bloomberg reported that,  

Entergy “fully expects the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission to order new 

equipment installed and new procedures to be adopted as a result of the accident 

in Japan”, said Jim Sheets, a spokesman for the New Orleans-based company that 

owns 11 reactors. Operator error or lack of power at the facility may explain why 

http://topics.bloomberg.com/japan/
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venting systems didn‟t work at Fukushima. There are multiple explanations for 

failure of venting systems in Japan to prevent hydrogen explosions, Michael 

Burns, another Entergy spokesman, said in an e-mailed statement yesterday.
26

” 

f.  Pilgrim’s Application, Appendix E - DTV 

The Application considers in Appendix E, Table E.1-8, Core Damage Accident 

Sequences Plant Damage States “containment venting is not available;” but the only reason 

provided is “operator failure to recognize the need to vent the torus.”  

 

Entergy‟s SAMA does not consider what actually happened at Fukushima - operators 

consciously deciding not to open the DTV for fear of serious contamination offsite, or failure of 

the DTV itself.   

1. New and Significant Information Regarding the Severity of the Accident  

                                                 

26
 U.S. Reactor Owners See Retrofits to Avoid Blast, Mehul Srivastava, Jim Polson and Rachel Layne, Bloomberg, 

May 19, 2011 (Exh.,  2) 
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As discussed earlier, the lack of containment integrity of the GE Mark I was recognized as 

early as 1972. Dr. Stephen Hanauer, an Atomic Energy Commission safety official 

recommended that the Mark 1 pressure suppression system be discontinued and any further 

designs not be accepted for construction permits. Later in 1986, Harold Denton, then the NRC's 

top safety official, told an industry trade group that the "Mark I containment, especially being 

smaller with lower design pressure, in spite of the suppression pool, if you look at the WASH 

1400 safety study, you'll find something like a 90% probability of that containment failing. The 

DTVS was billed as the fix.  Fukushima confirmed the high probability that the containment 

would fail, but it also showed that the supposed “fix” could fail also. The offsite consequences of 

containment failure would be huge. None of this was properly factored into Entergy‟s SAMA.  

 

DTV FILTERS 
 

Pilgrim Watch‟s filings show the importance of requiring filtered DTV‟s in order to (1) 

protect public health in the event that it is necessary to release; and (2) as in Japan, 

properly trained operators here are likely to decide not to open the DTV when they should 

have because they fear the effects offsite of significant unfiltered releases.  

Backpressure: Industry has argued that filters would be dangerous due to backpressure. Not so. 

Their argument is about saving money, not safety. Backpressure is an issue, but not an obstacle. 

Backpressure is an issue that is repeatedly faced at nuclear reactors, and successfully managed. 

For example:  

 In the flow path for water drawn from the condenser and returned to the reactor vessel 

(BWRs) and steam generators (PWRs), there are filter/demineralizer units that create a 

backpressure issue.  
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 In the flow path from the condenser to the offgas stack for BWRs, there are HEPA and 

charcoal filters that create a backpressure issue.  

 In the flow path from the secondary containment of BWRS to the elevated release point, 

there are HEPA and charcoal filters that create a backpressure issue. 

The filters impose backpressure because they introduce a resistance to the flow moving through 

the piping and ducting. To push the flow through the filters requires a differential pressure that 

would not be present if the filters were not there.  

In the case of the condensate paths to the reactor vessel/steam generators, the filters 

require the condensate pumps installed between the condensers and filters to have greater 

horsepower to make sure the flow goes through the filters. It costs more money up front to buy 

the larger motored pumps and then more money to operate them, but those costs are outweighed 

by the benefits of cleaner/purer water entering the reactor vessels/steam generators. 

In the case of the torus vent, if one placed a filter in the existing 8-inch diameter hardened vent 

pipe, it would result in the pressure inside the containment having to rise to a higher value so as 

to be able to push the same amount of flow through the hardened vent. This is the backpressure 

effect. But any engineer worth his or her salt could easily design a system to work despite this 

effect. This is so by the examples cited. Look at the cases of the condensate filter/demineralizer 

and the HEPA/charcoal filters already installed at nuclear power plants. They also faced 

backpressure challenges. In the condensate case, designers did not squeeze the 

filter/demineralizers into the existing piping. Instead, the existing piping is connected to big 

metal tanks called demineralizer vessels. They are many feet in diameter and there are typically 

around 8 of them for a plant the size of Pilgrim. By having water in two pipes flow into larger 
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vessels, the water pressure drops along the way. The backpressure effect is offset by increasing 

the size of the flow pathway.  

  In the HEPA/charcoal filter case, the designers did the same thing. The ducting/piping is 

connected to a larger vessel.  

  In the torus vent case, a competent designer could install a sand/water/whatever filter 

system between the connection to the torus and the elevated release point that enabled the 

desired flow rate to be processed successfully. We understand that it is a ridiculously simple 

exercise -- the controlling factors are the design containment pressure (which is fixed), the 

ambient air pressure (which is defined over a fairly narrow range), the specified flow rate 

through the torus vent line, and the pressure drop across the selected filter media. With these 

values known, one can easily determine how large the container for the filter media needs to be 

in order to handle the specified flow rate within the prescribed differential pressure.  

  It is true that installing filters in the torus vent lines will cause higher pressure inside 

containment than if no filters were present; but, this is not a “show-stopper.” Now, operators are 

instructed to open the torus vents when containment pressure reaches (x) pounds per square inch 

(psi). At (x) psi, the opened torus vents keeps the containment pressure below the value that 

could cause it to catastrophically fail. When the properly designed filters are installed in the torus 

vent lines, the procedures may need to be revised to guide the operators to open the vent valves 

at (y) psi (with y psi likely being slightly below x psi to accommodate the backpressure from the 

filters). With a properly designed filter, the pressure reduction - if any - will be negligibly small.  

Therefore, the only reason that a filter could not be installed in the torus vent line is 

incompetence (capable engineers are unavailable) or cheapness (funds for the capable engineer 
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or their designs is unavailable). We have the skill set to design such a filter system. We simply 

need the spine to make it happen; we trust NRC will have the spine after Fukushima. 

Pilgrim Watch thanks you for your work and the opportunity to provide comment.  

 

Respectfully submitted 

 

Signed electronically by, 

 

Mary Lampert 

Pilgrim Watch, pro se 

148 Washington Street 

Duxbury, MA 02332 

Tel. 781-934-0389 

Email mary.lampert@comcast.net 

January 25, 2012  
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From: Whelan, Robert (GE Power & Water)
To: Skeen, David; Fretz, Robert; JLD_Public Resource
Cc: Schiffley, Frederick (GE Infra, Energy, Non-GE); craig.nichols@ge.com; Belcher, Sam (Constellation); Buman,

Dan (NPPD); Caragher, Mathew (DTE Energy); Czufin, Dave (Exelon); Davison, Paul (PSEG) VICE CHAIR;
Galan, Felipe (Iberdrola); Grabnar, John (FirstEnergy); Klapproth, James (GEH); Limpias, Oscar (Entergy)
CHAIR; Mace, Gene (NPPD) ALT.; Madison, Dennis (SNC); Miller, Garry (PGN); Mjaatvedt, Mark (PPL); Murabe,
Yoshikazu (JAPC); Nichols, Craig (GE Power & Water); O"Connor, Timothy (Xcel Energy); Swank, David (Energy
NW); Welch, Kenneth (GE Power & Water); Wells, Peter (NextEra Energy); Whalen, Rob (TVA); Barritt, Andrew
(KKL); Brees, Michael (FirstEnergy); Browning, Tony (NextEra); Casulli, Edward (PSEG) ALT.; Catron, Steve
(NextEra); Crowthers, Michael (PPL) Vice Chairman; Cullen, Greg (Energy NW) ALT; del Hoyo, Cosme
(Nuclenor); Garcia, Luis (Iberdrola); Goodney, Dale (Constellation); Gray Jr., Jack A. (Entergy-ALL) ALT.;
Gregoire, Don (Energy NW); Grubb, John (Xcel Nuclear); Harvey, Sam Lindsey, III (TVA); Hassoun, Sam (DTE
Energy) ALT.; Head, Scott (STP) ALT.; Hill, Lesa (SNC) ; Hsu, Yung-Hui (TPC); Ikuta, Kohei (Chubu); Johnson,
Rodney (DTE Energy); Kissinger, Peter (Xcel Energy); Kugler, Shelly (PSEG); Mace, Eugene (NPPD); Minakuchi,
Yusuke (Chugoku); Nichols, Craig (GE Power & Water); Nishikawa, Akira (Chubu); Ogawa, Sei (Chugoku);
Riffle, Si (Progress Energy); Sato, Yuichi (TEPCO) ALT.; Schiffley, Ted (Exelon) Chairman; Seman, Scott
(FirstEnergy); Shiga, Kanji (JAPC); Takeshi, Sakai (JAPC); Tateiwa, Kenji (TEPCO); Thomas, Steven (STPNOC) ;
Trask, Tim (Entergy-ALL); Welch, Kenneth (GE Power & Water); Wise, Douglas (Exelon); Yague, Luis
(Iberdrola); Blackwell, Lisa (Entergy) Limpias" Exec. Admin. Asst.; Bryan, Janet (NPPD)(Mace"s Assistant); Cain,
Melissa (SNC) Madison Assist.; Creek, Carolyn (TVA) Whalen"s Assistant; Doran, Lisa (CENG)-Belcher"s
Assistant; Elvington, Linda (Annacone"s Asst.); Franck, Nancy (DAEC) Costonzo"s Asst. ; Hiroshi, Kawai (JAPC);
Kanji, Shiga (JAPC); Marshall, Sharon S. (DTE Energy) Caragher"s Assistant; McBurnett, Mark (PSEG); McCue,
Wendy (Energy NW) Swank"s Assistant ; Muth, Patti (Exelon) - Czufin"s Assistant ; Palumbo, Deb Clark
(Progress Energy) DL; Takeshi, Sakai (JAPC); Yeager, Linda (PSEG) Davison"s Assistant

Subject: BWROG comments on proposed Commission Order on NTTF Recommendation 5.1
Date: Thursday, January 26, 2012 3:50:24 PM
Attachments: 2012-01-26 LTR to NRC re Propose implementation deadline for RHV orders (BWROG-12003).pdf

Mr. Skeen and Mr. Fretz,
 
Please find attached the Boiling Water Reactors Owners’ Group (BWROG) comments on the
proposed Commission Order on Near Term Task Force (NTTF) Recommendation 5.1.
 
Regards,
 
Rob Whelan 
Project Manager 
BWR Owners' Group 
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy
M +1 910 200 1006 
F +1 910 342 5808
Robert.Whelan@ge.com

3901 Castle Hayne Road, M/C F-12 
Wilmington, NC, 28402, USA
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BWROG-12003 
January 26, 2012 
 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
 
Attention:  Robert Fretz, Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
 
Subject:  BWROG Proposal for Timing of Licensee Completion of Proposed 


Commission Order on Near Term Task Force (NTTF) Recommendation 5.1 
 
The Boiling Water Reactor Owners’ Group (BWROG) appreciates the opportunity to provide 
comments on the proposed Order for NTTF Recommendation 5.1, Reliable Hardened Vents 
(RHV). The comments below are based on information provided to us by the NRC at public 
meetings with the NRC Staff on December 15, 2011 and January 17, 2012. 
 
At those meetings, we were informed that the proposed completion date for RHV modifications 
would be March 10, 2015. 
 
We feel that this deadline does not provide adequate time for design and installation of the 
improvements to ensure that all design requirements are met the first time, and that there is no 
impact on current systems and event response actions. Therefore, we recommend that the 
deadline for installation of RHV for Mark 1 and 2 containments be changed to the end of 2016. 
This revised deadline allows for a minimum of two outages to transpire: one for RHV design 
walkdowns, and one for RHV installation. This new timeframe assumes that it would be difficult, 
if not impossible, to utilize any outages in 2012 for RHV modification planning. 
 
Sites with existing vent systems that may need only minor modifications to satisfy the orders, 
such as some Mark 1 sites, will work aggressively to complete modifications well before the end 
of 2016. But others that require more complicated modifications, such as some Mark 2 
containments, may need up until the end of 2016, based on outage timing and complexity of 
modifications. 
 
And finally, we feel strongly that the industry FLEX approach helps prioritize the RHV 
modifications to support this extended time for implementation. 
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In all cases, the Boiling Water Reactor Licensees will work expeditiously to ensure the 
requirements of the Order are completely satisfied. 
 
If you have any questions concerning this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me or Rob 
Whelan, BWROG Project Manager, at (910) 200-1006. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 


 
 
Frederick P. “Ted” Schiffley, II 
Chairman 
BWR Owners' Group 
 


cc:   C.J. Nichols, BWROG Program Manager 


 BWROG Executive Committee 


 BWROG Primary Representatives 
 
Commitments: None. 
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Sites with existing vent systems that may need only minor modifications to satisfy the orders, 
such as some Mark 1 sites, will work aggressively to complete modifications well before the end 
of 2016. But others that require more complicated modifications, such as some Mark 2 
containments, may need up until the end of 2016, based on outage timing and complexity of 
modifications. 
 
And finally, we feel strongly that the industry FLEX approach helps prioritize the RHV 
modifications to support this extended time for implementation. 
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In all cases, the Boiling Water Reactor Licensees will work expeditiously to ensure the 
requirements of the Order are completely satisfied. 
 
If you have any questions concerning this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me or Rob 
Whelan, BWROG Project Manager, at (910) 200-1006. Thank you. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Frederick P. “Ted” Schiffley, II 
Chairman 
BWR Owners' Group 
 
cc:   C.J. Nichols, BWROG Program Manager 
 BWROG Executive Committee 
 BWROG Primary Representatives 
 
Commitments: None. 



From: Paul Gunter
To: JLD_Public Resource
Subject: Beyond Nuclear Comment on NTTF Recommendation 5.1
Date: Friday, January 27, 2012 11:10:11 PM
Attachments: fof_01272012_bn_cmt_nttf5-1.pdf

Mr. Fretz,

Attached please find the comments of Beyond Nuclear that regard NRC Near-Term
Task Force Recommendation 5.1.

Thank you,

Paul Gunter, Director
Reactor Oversight Project
Beyond Nuclear
6930 Carroll Avenue Suite 400
Takoma Park, MD 20912
Tel. 301 270 2209
www.beyondnuclear.org

mailto:paul@beyondnuclear.org
mailto:JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov
http://www.beyondnuclear.org/
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January 27, 2012 
 


Mr. Robert Fretz, NRR/JLD 
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555-0001 
By email JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov 


 
 


REGARDING THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 


NEAR TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATION 5.1  


TO INSTALL “RELIABLE” HARDENED VENTING SYSTEMS 


ON ALL MARK I AND MARK II CONTAINMENTS 


 


Introduction 


 


On behalf of Beyond Nuclear, I am submitting comments as provided and 


described by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission on January 17, 


2012.1 


 


The Fukushima Dai-Ichi nuclear accident in Eastern Japan has drawn 


unprecedented attention and concern  to the safety and reliability of the General 


Electric Mark I Boiling Water Reactor and  the demonstrated 100% failure rate for 


both its pressure suppression containment system and the hardened 


containment vents at reactor Units 1, 2 and 3. 


 


Beyond Nuclear is submitting comments to the United States Nuclear Regulatory 


Commission regarding significant and unaddressed concerns with 


Recommendation 5 of the “Near Term Task Force Review of Insights from the 
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Fukushima Dai-Ichi Accident.”2  


 


Recommendation 5 states that “The Task Force recommends requiring hardened 


vent designs in BWR facilities with Mark I and Mark II containments.”3  


 


Recommendation 5.1 further states that the agency should “Order licensees to 


include a reliable hardened vent in BWR (Boiling Water Reactors) Mark I and 


Mark II containments.”4 


 


The recommendation presents a number of significant unaddressed public health 


and safety issues such that Beyond Nuclear does not support the undue risk to 


public health and safety posed by the continued operation of the General Electric 


Mark I Boiling Water Reactor and the proposed further modifications to these 


significantly flawed and dangerous nuclear power plants. 


 


Statement of unaddressed concerns regarding undue risk to public health 


and safety posed by the continued operation of the GE Mark I reactors 


 


Beyond Nuclear submits several unaddressed concerns with the current 


recommendation as proposed by the NRC Near Term Task Force (NTTF).   


 


1. The agency does not provide adequate support for Recommendation 


5 to require that reliable hardened vent designs be installed in BWR 


facilities with Mark I and Mark II containments as pertains to 


apparent violations of the licensed conditions under 10 CFR 50 


Appendix A, General Design Criteria 1 and 16.  


 


                                                           
2
 “Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21


st
 Century: The Near-Term Task 


Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-Ichi Accident,” US Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, July 12, 2011  http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1118/ML111861807.pdf  
  
3
 Ibid, NTTF, p.41 


4
 Ibid, NTTF, p.41 
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The recommendation’s background statement provides very little insight into the 


fundamental issue of the lack of a reliable containment system for the twenty 


three (23) General Electric Mark I Boiling Water Reactors currently operating in 


the United States.  The NTTF provides no insight into the associated risks for the 


current Mark I containment venting system and documented uncertainties for 


making further retrofits “reliable.”  As such, the recommendation to install a 


“reliable” hardened vent is not adequately or reasonably supported.  


 


The agency task force acknowledges that “One of the many insights developed 


through the study (WASH-1400) was that the risk of containment failure during 


severe accidents was higher at BWRs with Mark I containments because the 


containment volume of the Mark I design was significantly less than that of the 


other containment designs, approximately one-sixth the volume of large dry PWR 


containments.”5   


 


However, neither the agency nor the Near Term Task Force  acknowledged or 


even discussed the implications of the apparent violation by each Mark I operator 


of the operating license condition as required under 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, 


General Design Criteria which states for  


General Design Criteria 1;  


 


Criterion 1—Quality standards and records. Structures, systems, and 


components important to safety shall be designed, fabricated, erected, and 


tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety 


functions to be performed. Where generally recognized codes and standards are 


used, they shall be identified and evaluated to determine their applicability, 


adequacy, and sufficiency and shall be supplemented or modified as necessary 


to assure a quality product in keeping with the required safety function. A quality 


assurance program shall be established and implemented in order to provide 


adequate assurance that these structures, systems, and components will 
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satisfactorily perform their safety functions. Appropriate records of the design, 


fabrication, erection, and testing of structures, systems, and components 


important to safety shall be maintained by or under the control of the nuclear 


power unit licensee throughout the life of the unit. 


 


Beyond Nuclear asserts that the GE Mark I pressure suppression containment 


system is identified to be too small volumetrically to reasonable assure a “quality 


standard commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be 


performed [as intended to be the last and final radiological protection barrier, the 


containment structure].”6  


 


General Design Criteria 16 further states;  


 


Criterion 16—Containment design. Reactor containment and associated systems 


shall be provided to establish an essentially leak-tight barrier against the 


uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment and to assure that the 


containment design conditions important to safety are not exceeded for as long 


as postulated accident conditions require.7 


 


Recommendation 5 is silent on the more fundamental issue that the continued 


operation of the unreliable Mark I containment system is a violation GDC 1 and 


GDC 16 and poses an undue risk to public health and safety.  


 


2. The current NRC approval for the as-installed “hardened vent 


systems” on the GE Mark I should be revoked as the experimental 


vent as retrofitted are demonstrated to have a 100% failure rate 


under actual severe accident conditions.  


 


On April 13, 2011 Beyond Nuclear submitted an emergency enforcement petition 


                                                           
6
 Ibid, the GDC. Criterion 1 
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to the NRC under 10 CFR 2.206 requesting the immediate suspension of 


operations at all GE Mark I reactors and the revocation of the agency’s approval 


of the “hardened vent system” also known as the “Direct Torus Vent System” (the 


DTVS) as currently installed on twenty-two (22) Mark I containment systems.8  


 


The NRC approval was provided to U.S. Mark I operators of under an industry 


voluntary initiative outlined by the NRC in Generic Letter 89-16 dated September 


1, 1989.9  Whereby, Tokyo Electric Power Company subsequently adapted the 


hardened vent system outlined in GL 89-16 similarly for installation in the 


Fukushima Dai-Ichi GE Mark I Units 1 through 5.  The three units that were 


operational (Units 1, 2 and 3) at the time of the March 11, 2011 earthquake and 


tsunami which experienced prolonged station blackout and severe accidents, all 


demonstrated a 100% failure rate of both the Mark I containment system and the 


hardened vent system approved by GL 89-16.  


 


On December 13, 2011, a Petition Review Board of the US NRC “accepted” the 


April 13, 2011 petition’s requested action for an agency review of the revocation 


of NRC prior approval of the hardened vent systems as currently installed on 22 


of the US Mark I containments.10   


 


The US NRC should immediately revoke its current approval of the Direct Torus 


Vent System (DTVS) as installed on 22 of the 23 operational GE Mark I reactors  


in the US and immediately suspend the operations of these dangerous nuclear 


power plants because they present an undue risk to public health and safety.  


 


The Near Term Task Force report has misrepresented that “all” US Mark I 


                                                           
8
 Beyond Nuclear Emergency Enforcement Petition (10 CFR 2.206), April 13, 2011, 


http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/mk-1-2206/bn_2206_ge_bwr_041320111.pdf  
9
 Generic Letter 89-16, US NRC, September 1, 1989,  


http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/japan/pet_2206_09011989-nrc-generic-letter-89-16-hardened-wetwell-vent.pdf  
10


 Letter from Eric Leeds, Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation, US NRC to Paul Gunter, Beyond Nuclear, 


December 13, 2011, Enclosure 1, Table Summarizing Each Issue for Each 2.206 Issue, Issue 3(b), p. 7 of 


19  http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/mk-1-2206/fof_nrc_fdd_1213201113_ML11339A078.pdf  
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containments made the modification to install the hardened vent system as 


outlined in GL 89-16. The report states; 


 


“The staff issued GL 89-16, “Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent,” on 


September 1, 1989, describing the safety benefits of the hardened vent 


modification and requesting licensees to provide information on their plans to 


install that modification, or to provide cost information should they chose not to 


install the modification. Eventually, all BWR facilities with Mark I containment 


designs voluntarily installed a hardened vent. No regulatory requirement was 


imposed.”11   


 


While it is true that no regulatory requirement was ever imposed on the industry 


by the agency, in fact, the NRC’s own documentation acknowledges that the 


agency made an “exception” to the guidance of GL 89-16 and the Boiling Water 


Reactor Owners Group.  


 


The NRC Safety Evaluation Report for the James A. Fitzpatrick nuclear power 


plant in Oswego, New York dated September 28, 1992, the agency states; 


 


“As part of a comprehensive plan for closing severe accident issues, the NRC 


staff undertook a program to determine if actions should be taken, on a generic 


basis, to reduce the vulnerability of the BWR Mark I containments to severe 


accident challenges.”12 


 


The evaluation further states;  


 


“Accordingly, the Commission concluded that the recommended safety 


improvements, with one exception, that is, hardened wetwell vent capability, 


                                                           
11


 NTTF, p. 40 
12


 “Subject: Hardened Wetwell Vent Capability at the James A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant,” US 


NRC, September 28, 1992, Introduction, p. 1 
http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/fof/vent/fof_fitz_09281992-nrc-ser-approves-no-dtvs-highlight.pdf  
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should be evaluated by licensees as part of their Individual Plant Examination 


(IPE) Program.”13  


 


“PASNY [Power Authority of the State of New York] determined that the current 


design of the Fitzpatrick hardened vent meets many of the Boiling Water Reactor 


Owners Group (BWROG) design criteria and represents an acceptable deviation 


from the remainder. Furthermore, PASNY concluded that hardware modifications 


needed to fully meet the BWROG design criteria are not necessary to ensure the 


vent performs its decay heat removal and scrubbing functions and would not 


produce significant public benefits.”14  


 


“Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the existing wetwell vent capability at 


the Fitzpatrick plant is acceptable.”15 


 


The NRC evaluation further states; 


 


“As the vent is already hardened up to the SGTS (stand by gas treatment 


system) the licensee performed an analysis to determine whether additional 


hardening should be added to bypass the SGTS and any additional modifications 


were necessary to meet the hardened vent design criteria.”16 


 


“The SGTS room contains sheetmetal ductwork and filters which are assumed to 


fail under most venting scenarios. After ductwork failure, high pressure venting 


will pressurize the SGTS room until failure of the access doors to the outside. 


They are double doors that normally open to the environment thereby providing a 


large release path for steam mixture.  As a result, the pressurization on the 


reactor building wall will be limited to relatively low pressures which will be will 


                                                           
13


 Ibid, Intro, p. 1 
14


 Ibid, Intro,  p.2 
15


 Ibid, Intro, p. 2 
16


 Ibid, SER, p. 1-2 
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within the wall structure capability.”17 


 


In other words, the NRC staff and Fitzpatrick operators approved a severe 


accident vent path through an existing structure where high radioactive steam 


from the reactor pressure vessel is allowed to explode through sheetmetal 


ductwork and blow open the doors of  the standby gas treatment building to the 


environment.  The accepted containment venting system evaluation 


acknowledges that during severe accident scenarios, the radiation filtration 


system now in place at Fitzpatrick (the standby gas treatment system) would fail 


and be bypassed due to the failure of the sheet metal ductwork likely releasing 


large quantities of radioactive aerosols through the open pathway to the 


environment including noble gases xenon and krypton and their respective decay 


products of radioactive cesium and strontium.  


 


The NTTF recommendations has therefore not only misrepresented that “all” 


Mark I reactor operators installed the hardened vent modification but has 


excluded the facts noted by the exception to GL 89-16.  


 


The NRC should therefore revoke its prior approval of the containment venting 


system credited for mitigating a severe accident at the James A. Fitzpatrick 


nuclear power plant for severe accident mitigation and immediately suspend 


further operations at the facility.  


 


3. Recommendation 5 does not provide a complete and adequate 


assessment of the significant uncertainties regarding the public 


health and safety risks associated with use of the “hardened vent 


system” under all severe accident scenarios as currently proposed 


by further modifications that includes the installation of a filter 


system on a hardened vent system.  
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The NRC Near-Term Task Force has not provided a complete and adequate 


assessment of the hardened vent system and the proposed modifications for a 


“reliable” vent pathway that includes a filter system to prevent unacceptable and 


undue consequences to public health and safety following the use of the 


containment venting system during the range of postulated severe accident 


scenarios. 


 


The NTTF report makes no reference nor attempts to address documentation 


publicly released through the United States Office of Scientific and Technical 


Information (OSTI) which documents significant uncertainties and undue risks to 


public health and safety with regard to the so-called “reliability” of a hardened 


vent system that is enhanced by a filter system.18 


 


The 1988 expert paper, publicly released on July 27, 2006, identifies; 


 


“The paper 1) summarizes the history of filtered venting in the U.S. including 


significant past and proposed related research; 2) summarizes an assessment of 


the positive and negative safety aspects of venting for a class of 24 U.S. reactors 


(BWR Mark I) and, 3) discusses the regulatory assessment being made of 


filtered venting as a severe accident management strategy, including potential 


attributes of both accident prevention and mitigation associated with venting. 


Lastly, based on review of available literature on European initiatives, questions 


are raised, answers to which would significantly help U.S. evaluations.”19  


 


However, NTTF Recommendation 5 makes no reference to the documentation 


nor makes any effort to address “questions” and the “negative safety aspects” 


related to containment venting and filtered venting anywhere in the agency task 


force report.   


                                                           
18


 “Filtered Venting Considerations in the United States,” R. Jack Dallman (INEL), L.G. Hulman (US 


NRC), and John Kudrick (US NRC), “For Presentation at the May 17-18, 1988, CSNI Specialist Meeting 


on Filtered Containment Venting Systems,” Paris, France 
http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/fof/vent/fof_vent_filter_1988_nrc_pros-cons.pdf  
19


 Ibid, p.1 
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With regard specifically to the filtered hardened vent proposal, the expert opinion 


paper identifies; 


 


“Venting in U.S. commercial reactors is generally not contemplated during 


accidents up to the severity of design basis accidents.”20 


 


“They (vents) could be used in accidents with greater challenges, but 


contamination of spaces and equipment outside containment could occur, and 


the ability to reclose the vent(s) could be compromised.”21 


 


“Accidents involving fuel melting can produce large quantities of fission products, 


hydrogen and other noncondensibles.”22  


 


“The feasibility and potential benefits of filtered containment venting have been 


studied by the NRC and its contractors as well as by the nuclear industry. These 


studies indicate that benefits depend upon the specific accident scenario. Filtered 


venting may have positive benefits for those sequences in which the rate of 


containment pressure rise is relatively slow. Filtered venting is less feasible for 


those sequences resulting in early overtemperature or overpressure conditions.  


This is because the relatively early rapid increase in containment pressure 


requires large containment penetrations for successful venting.” 23 


 


“For other sequences, venting has been postulated to increase the likelihood of 


core damage by causing pump cavitation and the eventual loss of injection to the 


reactor cooling system. Finally, filtered venting is not regarded as effective in 


                                                           
20


 Ibid, p.2 
21


 Ibid, p.2  
22


 Ibid, p.2 
23
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sequences involving containment bypass, although some have argues that 


filtered venting could beneficial in reducing the driving force for such bypass.”24 


 


The expert opinion paper identifies that in a number of unidentified severe 


accident scenarios “however, the venting has not been found always successful.” 


25 


 


The NTTF makes its recommendation for “reliable” hardened venting without 


addressing several significant quantitative vent impact findings identified in the 


expert paper; 


 


“A comprehensive evaluation of the potential benefits and negative impacts of 


venting would presumably provide a quantitative measure upon which to judge 


the technical merits of venting. The evaluation of venting, however, is not straight 


forward and several elements need to be considered. First, the hardware that 


would be used to perform venting and the operability of that hardware should be 


identified. The condition to which the hardware would be exposed and its 


survivability would need to be assessed.  The effect on other equipment and 


instrumentation are also important issues that need to be addressed. Second, 


from a phenomenological perspective, the vent path needs to assessed as to 


whether or not it can perform its intended function (e.g. provide sufficient 


pressure relief). The effectiveness of the vent path to reduce or filter the fission 


product release also needs quantification. Third, the operator actions required to 


vent and the subsequent effect on the environment should be evaluated.  


Procedures should be reviewed and the assessments made of the operators’ 


probability of success in following the procedures. Finally, an evaluation of the 


effect of venting is needed to provide a measure for risk quantification”26.  


 


 


                                                           
24


 Ibid, p.3 
25
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The expert opinion paper raises a number of significant questions and areas of 


incomplete information, none of which are addressed in any statement of 


consideration by Recommendation 5.  These include;  


 


“A good quantification of the net reduction in core-melt probability (if any), its 


associated uncertainty, and how this might be expected to vary from different 


designs and operating characteristics. As examples, does venting result in an 


increase in core-melt probability for some risk significant accident sequences 


and, if so, which ones and how much?  


 


“Identification and quantification of any negative impacts related to design     


changes on existing safety systems. 


 


“What are the accident conditions and off-site environmental consequences 


where venting is justified? When is venting not justified? 


 


Conclusion 


 


The NRC Near-Term Task Force does not make any effort to address or 


acknowledge the significant level of uncertainty and the undue risk to public 


health and safety posed by Recommendation 5 and the continued operation of 


the significantly flawed GE Mark I reactors as demonstrated by the Fukushima 


Dai-Ichi nuclear catastrophe.   


 


Beyond Nuclear therefore does not support the adoption of Recommendation 5 


without providing the public with due process and full hearing rights as accorded 


under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 for significant modifications to systems, 


structures and components, namely the Mark I and Mark II pressure suppression 


system as credited for compliance with the licensed condition under 10 CFR 50 


Appendix A General Design Criteria. 
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----/s/----- 


Paul Gunter, Director 


Reactor Oversight Project 


Beyond Nuclear 


 


                                                                                              January 27, 2012 
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REGARDING THE U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
NEAR TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATION 5.1  

TO INSTALL “RELIABLE” HARDENED VENTING SYSTEMS 
ON ALL MARK I AND MARK II CONTAINMENTS 

 
Introduction 
 
On behalf of Beyond Nuclear, I am submitting comments as provided and 
described by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission on January 17, 
2012.1 
 
The Fukushima Dai-Ichi nuclear accident in Eastern Japan has drawn 

unprecedented attention and concern  to the safety and reliability of the General 

Electric Mark I Boiling Water Reactor and  the demonstrated 100% failure rate for 

both its pressure suppression containment system and the hardened 

containment vents at reactor Units 1, 2 and 3. 

 
Beyond Nuclear is submitting comments to the United States Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission regarding significant and unaddressed concerns with 

Recommendation 5 of the “Near Term Task Force Review of Insights from the 

                                                           
1
 “Near Term Task Force Recommendation 5.1 Reliable Hardened Vents, US NRC, Public Meeting and 

Presentation, January 17, 2012, ML12013A230,  http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1201/ML12013A230.pdf  
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Fukushima Dai-Ichi Accident.”2  

 

Recommendation 5 states that “The Task Force recommends requiring hardened 

vent designs in BWR facilities with Mark I and Mark II containments.”3  

 

Recommendation 5.1 further states that the agency should “Order licensees to 

include a reliable hardened vent in BWR (Boiling Water Reactors) Mark I and 

Mark II containments.”4 

 

The recommendation presents a number of significant unaddressed public health 

and safety issues such that Beyond Nuclear does not support the undue risk to 

public health and safety posed by the continued operation of the General Electric 

Mark I Boiling Water Reactor and the proposed further modifications to these 

significantly flawed and dangerous nuclear power plants. 

 
Statement of unaddressed concerns regarding undue risk to public health 
and safety posed by the continued operation of the GE Mark I reactors 
 

Beyond Nuclear submits several unaddressed concerns with the current 

recommendation as proposed by the NRC Near Term Task Force (NTTF).   

 

1. The agency does not provide adequate support for Recommendation 
5 to require that reliable hardened vent designs be installed in BWR 
facilities with Mark I and Mark II containments as pertains to 
apparent violations of the licensed conditions under 10 CFR 50 
Appendix A, General Design Criteria 1 and 16.  

 

                                                           
2
 “Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st Century: The Near-Term Task 

Force Review of Insights from the Fukushima Dai-Ichi Accident,” US Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, July 12, 2011  http://pbadupws.nrc.gov/docs/ML1118/ML111861807.pdf  
  
3 Ibid, NTTF, p.41 
4
 Ibid, NTTF, p.41 
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The recommendation’s background statement provides very little insight into the 

fundamental issue of the lack of a reliable containment system for the twenty 

three (23) General Electric Mark I Boiling Water Reactors currently operating in 

the United States.  The NTTF provides no insight into the associated risks for the 

current Mark I containment venting system and documented uncertainties for 

making further retrofits “reliable.”  As such, the recommendation to install a 

“reliable” hardened vent is not adequately or reasonably supported.  

 

The agency task force acknowledges that “One of the many insights developed 

through the study (WASH-1400) was that the risk of containment failure during 

severe accidents was higher at BWRs with Mark I containments because the 

containment volume of the Mark I design was significantly less than that of the 

other containment designs, approximately one-sixth the volume of large dry PWR 

containments.”5   

 

However, neither the agency nor the Near Term Task Force  acknowledged or 

even discussed the implications of the apparent violation by each Mark I operator 

of the operating license condition as required under 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, 

General Design Criteria which states for  

General Design Criteria 1;  

 

Criterion 1—Quality standards and records. Structures, systems, and 

components important to safety shall be designed, fabricated, erected, and 

tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of the safety 

functions to be performed. Where generally recognized codes and standards are 

used, they shall be identified and evaluated to determine their applicability, 

adequacy, and sufficiency and shall be supplemented or modified as necessary 

to assure a quality product in keeping with the required safety function. A quality 

assurance program shall be established and implemented in order to provide 

adequate assurance that these structures, systems, and components will 
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satisfactorily perform their safety functions. Appropriate records of the design, 

fabrication, erection, and testing of structures, systems, and components 

important to safety shall be maintained by or under the control of the nuclear 

power unit licensee throughout the life of the unit. 

 

Beyond Nuclear asserts that the GE Mark I pressure suppression containment 

system is identified to be too small volumetrically to reasonable assure a “quality 

standard commensurate with the importance of the safety functions to be 

performed [as intended to be the last and final radiological protection barrier, the 

containment structure].”6  

 

General Design Criteria 16 further states;  

 

Criterion 16—Containment design. Reactor containment and associated systems 

shall be provided to establish an essentially leak-tight barrier against the 

uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment and to assure that the 

containment design conditions important to safety are not exceeded for as long 

as postulated accident conditions require.7 

 

Recommendation 5 is silent on the more fundamental issue that the continued 

operation of the unreliable Mark I containment system is a violation GDC 1 and 

GDC 16 and poses an undue risk to public health and safety.  

 

2. The current NRC approval for the as-installed “hardened vent 
systems” on the GE Mark I should be revoked as the experimental 
vent as retrofitted are demonstrated to have a 100% failure rate 

under actual severe accident conditions.  
 

On April 13, 2011 Beyond Nuclear submitted an emergency enforcement petition 

                                                           
6
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7
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to the NRC under 10 CFR 2.206 requesting the immediate suspension of 

operations at all GE Mark I reactors and the revocation of the agency’s approval 

of the “hardened vent system” also known as the “Direct Torus Vent System” (the 

DTVS) as currently installed on twenty-two (22) Mark I containment systems.8  

 

The NRC approval was provided to U.S. Mark I operators of under an industry 

voluntary initiative outlined by the NRC in Generic Letter 89-16 dated September 

1, 1989.9  Whereby, Tokyo Electric Power Company subsequently adapted the 

hardened vent system outlined in GL 89-16 similarly for installation in the 

Fukushima Dai-Ichi GE Mark I Units 1 through 5.  The three units that were 

operational (Units 1, 2 and 3) at the time of the March 11, 2011 earthquake and 

tsunami which experienced prolonged station blackout and severe accidents, all 

demonstrated a 100% failure rate of both the Mark I containment system and the 

hardened vent system approved by GL 89-16.  

 

On December 13, 2011, a Petition Review Board of the US NRC “accepted” the 

April 13, 2011 petition’s requested action for an agency review of the revocation 

of NRC prior approval of the hardened vent systems as currently installed on 22 

of the US Mark I containments.10   

 

The US NRC should immediately revoke its current approval of the Direct Torus 

Vent System (DTVS) as installed on 22 of the 23 operational GE Mark I reactors  

in the US and immediately suspend the operations of these dangerous nuclear 

power plants because they present an undue risk to public health and safety.  

 

The Near Term Task Force report has misrepresented that “all” US Mark I 

                                                           
8
 Beyond Nuclear Emergency Enforcement Petition (10 CFR 2.206), April 13, 2011, 

http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/mk-1-2206/bn_2206_ge_bwr_041320111.pdf  
9
 Generic Letter 89-16, US NRC, September 1, 1989,  

http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/japan/pet_2206_09011989-nrc-generic-letter-89-16-hardened-wetwell-vent.pdf  
10

 Letter from Eric Leeds, Director, Nuclear Reactor Regulation, US NRC to Paul Gunter, Beyond Nuclear, 

December 13, 2011, Enclosure 1, Table Summarizing Each Issue for Each 2.206 Issue, Issue 3(b), p. 7 of 

19  http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/mk-1-2206/fof_nrc_fdd_1213201113_ML11339A078.pdf  
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containments made the modification to install the hardened vent system as 

outlined in GL 89-16. The report states; 

 

“The staff issued GL 89-16, “Installation of a Hardened Wetwell Vent,” on 

September 1, 1989, describing the safety benefits of the hardened vent 

modification and requesting licensees to provide information on their plans to 

install that modification, or to provide cost information should they chose not to 

install the modification. Eventually, all BWR facilities with Mark I containment 

designs voluntarily installed a hardened vent. No regulatory requirement was 

imposed.”11   

 

While it is true that no regulatory requirement was ever imposed on the industry 

by the agency, in fact, the NRC’s own documentation acknowledges that the 

agency made an “exception” to the guidance of GL 89-16 and the Boiling Water 

Reactor Owners Group.  

 

The NRC Safety Evaluation Report for the James A. Fitzpatrick nuclear power 

plant in Oswego, New York dated September 28, 1992, the agency states; 

 

“As part of a comprehensive plan for closing severe accident issues, the NRC 

staff undertook a program to determine if actions should be taken, on a generic 

basis, to reduce the vulnerability of the BWR Mark I containments to severe 

accident challenges.”12 

 

The evaluation further states;  

 

“Accordingly, the Commission concluded that the recommended safety 

improvements, with one exception, that is, hardened wetwell vent capability, 

                                                           
11

 NTTF, p. 40 
12

 “Subject: Hardened Wetwell Vent Capability at the James A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant,” US 

NRC, September 28, 1992, Introduction, p. 1 
http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/fof/vent/fof_fitz_09281992-nrc-ser-approves-no-dtvs-highlight.pdf  

http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/fof/vent/fof_fitz_09281992-nrc-ser-approves-no-dtvs-highlight.pdf
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should be evaluated by licensees as part of their Individual Plant Examination 

(IPE) Program.”13  

 

“PASNY [Power Authority of the State of New York] determined that the current 

design of the Fitzpatrick hardened vent meets many of the Boiling Water Reactor 

Owners Group (BWROG) design criteria and represents an acceptable deviation 

from the remainder. Furthermore, PASNY concluded that hardware modifications 

needed to fully meet the BWROG design criteria are not necessary to ensure the 

vent performs its decay heat removal and scrubbing functions and would not 

produce significant public benefits.”14  

 

“Therefore, the NRC staff concludes that the existing wetwell vent capability at 

the Fitzpatrick plant is acceptable.”15 

 

The NRC evaluation further states; 

 

“As the vent is already hardened up to the SGTS (stand by gas treatment 

system) the licensee performed an analysis to determine whether additional 

hardening should be added to bypass the SGTS and any additional modifications 

were necessary to meet the hardened vent design criteria.”16 

 

“The SGTS room contains sheetmetal ductwork and filters which are assumed to 

fail under most venting scenarios. After ductwork failure, high pressure venting 

will pressurize the SGTS room until failure of the access doors to the outside. 

They are double doors that normally open to the environment thereby providing a 

large release path for steam mixture.  As a result, the pressurization on the 

reactor building wall will be limited to relatively low pressures which will be will 

                                                           
13

 Ibid, Intro, p. 1 
14

 Ibid, Intro,  p.2 
15

 Ibid, Intro, p. 2 
16

 Ibid, SER, p. 1-2 
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within the wall structure capability.”17 

 

In other words, the NRC staff and Fitzpatrick operators approved a severe 

accident vent path through an existing structure where high radioactive steam 

from the reactor pressure vessel is allowed to explode through sheetmetal 

ductwork and blow open the doors of  the standby gas treatment building to the 

environment.  The accepted containment venting system evaluation 

acknowledges that during severe accident scenarios, the radiation filtration 

system now in place at Fitzpatrick (the standby gas treatment system) would fail 

and be bypassed due to the failure of the sheet metal ductwork likely releasing 

large quantities of radioactive aerosols through the open pathway to the 

environment including noble gases xenon and krypton and their respective decay 

products of radioactive cesium and strontium.  

 

The NTTF recommendations has therefore not only misrepresented that “all” 

Mark I reactor operators installed the hardened vent modification but has 

excluded the facts noted by the exception to GL 89-16.  

 

The NRC should therefore revoke its prior approval of the containment venting 

system credited for mitigating a severe accident at the James A. Fitzpatrick 

nuclear power plant for severe accident mitigation and immediately suspend 

further operations at the facility.  

 
3. Recommendation 5 does not provide a complete and adequate 

assessment of the significant uncertainties regarding the public 
health and safety risks associated with use of the “hardened vent 

system” under all severe accident scenarios as currently proposed 
by further modifications that includes the installation of a filter 
system on a hardened vent system.  

 

                                                           
17

 Ibid, SER, p. 3 
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The NRC Near-Term Task Force has not provided a complete and adequate 

assessment of the hardened vent system and the proposed modifications for a 

“reliable” vent pathway that includes a filter system to prevent unacceptable and 

undue consequences to public health and safety following the use of the 

containment venting system during the range of postulated severe accident 

scenarios. 

 

The NTTF report makes no reference nor attempts to address documentation 

publicly released through the United States Office of Scientific and Technical 

Information (OSTI) which documents significant uncertainties and undue risks to 

public health and safety with regard to the so-called “reliability” of a hardened 

vent system that is enhanced by a filter system.18 

 

The 1988 expert paper, publicly released on July 27, 2006, identifies; 

 

“The paper 1) summarizes the history of filtered venting in the U.S. including 

significant past and proposed related research; 2) summarizes an assessment of 

the positive and negative safety aspects of venting for a class of 24 U.S. reactors 

(BWR Mark I) and, 3) discusses the regulatory assessment being made of 

filtered venting as a severe accident management strategy, including potential 

attributes of both accident prevention and mitigation associated with venting. 

Lastly, based on review of available literature on European initiatives, questions 

are raised, answers to which would significantly help U.S. evaluations.”19  

 

However, NTTF Recommendation 5 makes no reference to the documentation 

nor makes any effort to address “questions” and the “negative safety aspects” 

related to containment venting and filtered venting anywhere in the agency task 

force report.   

                                                           
18

 “Filtered Venting Considerations in the United States,” R. Jack Dallman (INEL), L.G. Hulman (US 

NRC), and John Kudrick (US NRC), “For Presentation at the May 17-18, 1988, CSNI Specialist Meeting 

on Filtered Containment Venting Systems,” Paris, France 
http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/fof/vent/fof_vent_filter_1988_nrc_pros-cons.pdf  
19

 Ibid, p.1 

http://www.beyondnuclear.org/storage/mark-1-campaign/fof/vent/fof_vent_filter_1988_nrc_pros-cons.pdf
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With regard specifically to the filtered hardened vent proposal, the expert opinion 

paper identifies; 

 

“Venting in U.S. commercial reactors is generally not contemplated during 

accidents up to the severity of design basis accidents.”20 

 

“They (vents) could be used in accidents with greater challenges, but 

contamination of spaces and equipment outside containment could occur, and 

the ability to reclose the vent(s) could be compromised.”21 

 

“Accidents involving fuel melting can produce large quantities of fission products, 

hydrogen and other noncondensibles.”22  

 

“The feasibility and potential benefits of filtered containment venting have been 

studied by the NRC and its contractors as well as by the nuclear industry. These 

studies indicate that benefits depend upon the specific accident scenario. Filtered 

venting may have positive benefits for those sequences in which the rate of 

containment pressure rise is relatively slow. Filtered venting is less feasible for 

those sequences resulting in early overtemperature or overpressure conditions.  

This is because the relatively early rapid increase in containment pressure 

requires large containment penetrations for successful venting.” 23 

 

“For other sequences, venting has been postulated to increase the likelihood of 

core damage by causing pump cavitation and the eventual loss of injection to the 

reactor cooling system. Finally, filtered venting is not regarded as effective in 

                                                           
20

 Ibid, p.2 
21

 Ibid, p.2  
22

 Ibid, p.2 
23

 Ibid, p.3 
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sequences involving containment bypass, although some have argues that 

filtered venting could beneficial in reducing the driving force for such bypass.”24 

 

The expert opinion paper identifies that in a number of unidentified severe 

accident scenarios “however, the venting has not been found always successful.” 
25 

 

The NTTF makes its recommendation for “reliable” hardened venting without 

addressing several significant quantitative vent impact findings identified in the 

expert paper; 

 

“A comprehensive evaluation of the potential benefits and negative impacts of 

venting would presumably provide a quantitative measure upon which to judge 

the technical merits of venting. The evaluation of venting, however, is not straight 

forward and several elements need to be considered. First, the hardware that 

would be used to perform venting and the operability of that hardware should be 

identified. The condition to which the hardware would be exposed and its 

survivability would need to be assessed.  The effect on other equipment and 

instrumentation are also important issues that need to be addressed. Second, 

from a phenomenological perspective, the vent path needs to assessed as to 

whether or not it can perform its intended function (e.g. provide sufficient 

pressure relief). The effectiveness of the vent path to reduce or filter the fission 

product release also needs quantification. Third, the operator actions required to 

vent and the subsequent effect on the environment should be evaluated.  

Procedures should be reviewed and the assessments made of the operators’ 

probability of success in following the procedures. Finally, an evaluation of the 

effect of venting is needed to provide a measure for risk quantification”26.  

 

 

                                                           
24

 Ibid, p.3 
25

 Ibid, p.7 
26

 Ibid, p. 7 
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The expert opinion paper raises a number of significant questions and areas of 

incomplete information, none of which are addressed in any statement of 

consideration by Recommendation 5.  These include;  

 

“A good quantification of the net reduction in core-melt probability (if any), its 

associated uncertainty, and how this might be expected to vary from different 

designs and operating characteristics. As examples, does venting result in an 

increase in core-melt probability for some risk significant accident sequences 

and, if so, which ones and how much?  

 

“Identification and quantification of any negative impacts related to design     

changes on existing safety systems. 

 

“What are the accident conditions and off-site environmental consequences 

where venting is justified? When is venting not justified? 

 
Conclusion 
 
The NRC Near-Term Task Force does not make any effort to address or 

acknowledge the significant level of uncertainty and the undue risk to public 

health and safety posed by Recommendation 5 and the continued operation of 

the significantly flawed GE Mark I reactors as demonstrated by the Fukushima 

Dai-Ichi nuclear catastrophe.   

 

Beyond Nuclear therefore does not support the adoption of Recommendation 5 

without providing the public with due process and full hearing rights as accorded 

under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 for significant modifications to systems, 

structures and components, namely the Mark I and Mark II pressure suppression 

system as credited for compliance with the licensed condition under 10 CFR 50 

Appendix A General Design Criteria. 
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----/s/----- 

Paul Gunter, Director 

Reactor Oversight Project 

Beyond Nuclear 

 

                                                                                              January 27, 2012 

 

 



From: Burnell, Scott
To: JLD_Public Resource
Subject: FW: The Crux of the Matter
Date: Thursday, January 19, 2012 10:10:01 AM
Attachments: Implementation of Near Term Task Force Recommendations.msg

Scott Burnell will respond to this.
 
From: Miller, Ed 
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2012 3:27 PM
To: Burnell, Scott
Cc: Rakovan, Lance
Subject: FW: The Crux of the Matter
 
Thought you might be better to handle this one.  His first e-mail is attached. 
 
From: Dr. Philip Watts [mailto:phil.watts@appliedfluids.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2012 3:09 PM
To: Kratchman, Jessica; Miller, Ed
Subject: The Crux of the Matter
 
Jessica and Ed,
 
I'm a tsunami scientist with a PhD from Caltech. I don't really know how to get heard by the
NRC.  But this needs to be heard. 
 
I am a pioneer of Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Assessment (PTHA), with 7 years of
consulting experience in the insurance, oil & gas, and nuclear industries. 
 
I find it straight forward to contemplate or study tsunami events with frequencies in the range
of 10-5 or 10-6 per year relevant to nuclear power plants.
 
When I did PTHA with an oil & gas customer, they asked me to simulate the worst possible
tsunamis for design purposes.  Smart people.
 
Here is the truth as I know it as a renowned tsunami scientist and expert:
 
 - tsunamis are probably a greater risk to NPPs in the US than seismic risks
 - tsunami studies in the US have so far been limited to 10-2 to 10-3 frequencies
 - tsunamis in the 10-4 to 10-5 frequencies will threaten US nuclear power plants
 - tsunamis in the US can easily exceed 100 feet in amplitude above sea level
 
So, based on my experience, I am left wondering when US nuclear power plants are going to
finally looks into tsunami risks for real?
 
I figured the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident would spur the NRC into action, ordering
PTHA for all coastal nuclear reactors.
 
While I know this to be relevant and necessary and within NRC regulations, all I've heard so
far is denial of these real risks.
 

mailto:/O=USNRC/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=4390DD12-E6907A6-DF336A4B-3F43941
mailto:JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov

Implementation of Near Term Task Force Recommendations

		From

		Dr. Philip Watts

		To

		Kratchman, Jessica; Miller, Ed

		Recipients

		Jessica.Kratchman@nrc.gov; Ed.Miller@nrc.gov



Jessica and Ed,












I joined the meeting this morning by phone from the west coast (late).  I am also not familiar with NRC procedures.












1. Where can I find this document as a PDF file:













Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) Recommendations for Enhancing Reactor Safety in the 21st Century













2. Where can I find the written requests, letters, orders, etc. that were discussed earlier today?













3. Where do I send my specific comments on those documents, as I'd like to do so next week?












Thanks,












Phil







--

Dr. Philip Watts
www.appliedfluids.com
Cell: 562-607-2132
Skype: wattsunami
Twitter: @DoctorTsunami













Who do I need to discuss these matters with at the NRC?  Who is interested in protecting US
nuclear power plants?
 
Thanks,
 
Phil

--

Dr. Philip Watts
www.appliedfluids.com
Cell: 562-607-2132
Skype: wattsunami
Twitter: @DoctorTsunami



From: Mitchell, Matthew
To: JLD_Public Resource
Subject: FW: Plant Electric Power Supply Lineups
Date: Saturday, January 28, 2012 7:24:35 PM
Attachments: A.jpg

B.jpg
C.jpg

Public comment for assessment.
 

From: Tom Gurdziel [tgurdziel@twcny.rr.com]
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2012 11:11 PM
To: Mitchell, Matthew
Cc: CHAIRMAN Resource; paul_eddy@dps.state.ny.us; hillsc@INPO.org; 'Tom Henry'; Screnci, Diane;
'Clary, Gregory'; Bowman, Gregory; P.Kaiser@iaea.org; jicc@ws.mofa.go.jp
Subject: Plant Electric Power Supply Lineups

Good morning,
 
I used my father-in-law’s preliminary training manual from the late 1960s to refresh my memory of a
conservatively designed electric power supply for a nuclear plant.
 
Look at “A” first.  At the upper left are 2 -  345,000 volt transmission lines that take the power south. 
We would refer to these as the 345 kv lines.  Somewhat below is the plant main generator, which is
not running.  When it does run, the power out of it is at about 24,000 volts.  So, between the generator
and the (output) transmission lines is a main transformer.  It is not energized now.  Somewhat lower,
but still at the left is one of two main powerboards at the plant for non-safety related electric loads.
 
Over at the right are 2 – 115,000 volt transmission lines that provide the plant with offsite electric
power.  One actually comes to the plant switchyard from the northeast; the other comes from the
southwest.  They are separated up to the switchyard.  Let’s just look at the one closer to the center of
the drawing.  It is energized and a transformer changes the voltage from 115,000 volts to 4160 volts. 
We call this transformer an auxiliary transformer.  You will notice that it is supplying one of the main
powerboards and one of the station’s emergency powerboards.
 
We would use this lineup during plant outages.
 
Now look at “B”.  The plant is running and we either have both 115 kv lines energized or we are in a
Technical Specification LCO, (Limited Condition of Operation) and have only a certain number of days
to restore them or we must shut down the plant.  So, this is the usual plant electric power lineup during
plant operation.  You will notice that the main generator is on the grid and supplying power to both 345
kv lines through the main transformer.  The emergency powerboard still has, and has had continuously,
4160 volts provided to it.  However, the practice is to carry the station or “house” loads from the power
generated by the plant.  This is done by using a transformer connected between the main generator
output (but before the main transformer), and (actually both) of the main, non-safety related
powerboards.  (I have not shown the connection to the other powerboard.)
 
Look at “C” next.  Here the main generator is off the 345 kv grid, which, though also shown
deenergized, could actually still be, (and be shown), energized. It would not be connected to the main
transformer, though.  Both 115 kv lines are dead.  When this happened, the emergency diesel
generator started and energized its emergency powerboard.
 

So now here is the main point that needs to be understood.
 
Look at “B”.  The plant is running and the emergency powerboards have power.  Then the plant trips. 
Look at “A”.  (Actually, right after a plant main generator trip, Power Board 12 will not be energized yet,

mailto:/O=USNRC/OU=FIRST ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=206BB3E1-93BE95BF-D2C3BE44-7111113E
mailto:JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov





so think of that as uncolored.  Also, the 345 kv lines would not be connected together at that point,
either.)  But, the main point here is that the emergency powerboard(s) had electric power continuously
during the plant trip.  This is actually a big deal because it means that no circuit breaker had to change
position (and endure the chance of a failure to change), and, also, no circuit breaker would fail to
change position on demand because certain permissives were not met, or the circuit breaker
coordination was wrong.
 
Now get page 59 of INPO Report 11-005 (which I didn’t copy for you because mine is considerably
marked up.)  Let’s look only at Unit 1.  It appears to me that powerboards 1D and 1C are the
emergency powerboards, being that they can also be powered by diesel generators.  How are they
normally fed?  Well, it appears that they receive power from powerboards 1B and 1A respectively. 
(Remember this because I want to comment on this arrangement later.)  Where do these powerboards,
(1B & 1A) receive their electric power?  Look, it is the house or station service transformer connected
to the output of the main generator!  Okay, now the plant takes a main generator trip and stops
generating electricity.  Either some circuit breakers that are not shown on this page have to open and
others, also not shown, have to close to supply electricity to powerboard 1B through a black line from
powerboard 2SB, or diesel generator 1B has to start.  (Same thing with the powerboard 1S feed to
powerboard 1A, and diesel generator 1A.)
 
Remember there would have to be circuit breaker permissives met before switching could occur. 
Additionally, it would be my guess that these diesel generators can only carry loads on their
powerboards.  Circuit breakers would also have to open to separate powerboards 1D and 1C.
 
My guess is that doing the breaker coordination (explained above) with 1960s era equipment is
impossible, so the practice there, in my opinion, is to do dead bus transfers.  This saves the plant
owner money for equipment to coordinate the circuit breakers and also the time and money to keep it
calibrated correctly.  (Equipment will need to be taken out of service to check that the settings work
correctly.)
 
So, on a plant trip, it is likely that remote, manual circuit breaker actions (from the control room) are
necessary to line up the circuit breakers correctly and start the diesel generators.  (A significant
problem appears now.  Our U.S. practice was (is) to use automatic equipment action first, and then rely
on trained human operators as a backup.  This provides us with defense-in-depth.  As I see it,
Fukushima Daiichi Unit I does not have defense-in-depth for reenergizing their emergency
powerboards.)
 
Let me get to a point I said I would come back to (above.)  I worked at a plant the came on line in
1969.  It initially had a feed to its emergency powerboards from offsite power through another
powerboard.  This was changed to make the configuration more reliable.  It appears to me that,
although newer, Fukushima Daiichi did not make this change.  (My reference, from my father-in-law’s
“Preliminary Training Sessions, Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station, Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation” is
Station Power Distribution, Figure IX-1).
 
            Thank you,
 
            Tom








